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Introduction
The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites are being used in a wide range of
civilian applications besides their intended use for navigation by the Department of Defense's
military applications. Applications can be divided into two broad categories, namely, navigation and
static positioning (absolute or relative). Knowledge of the position of the satellites is fundamental to
all the applications of GPS. The required knowledge of the GPS satellite position accuracy can vary
depending on a particular application. Application to relative positioning of receiver locations on
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the ground to infer Earth's tectonic plate motion requires the most accurate knowledge of the GPS
satellite orbits. Research conducted at the University of Texas Center for Space Research (CSR)
under the NASA grant NAG5-940 was directed towards improving and evaluating the accuracy of
GPS satellite orbits. This rel_OttS summarizes the activities of CSR in improving GPS satellite
orbits, during the grant period from Jan 1988 to April 1991. Major focus was on the understanding
and modeling of the forces acting on the satellites besides paying close attention to reference frame,
time system, measurement modeling, parametefization and other aspects of orbit determination.
Gravitational forces were modeled by truncated versions of extant gravity fields such as, GEM-L2,
GEM-T1 or TEG-2 and third body perturbations due to Sun and Moon. Nongravitational forces
considered were the solar radiation pressure, and perturbations due to thermal venting and thermal
imbalance. At the GPS satellite orbit accuracy level required for crustal dynamic applications,
models for the nongravitational perturbations play a critical role, since the gravitational forces are
well understood and are modeled adequately for GPS satellite orbits. With these considerations,
CSR'sactivitiesduringthe grant period were in the following areas:
1. Computation and distribution of weekly GPS satellite ephemerides
2. Global versus regional orbit comparison
3. Signal multipath effects
4. CASA UNO campaign data analysis
5. Southwest Pacific campaign data analysis
6. Reference frame comparison
7. Modeling of thermal imbalance force perturbation
8. Eclipsing satellite orbit prediction error
9. Effects of mixed receiver types
10. Effects of selective availability (SA)
In the following, each of the above topics will be described briefly, and relevant publication/meeting
presentation will be quoted.
1. Weekly Ephemerides
Pseudo-range measurements from all the GPS satellites collected at the CIGNET sites (three in
late 1986 expanding to nine by 1988) were processed routinely to produce precise ephemerides of
the satellites. The ephemerides were written in the 'NGS Format' and were distributed to the
participants of data collection and the sponsors of the network, namely, NGS at Rockville,
Maryland, USGS at Menlo Park, California, Texas State Highway Department at Austin, Texas,
ill¸ •¸
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CGS at Ottawa, Canada, (through NGS to) Institut fuer Angewandte Geodaesie (IFAG), Germany,
and the Norwegian Geodetic Survey at Tromso, Norway. Apart from regular weekly distribution of
the GPS ephemefides to the above agencies, from time to time requests for precise ephemerides for
specific GPS weeks by other institutes in the U.S. (CCAR, UNAVCO etc.), England and Australia
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were fulfilled. Precise ephemerides computed using GPS carrier phase measurements were
distributed for specific weeks covering GPS campaigns. For examples of characteristics of orbits
distributed see Appendix I.
2. Comparison of Orbits Obtained Using Data From Global and Regional Network
The Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) started with three ground stations in the
continental U.S. and with time expanded in the U.S. and to Europe, Japan and Australia. Since the
accuracy of GPS satellite ephemerides is fundamental to baseline computation applications, effects
of changing the ground station network distribution on the orbit accuracy is an important aspect to be
considered. At the time of this analysis the distribution of stations contributing data for routine GPS
orbit computation was not really global, but were restricted to U.S. and northern Europe. Five
stations in the north American continent (Yellowknife, Mojave, Westford, Richmond, Austin) and
three in Europe (Wettzell, Onsala, Tromso) were considered in orbit determination experiments
using only the pseudo-range observations. Solutions for several weeks were computed using data
from the five stations in the North American continent only or from all the eight stations mentioned
above. Trajectories were computed for individual GPS satellites using solutions of these two cases
and compared in order to find any common characteristics that be present. Depending on the relative
amounts of data and the geometry of coverage, the differences between the ephemeris determined
using data from North American stations only and using data from all the eight stations, varied from
about 4 meters to about 40 meters. Although these numbers are not the accuracies of the orbits, they
are an indication of the effects of network distribution, geometry and the amount of data. Orbit
accuracy itself could be inferred through baseline estimates or through comparison to orbits with
known accuracy computed by other organizations. However, during the period of this analysis such
evaluations were not attempted. Details of this study were reported in a Master's Thesis by Vince
Pollmeier, and the summary and conclusions of this thesis are presented in Appendix II.
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3. SignalMultlpathandChoke Ring Experiment
Degradation of accuracy of the GPS measurements, namely, pseudo-range and carrier phase, due
to signal multipath is an aspect that has been treated with considerable importance in the hardware
(receiver and antenna) design and in the data analysis. Measurement accuracy directly impacts the
orbit accuracy and hence every attempt is made to improve accuracy of GPS measurement. Signal
multipath is a phenomenon in which the radio waves coming directly from the GPS satellite are
corrupted by their reflections off of any nearby surfaces which can reflect radio waves. Since the P-
code pseudo-ranges are computed by time correlation of the P-code signal with that generated at the
receiver, its accuracy is affected by multipath much more than that of carrier phase which involves
only the measuring of the phase of the carder. The difference could be as high as two orders of
magnitude. Although in geodetic applications oniy carrier phase is used as the measurement of
choice due to its precision, the pseudo-range is essential to one or more of the following necessities
of data processing, namely, phase ambiguity resolution, cycle-slip detection and fixing, measurement
time-tag correction. In order for the pseudo-range to be effective in its above mentioned uses, its
accuracy should be as high as possible; higher the accuracy, lesser would be be the averaging time
needed. Pseudo-range accuracy level that is less than the wavelength of its carder is desirable. For
this reason several antenna designs have been studied and experimented by /PL. One of the
experiments conducted by YPL was to use a choke ring antenna in place of the regular TI-4100
antenna to coUect data at the Mojave CIGNET site for a few days. This data set was analyzed at
CSR, and some of the results were presented at the GPS Workshop held at _PL during the Spring of
1988. A part of the presentation is included in Appendix HI. CSR also cooperated with personnel at
USGS Menlo Park, California, in their experiments and analysis of dam to determine the effect of
multipath error on accuracies of baseline determinations. The abstract of the paper presented by
USGS personnel at the spring 1989 meeting of the American Geophysical Union at Baltimore,
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Maryland, is included in Appendix 1II.
4. CASA UNO Data Analysis
During January and February of 1988, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, in cooperation with other
agencies (national and international), conducted an epoch measurement experiment in South
America and in South Pacific. Data were collected from stations in North and South America,
Hawaii, South Pacific and Australia in conjunction with the CIGNET stations (in terms of tracking
scenario and collection interval). The campaign period was about three weeks during the 'GPS
Weeks' 419, 420 and 421. Precise GPS ephemerides using pseudo-range and phase measurements
and baselines between various sites were determined using this data set. Extensive analysis has been
performed at CSR using this data set over the past two years concentrating on various aspects of
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determining precise GPS satellite orbits and accurate baselines between tracking sites. Force model
fidelity, numerical integration accuracy, proper reference frame for geodetic applications of GPS and
estimation strategies were some of the topics that were scrutinized closely, using this and other data
setsZResults of analysis of which this data set formed a major part were published in various forms
(meeting presentations, journal article, thesis, dissertation) part or whole of which are included in
Appendix IV.
5. Southwest Pacific Campaign Data Analysis
Tonga Trench in the southwest Pacific region is considered to be one of the most active fault
zones in the world, and GPS campaigns (sponsored jointly by NSF, NASA and UNAVCO) were
conducted during three consecutive summers of 1988, 1989 and 1990, to study plate motion around
this zone. CSR participated in the campaign planning and preparation and in data processing.
Precise GPS ephemerides were computed for selected weeks during each of these campaign periods.
These include weeks 444,445 in 1988, weeks 498 to 501 in 1989 and weeks 549 to 551 in 1990.
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Extensive analysis of some of the baselines in this region and evaluation of GPS satellite orbit
accuracy have been performed using these data sets and are being continued. Although neither SLR
nor VLBI measurements of baselines in this region is available for comparison with GPS
determinations, orbit accuracies can be inferred by considering the baseline repeatabilities and other
criteria. Results of experiments performed at CSR using these data sets were presented in various
meetings and have published in symposium proceedings. Copies of some of the publications are
included in Appendix V.
6. Reference Frame Comparisons
Most of the GPS applications including some researchers involved in geodetic applications use
the GPS ephemerides broadcast from the satellites as their source. Consequently, the solutions
(absolute or relative positions)_are defined in the coordinate system of the GPS ephemerides used
which is the WGS-84. Often such results (especially geodetic) are compared with solutions obtained
in other coordinate systems such as defined by SLR or VLBI. These coordinate systems should be
coincident for comparisons to be meaningful or their relative orientation must be known in order to
account for differences that may be present in the results. In order to facilitate such comparisons or
to transform solution in one system to other a set of seven parameter transformation was estimated.
This was performed using two sets of tracking data.
1. The first experiment used tracking data from the five Operational Control Segment (OCS)
stations and data from CIGNET sites collected during the CASA UNO campaign (weeks 419
to 421). The data type used in the analysis was pseudo-range since that was the only type
available from the OCS stations. The coordinates of the OCS stations were available in the
WGS-84 reference frame whereas those of the CIGNET sites were available in a reference
frame defined by SLR and VLBI systems. Holding few of the CIGNEr sites fixed,
coordinates of the OCS sites (along with other parameters) were estimated which were in the
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SLR/VLBI system. Comparing these to the coordinates of the OCS sites given in WGS-84
system, the seven parameter transformation set was determined using least-squares technique.
2. This same procedure was repeated in a second experiment, but using carrier phase GPS data
from the five Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) sites whose coordinates were available in the
WGS-84 system, and from the CIGNET sites augmented by a global set of stations. The data
used in this experiment were part of those collected during 1989 south west pacific campaign,
namely, the weeks of 499 and 500.
Results of these experiments were presented in various meetings and published in symposium
proceedings. Abstracts/summaries of these publications are provided in Appendix VI.
7. Thermal Imbalance Perturbation
When the surfaces of the GPS satellite directly exposed to the Sun are heated up, most of the
energy is radiated back into the space. The surface away from the Sun also gains temperature due to
conduction and then radiates the energy away into space. Depending on the conductive properties of
material between the surfaces and the radiation characteristics of both the surfaces the satellite as a
whole may or may not be in thermal equilibrium and as a result may experience a small force if there
is a thermal imbalance. During the transient phase when the satellite enters or exits the Earth's
shadow, a thermal nonequilibrium and hence a net force is certainly possible. Depending on the
characteristics of the transient phase (rate of heating/cooling) and the duration of the shadow period,
the magnitude of this perturbation could be significant. Simulation experiments were performed at
CSR to determine effects of such thermal imbalance perturbations on satellite orbits assuming such
simple models as fiat plates or rectangular boxes for the satellites. Such simple 'satellites' were
assumed to be in orbits of full Sun or maximum shadow configurations and the heat equation
(second order partial differential equation) was considered in one dimension only. The major
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difficulty in including this perturbation in orbit computation is due to the fact that the second order
ordinary and the partial differential equation (finite difference or finite element techniques) have to
be integrated simultaneously. Some of these aspects were studied closely but complete
implementation of this perturbation for a typical satellite has not been achieved (mainly due to the
difficulty mentioned above). Results of this study have been reported in Masters Thesis and in
presentations at conferences. Appropriate summaries are presented in Appendix VII.
8. Eclipsing Orbits
Solar radiation pressure is one the most important nongravitational perturbations acting on the
GPS satellites. Because of the altitude of the satellite, the magnitude of this perturbation is high
(being of the order of 10-7 mlseclsee) and hence play a major role in the accurate computation of the
GPS satellite orbits. Its modelling is critical to achieving orbit accuracies needed for geodetic
applications. Acceleration due to this perturbation is computed using the "ROCK4" models when
the satellite is exposed to the Sun and is assumed to be zero when the satellite is in the shadow of the
Earth(or the Moon). Thus when the orbit geometry is in such eclipsing configuration, computed
acceleration due to SRP has a large jump in its time history, at the shadow crossing points (entering
and leaving the shadow). Such large discontinuities in the acceleration values cause considerable
error in the values of satellite state computed using constant step numerical integrators such as the
KSG method. Manifestation of this problem has been clearly identified in situations where GPS
satellite orbit predictions were performed in order to evaluate ephemeris accuracy. Variable step
integrators such as the Runge-Kutta method are computationally expensive and need restarting of the
numerical integration algorithm at such discontinuities. The approach taken to remedy this
deficiency is to perform special operations at times when the satellite enters or leaves the shadow.
This point usually occurs within the interval of a numerical integration step and hence the
acceleration function values used by the integrator at the ends of this step have a large jump. To
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avoidthisdiscontinuity,thefunctionvaluesareassumedtobe valid beyond the shadow crossing, on
either side of it. In other words, when the satellite enters the shadow, the SRP acceleration value
computed before shadow is assumed to be valid up to the first nodal point (of the integrator) after
shadow boundary, and SRP acceleration value of zero is assumed backward up to the first nodal
point before the shadow boundary. With this assumption the "back-difference table" of the KSG
numerical integration algorithm is modified and appropriate corrections to the satellite state at these
nodal points are made. This procedure is called the "modified back-difference table" (MBD)
approach. Information on more details about this approach and on the improvements obtained in the
prediction accuracy of satellite orbit can be found in Appendix VIII and the references thereof.
9. Effect of Mixed Receiver Types
The earlier tracking sites of the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET), namely,
Mojave, Westford, Austin, Wettzell and Richmond, used the TI-4100 (dual frequency P-code)
receivers. Later in 1989, additional CIGNET sites collected data using Mini-Mac 2816-AT (dual
frequency codeless) receivers. Further, NGS started replacing the TI-4100 receivers with the Mini-
Macs. As a result, for a period of time data from two types of receivers had to be processed
simultaneously for orbit determination. The differences in the data types and especially in way the
time tag of observations were handled in both of these receivers had a considerable impact on
preprocessing procedures and on the accuracy of the estimated orbits. In order to evaluate the
impact of such mixed receiver data type on orbit accuracy a limited experiment was conducted. This
was considered important since some of the field campaigns (such as the South West Pacific
Campaign) used more than two types of receivers to collect data and if orbit accuracy is affected due
to mixed receiver data, it could impact the baseline estimates.
During specific weeks at Mojave and at WettzeU data were collected, as part of CIGNET
tracking, simultaneously from both the TI-4100 and the Mini-Mac receivers. Several orbit
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determinationexperimentswereperformedusing these data sets. In one experiment, only TI-4100
receiver data collected at Mojave would be used along with data from other sites (all TI) Mojave
would be replaced by Mini-Mac data collected at Mojave during the same period, thus providing a
mixed data set. Orbits determined in these two cases were compared and in addition were used in
determining a known baseline. The rms of orbit differences was as much as 4 meters for some
satellites; however, the impact on accuracy of the particular baseline tested, was not significant.
Results of this study were presented in meetings and were published in meeting proceedings, copies
of which are included in Appendix IX.
10. Effects of Selective Availability (SA)
The influence of Selective Availability (SA) on geodetic positioning was presented at the Fall
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1990 meeting of the American Geophysical Union ("Observations of SA and the Effect on Precision
Geodesy"). An example of SA is given in Appendix X, which illustrates phase residuals obtained by
removing the effect of the orbit, the ionosphere and the troposphere. The examples shown were
taken simultaneously from different locations and receivers. The similarity oflhe residuals indicates
that the source of the variation was common and not produced by local effects, such as clock
variations. In fact, the effect is SA and is characterized by a spectrum of frequencies with periods of
several minutes. It was also demonstrated that SA is common to L1 and L2; thus the effect cancels
in L1 minus L2 differencing. Double difference phase residuals on a zero baseline, i.e., Trimble
4000SST and TI4100 receivers were operated with the same antenna. During the period of the
experiment, Week 549, SA was active on Block II satellites. As a consequence, double differences
formed with the zero baseline using only Block I satellites can be characterized by white noise
residuals. However, because of the data recording offset between the Trimble and TI receivers (the
TI recorded 0.92 see prior to the Trimble), the effect of SA does not cancel in the differencing
process, and residuals that exhibit SA-induced periodicities remain. Other results, using baselines of
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1000km,showedthatif thereceiversrecordatnearlythesametime(towithinafewmilliseconds),
theeffectofSAcanessentiallyberemoved.
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APPENDIX I
1. Report on GPS orbit determination for Week 378 using pseudo-range data
2. Report on GPS orbit determination for Week 378 using double differenced phase data
|REPORT 014 GPS ORBIT DE.TERMINATION
GPS WEEK 378
APRIL 5 TO APRIL 11, 1987
(DAYS 95 - I01)
RELEASE:
EW378V4.EPH
PREPARED
FOR
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SORVEY
MENLO PARK, CA
BY
CENTER FOR SPACE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
WITH THE COOPERATION
OF
TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
AUSTIN, TX
NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY
ROCKVILLE, MD
CANADIAN GEODETIC SURVEY
OTTAWA, CANADA
For further information:
Dr. B. E. Schutz or Dr. P. Abusali
Center for Space Research
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
MAPANET:
SCHUTZ%UTCSR.DECNET@CHPC.BRC.UTEXAS.EDU
Telephone:
(512) 471-4287
_TS 770-5240
Telex:
7Q4265 CSRUTX UD
BITNET:
AOVS751 _ UTCHPC
SPAN:
UTSPAN::UTCSR::SCHUTZ
qGPS Week : 378
Contributing Stations :
Location !D Receiver Reference Agency
Oscillator
Austin, TX A TI-4100 Cesium SDHPT
Kauai, HI K TI-4100 H-Maser UNAVCO
Mojave, CA M TI-4100 H-Maser CSR
Westford, MA W TI-4100 H-Maser NGS
Yellowknife, NWT Y TI-4100 Cesium CGS
NOTE: SDHPT - State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (Texas)
CSR - Center for Space Research
NGS - National Geodetic Survey
CGS - Canadian Geodetic Survey
USGS - U. S. Geological Survey
UNAVCO- University Navstar Consortium
MODELS:
Gravity
MERIT Standard (GEM-L2, modified)
Luni-solar from DE-200
Nongravitational
Constant area, estimate reflectivity, estimate y-bias
Polar Motion, UTI
Lageos derived, reported on GE Mark III
Station Coordinates
Location x (m) y (m) z (m) Reference
Austin:
Kauai:
Mojave:
Westford:
Yellowknife:
-?437?3.949
-554381?.634
-e356214.421
1492233.223
-1224064.162
-5#b06#3.710
-e05#588.618
-#6#6733.99#
-4#58091.535
-268983#.572
320o3#7.#9e
238?85#.#37
3668#60.630
#2960#5.911
5633432.720
Mader [1987b]
Mader [1987a]
Mader [1987b]
Mader [1987a]
McArthur [1987_ _
The Conventional Terrestrial System is defined by the NGS VLBl-defined
frame.
References
Mader, G. L., "GPS Antenna Connections to VLBI Reference Points at
Kokee Park and Westford," NGS Memo, July 17, 1987a. _
Mader, G. L., "GPS Antenna Connection to VLBI Reference Point at Mojav. i_i
and the Position of Austin GPS," NGS Memo, October 13, 1987b.
McArthur, D., "Yellowknife GPS Monitor Site," CGS Memo, February 4, Ic_ il
Data Distribution :
DAY
Satellite PRN
3 b 9 11 12 13
Sunday
A X X X X X
K X X X X X
M X X X X X X
Y X X X X X X
Monday
Tuesday
A X X X X X
K × X X X X
M X X X X X X
Y X X X X X
A X X X X
K X X X X X
M X X X X X X
Y "X X X X X X
A X X X _ X X
K X X X X X
Wednesday M X X X X X X
Y X X X X X X
Thursday
A X X X X X
K X X X X X
M X X X X X X
Y X X X X X X
Friday
A
K
M
Y
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X
Saturday
A
K
M
Y
X X X X X
X X X X X X
NOTES:
o The locations, e.g., M, are defined on the Preceding page
in the column labelled ID. i
o Data from the Westford receiver suggests thati the receiver was
operated on the internal oscillator instead of the hydrogen
maser; consequently, Westford data were not used in this ephemeris
release.
SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS(NORMALPOINT DATA):
Satellite RMS (m) Over- NP Meas. Processed
PRN A K M Y all Sig A K M Y TOTAL
3 - - 0.94 1.26 1.18 II - - 55 lqe 197
6 1.85 1.21 1.05 1.36 1.42 3 117 84 86 195 qs2
9 e.29 0.90 1.18 1.38 1.58 2 172 150 96 198 616
II 1.51 1.17 1.01 1.27 1.30 4 182 71 99 220 572
le 2.e9 l.e4 1.54 1.35 1.75 3 169 ?0 78 178 495
13 2.06 1.36 1.58 1.30 1.63 3 188 96 i_I 20? 61e
NOTES: The column labelled "Sig" is the formal standard error based on
the trace of the satellite posit i_on estimate variances, using
a measurement standard deviation of 1 m. It reflects the
tracking geometry and the amount of data available.
The normal point (NP) data were obtained from the raw data by
compressing the 30 second interval data into 15 minute bins.
STATE COMPARISON:
The following table provides a comparison in the epoch positition vec1:or.
The differences in position are obtained from the position vector reporte_
in the EW3"78VI solution distributed earlier and the current solution,
EW378V4. The values in the table correspond to differences at the initial
epoch only. The primary differences in the two solutions are as follows:
o Different station coordinates: analysis has shown difference
in the two coordinate sets of less than two meters in
individual components
o Use of Kauai data instead of Haleakala: although the amount
of data from the two Hawaiian sites is very similar, the Kaua
coordinates are more internally consistent with the other
coordinates.
Epoch:
Satellite
PRN
5 April 1987 00:00:00 GPS
Week 378
Epoch Difference (m)
(EW378V4 minus EW3?8V1)
X Y Z
One Week Difference (m)
(EW378V4 minus EW3?8V1)
Mean RMS
3 0.6 10.9 12.0 16.5 17.0
6 -I .5 -5.7 8.4 5.7 6.0
9 -5. 1 -4.7 1.6 6.e 6.3
Ii -17.0 15.4 7.0 18.7 19.4
le -5.1 -12.6 -5.e 15.1 16.0
13 -5.4 -0.6 4.5 4.3 4.2
REPORT ON GPS ORBIT DETERMINATION
GPS WEEK 378
APRIL 5 TO APRIL 11, 1987
(DAYS 95 - i01)
DIFFERENCED PHASE
RELEASE A
(EW378DI.EPH)
PREPARED
BY
CENTER FOR SPACE RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
_ponsored by:
U. S. Geological Survey
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Science Foundation
For further information:
Dr. B. E. Schutz or Dr. P. Abusali
Center for Space Research
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
Telephone:
(512) 471-4267
FTS 770-5240
Telex:
704265 CSRUTX UD
BITNET:
SCHUTZ @ UTADNX
SPAN:
UTSPAN::UTADNX::SCHUTZ
GPS Week : 378
Contributing Stations :
Location ID Receiver Reference Agency
Oscillator
Austin, TX A
MoJave, CA M
Kokee Park, HI K
Westford, MA W
Yellowknife, NWT Y
TI-4100 Cesium SDHPT
TI-4100 H-Maser CSR
TI-4100 H-Maser UNAVCO
TI-4100 H-Maser NGS
TI-4100 Cesium CGS
NOTE: SDHPT - State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (Texas)
CSR - Center for Space Research
NGS - National Geodetic Survey
CGS - Canadian Geodetic Survey
USGS - U. S. Geological Survey
UNAVCO- University Navstar Consortium
MODELS:
Gravity
GM - 398600.440 km**3/s**2
Earth radius - 6378137.0 m
MERIT Standard (GEM-L2, modified)
Luni-solar from DE-200
Nongravitational
Solar radiation reflectivity estimated
y-bias estimated
Polar Motion, UTI
Lageos derived, reported on GE Mark III
Center of Mass:
Phase center in spacecraft axes with origin at center of mass
x-0.21 m; y=0.0 m; z=0.854 m
Measurement Model:
Daily values of zenith delay are estimated for each site.
Relativity correction included.
Station Coordinates
System defined by Lageos Laser Ranging [SSC(CSR)88 L 01].
VLBI coordinates [SSC(GSFC)88 R 01] rotated into SLR system
through ties at Wettzell, Westford, Ft.'Davis and Mojave.
Both sets of coordinates are given in the BIH Annual Report
for 1987. The coordinates of the L1 phase center used in
the solution are:
Site x (m) y (m) z (m)
Kokee Park:
Mojave:
Westford:
Yellowknife:
-5543817.866
-2356214.840
1492232.844
-1224064.507
-2054588.143
-4646733.811
-4458091.718
-2689832.995
2387854.349
3668460.544
4296045.914
5633432.550
The location of the Kokee Park VLBI reference point (1311) in this
system is:
Kokee VLBI: -5543846.014 -2054563.735 2387813.666
The tie between the GPS antenna location and the VLBI was determined
by Mader, as described in an NGS memorandum dated July 17, 1987.
:OLUTION SUMMARY:
_otes:
All full-rate data were collected at a 30 second interval unless
otherwise noted.
Solution for PRN 3 was not computed due to sparcity of data.
Austin data were not included until final coordinate solution is
performed.
The report for the pseudo-range orbit determination (EW378V1.EPH)
contains information on the data distribution.
Full-rate phase data were edited and corrected for cycle slips.
Solution was obtained with double differences only for entire week.
File EW378D1.EPH is the ephemeris of the respective spacecraft
center of mass.
Number of Double Differences: 9521
RMS of Double Differences: 0.031 m
3TATE ADJUSTMENT:
The following table provides the adjustment in the epoch positition vector.
The differences in position are obtained from the position predicted from
the preceding week solution to the epoch of this report. The values in the
table correspond to differences between the position vectors at the last
time in the ephemerides reported for the preceding week and the first
vectors of the current week, that is, the point of commonality between the
current week and the preceding week.
Epoch: 5 April 1987 00:00:00 GPS
Week 378
Satellite
Position Difference (m)
(Week 378 epoch minus
last point of Week 377)
PRN R T N
6 2.04 6.43 3.08
9 1.57 5.82 -0.29
11 3.97 10.89 -1.02
12 0.40 -2.97 -1.13
13 1.23 0.75 0.74
R - Radial
T - Along-track, transverse
N - Cross-track, normal
APPENDIX II
Pollmeier, V. M., "A Comparison of GPS Orbits Estimated Using Observations From North
America and Europe," Masters thesis, The University of Texas at Austin, December 1988
(Summary and Conclusions)
E
A COMPARISON OF GPS ORBITS ESTIMATED USING
OBSERVATIONS FROM NORTH AMERICA
AND EUROPE
by
Vincent M. Pollmeier, B.S.
THESIS
Presented to the Faculty of the Graduate School of
The University of Texas at Austin
in Partial Fulfillment
of the Requirements
for the Degree of
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
December, 1988
CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONS
The results of the comparison of the N. American/European
estimates with those of the N. American estimates show that there is
some consistent and significant differences between the two sets of
estimates in terms of the initial condition estimates, the estimated
parameters (y-bias and solar radiation), the week long trajectories, or
the coincident point offsets. The points of note are that the transverse
components of most of the differences are the largest components.
This suggest the possible existence of some type of unmodeled
1
phenomena that is causing an effect in the along-track direction. This
unmodeled force is probably non-gravitational, in nature.
The N. American formal standard errors are 54% larger on the
average than the corresponding errors for the N. American/European
estimate. It is possible that this increase in the formal standard error is
attributable to the fewer number of normal point observations used in
the N. American estimate as opposed to the N. American/European
estimate. However, it seems unlikely that this would result in this
large a change and that some portion of the difference in the formal
standard error must be due to the larger range of coverage afforded by
the inclusion of the European observations. A future examination to
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determine just what part of this reduction in the formal standard error
is attributable to the better coverage could be performed by reprocessing
the N. American/European solutions with an observation set
somehow reduced to an equal size of N. American solution may be in
order, but is impossible to include here.
The large differences in orbit solutions that were possibly
indicated by the earlier experiment (Stolz, et al., 1987), were not
apparent. The largest differences between the two sets of estimates
were those for Satellite 8. This is not surprising due to the nature of
Satellite 8's clock and the behavior of other values for this satellite.
The solutions did not consistently show any significant differences that
would indicate a major departure in the solution. Inclusion of GPS
observations from other locations which are even more globally
distributed than those discussed herein, is likely to improve the orbits
even further.
It does appear that there is some unmodeled force acting on the
GPS satellites. Its exact cause is not apparent, however. It is possible
that it is a clock related problem. If this is the case, a thorough
examination of the estimated clock parameters (not discussed in any
depth here, due to time and length considerations) is in order.
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APPENDIX m
1. "GPS antenna performance comparison," presented at the Third Annual Workshop on
GPS Geodesy, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., March 1988
2. "How much does multipath affect the TI-4100 antenna, and how much difference
does it make?" presented at the Spring Meeting of the American Geophysical Union,
Baltimore, Maryland, May 1989 (Abstract)
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The antenna experiment at Mojave was done February 6-12, 1988 (GPS week 422). The
data for February 9 and 10 (days 40 and 41) and also for two days in the previous week,
February 2 and 3 (days 33 and 34) of week 421, were analyzed. Table-1 shows, for all the
satellites, the comparison between the pseudo-range noise rms of day 33 and day 40.
Although it is not a one-to-one comparison, the rms of noise is less on day 40 than that on
day 33, for all satellites. Table-2 shows similar comparison for days 34 and 41.
Figures 1 and 2 show the pseudo-range noise for PRN-3 for two consecutive days in week
421. The time origins of the plots were adjusted for the 4-minute delay in day-to-day
\
repeatability of GPS, so that the figures can be laid one on top of another. When that is
done, there is a clear indication of multipath effect. This is not the case in week 422 as
indicated by comparison of Figures 3 and 4. Further, comparison of Figures 1 and 3 and
Figures 2 and 4 shows the reduction in rms and the change in structure of the noise in
pseudo-range measurements.
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made GPS measurement at several triangulation
sites with observations as early as 1857. The
map below shows the more important
triangulation sites. Filled triangles are
sites where we have made high-accuracy GPS
measurements, while open circles show sites to
be measured in March 1989. Results will reveal
the extent of convergence and right lateral
shear across the Los Angeles basin in the last
century.
gem in Sepember-Ocmbet 1988 to dimclly numimr fftmm.day dafor-
maaon thm_heet the eastern Medi_ region, The September
observations inchMed establishing I nelwOA of 18 Gins liles ill Tur-
key, 4 of which wele oblerved lXeviously by Smellite _ Ringing
(SLR) under _ WEGENER/MEDLAS I_OJcCl.Conlatuout GI_ ob-
servaao_s were mmnmincd m 3 SIR _ in GR_e (Dienylm. As-
kites. Rhodes), i in _therrt Italy (Matt:m), I_d 3 in nonhero Eu-
ro_ (Wettzcll, Onsala, Ttom-.o) throughout the Tm_y Clnllign.
The 18 sites eslabllthod in Turkey v_re obsa, ved dtmag I 23 day pc-
Adriatic Sea, central and northern Italy a,d Yugoslavia ca.
be regarded as anticlockwise rotation of the rigid Northern
Adriatic microplare relative to Europe.This model is
summarised in the map below, in which dots and crosses
denote regions that are extending or shortening.
Financial support is being provided by UK Natural
Environment Research Council grant GR3/6966.
' , .. , ,_ , ti0d using 4 TI4100 dual frequency receivers Ino_dad by the Uni_-
(Haccncp¢ Univeraity) was mottilmed ¢ominuousJy tltr_gho_t I1_
;,_,, Turkey Campaign, while most other sil¢l ill Ttl_tey wtre ob-se._¢d aminimum of 3 days e_h. Siren in Tmkey we_ located Io monitor
_'_# broad scaleplate tectonic movementl _ inlmpSa_ dafoml_dloeS, de.
_---- ___ % and the dir,_buttotl of mr'de whole the finds biflaxaam i_ nollhwem
TuAeyl, ae4 hd_lpl_rk; c_ m the Aed_ "/_mugh n_gion of
"r_key daria 8 I_ Fall of I_ m l_ia mural.-in8 _ _.
L_ 1A'aJL U°_)JII II_V l ILfl Mediterranean Geodynamics from Satellite Laser Ranging
:_:o _., • _ :_" Continental extension on seU of parallel faults _,NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 2077I)R"Kolenkiewicz (Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics,M. 11. Torrence, P. J. Dunn, R. G. Williamson, S. M. Klosko, J. W.
WR.0]LW_.tI_3__ (Depanmont of Genlogical Sciences, Robbins (ST Systems Co*p, Lanham, MD 20706)
_ag-lq l_5rt
How Much Does Multlpath Affect the TI`4100 Antenna, and
How Much Difference Does it Make?
(U.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, MS/977,
Menlo Park, CA 94025: Phone 415-329-4832; Bimet address
WPRESCO'Vr@USGSRESV)
PAM Abusali (University of Texas, Center for Space
Research/WRW 402, Austin, "IX 78712: 512-471-5573)
L Young (JPL/Mall Stop 238-600. 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena,
CA 91109; 818-354-5018)
WH Pn:scon, JL Davis (also at USGS, Menlo Park)
We have studied the effect of several Global Positioning System
(GPS) antenna/backplane configurations on P-code multipath, and
the effect of multipath on relative positions obtained from caner
phase data• Two experiments were conducted at the National
Geodetic Survey tracking station located at Mojave. California. A
third experiment was conducted near the town of Parkfield,
California. Data were collected using a standard "I"I-4100 antenna, a
Fixed Radiation Pa:tere Antenna (FRPA-2), a Rogue anten-
n',_'choke-ring" assembly, and a TI-4100 antenoa surrounded by mi.
crowave-absorbing foam. In the table below, we present estimates of
pseudorange noise determined by differencing the phase and pseudo-
range measurements. The primary contributors to this noise are ran-
dom pseudorangu measurement error and P-code multipath. We have
established a test network on the roof of a USGS building in Menlo
Park. California. Even though this network appears m be in a high
muhipath environment, the relative positions of the roof stations are
correctly determined to less than 1 mm. The difference between
lengths determined by GPS and Gcodolite (a high precision laser dis-
tance measuring device) is 0.6 :t: 0.5 enm. Although there are applica-
tions where very accurate pseudorange measurements arc needed, we
Conclude that the effect of multipath on relative positions determined
t)y earner phase is at the level ofl ram.
Antenna Configuration RMS (m)
TI antenna P'_ood'" location - brushy area at Moiavel 0.52
TI antenna ("bad" location - roof at USGS) O,_7
FRPA-2 antenna (roof at Moiav¢) O,,5_
!l antenna with absorbinn foam (Parkfi¢ld) 0.59
TJ.__ntenna (roof at Moiave) 037
_ogue antenna/choke tines (roof at Moiave'_ 034
Tectonics of the Mediterranean
and Circum-Mediterranean-I
(G41A)
Chesapeake III THURS AM
R Reilinger, MIT
K Kastens, L-DGO
Presiding
_IA-Ol L_Z6H
1988 Global Posidoemg System (GPa) Crustal Deformation Measure-
monte tn Turkey
I_ il_dm_cr (l) M N Toksoz (l) A B_ (l)E Ka_poglu (2) P Wil.
son (3) H Seeger (3) J Stowcll (4) B Sl_phens (4)
(I)Eanh Resources Labo¢ltOry, M.LT. Ctmlxid8© . MA 02139; (2 I
Delx. of Geological _gin_rin8, Hac.¢ttcp¢ Univ., At_tanL Turkey;
(3) IFAG, Frarddutn, Fed. R¢p. Getmlmy; (41 UNAVCO. Univ. of
Cok_a_o. BouleS', CO
A muIti-inslltueionll cxpcrlmcnt involvhl 8 $cicnliltl floln
United SLII_S. Germlmy. England, Tmkey, Gr_©, and tully wall I_.
University of Durham. South Road,
DURHAM DHI 3LE, England)
Regions of distributed continental extension, such u Italy,
central Greece and western Turkey, typically onmprise an
upper-crustal brltfle layer containing sets of parallel active
faults that bound blocks that are rectangular in plan view
and like dlted dominoes in cross-section. Evoludon of such
regions can be quandtatively predicted as a function of
extensional strain rate E l and vemcal voracity gz beneath
the brittle layer. The ratio Xz/(2EI), or il, is a dimension-
less parameter, Holmes number, which .describes relative
importance of txtensional strain and rotation around vea'tical
axes during evolution of such regions. H_..oK_, where ¥ is
the angle betweeo strike and common slip vector azimuth
for faults in a parallel set.
In central Italy, H~-0.15. and clockwise rotation during
extension over the past -2 Myr has been negligible. H~-0.7
in central Greece and -+0.7 in western Turkey. This inplies
that the present active fault gnoeradon in both regions has
taken up -10 ° rotation during the past -2 Myr whilst the
region has extended by -1.2. A single previous fault
generation took up -30 ° rotation during the previous -5
Myr, whilst the region extended by -1.7. Thus, observed
paleomagnetic rotation of,-40* clockwire in Gree_ and "-40 °
anticlockwise in Turkey during the past 7 Myr can bo
explained as a consequence of verdcal vofticity causing
oblique slip on two generations of parallel fault sets.
Financial support is being provided by UK Natural
Environment Research Council grant GR3/6966
_la--03 iBISH
Kinematics of Mediterranean tectonic ddonmdon
(Department of Genlogical Sciences.
University of Durham. South Road,
DURHAM DHI 3LE, England)
Mediterranean active tectonics are dominated by northward
convergence of the African plate relative to Europe. It is
well known that this convergence is taken up in the eastern
Mediterranean by subduction of Africa beneath Greece and
Turkey, and in the western Mediterranean by shortening of
the continental lithosphere in NW Africa. Recent work in
Italy and adjacent regions of Africa haa enabled the plate
boundary position in the central Mediterranean and the sense
of deformation along it m be deduced for the first time.
Deformation withm the African plate in Tunisia and northern
Libya deflects its local direction of motion from northward
towards the NE, consistent with the observed sense of
extension in southern Italy. Relative motion between the
E. C. Pavlis (Univ. of Maryland-Astronomy Program, NASA/GSFC.
Greenbelt, MD 20771)
S. K. Fricke (RMS Technologies, Lanham MD 20706)
The Mediterranean campaign, conducted by three transportable laser
systems tracking the Laser Geodynamic Satellite (LAGEOS) since
1985, has provided accurate epoch positions for sites in Italy, Greece
and Turkey. These three-dimensional locations can be set in a
European rcferenco frame defined by fixed tracking instruments. The
fixed sites io Italy, France, Austria, Germany and England have been
tracking LAGEOS for as long as five years, enabling the
determination of their inter-station baseline values to an accuracy of 5
mnVyear. The most siguifieant deviation from rigidity assumptions for
the European plate is a compressive motion at Mature. Italy towards its
neighbors to the north. The accuracy of baselines between the
Mediterranean sites and Mature reaches approximately 3 cm in each of
three dimensions for an anoual solution• Similar levels of accuracy are
obtained for relative distancea between any pair of locations occupied
by the mansportabla systems.
f.-qla-_3 Llg_a
_:nemttlc Ev_l_tlon of the Mediterranean Re91on
L Helmen and J F Dewey {Deoart_nt of Earth Sciences,
University of Oxford. Oxford, Oxt 3PR. EngtanO_
(Sponsor: K)m _aatens)
Convergent motion of africa. A_-la, and Eurasia has long
been recognlzed as the cause of the Al01ne orogeny
iser, su lat_), but the amount and direction of the motion
could only _e suggested by geo/cg_ of the orogenic belt
until the s,gHf_:all_e of oeesnlc magnetic anomalies and
fracture :oue_ .a_ recognized. The vector (flnlte_
c_fferer,;e between the tnUepenOent seaf_oor soread_ng
syst_s of the Central Ablant_c tAfr'lCa-Norbh Amerlca
separatlon_ and the North Atl_ntlc (North Amerlca-
Eu,asla separation) is the relative motion between
Africa and Eurasia.
T_e relative ,notion of Africa wlth respect to Eurasia
_as been the object of several studies s_nce the early
1970'S. Sharp, sudden changes in the dlract_on of rela-
tive mo_1on c_araetertae the eartteat of these. Such
chan9e$ have since unen recognlznd as thn result of the
mlslnterpretatI0n or tack of data, More recent studies
ha_e tended to ShO_ a smOother path. with more gradual
changes In direction and 9enernI agreement on parts of
the relative mot)on psth; e.g., Late Jurassic-Early
C,etaceous ESE O;recbeO, sInlstral strlke-shp and
Tertlal? northward d_rected compression. Obher asbeC¢S
of #frlca's m_tlon are less widely agreed upon. lhesn
1,:luUe the change to NE compression In the Crntaceous.
the possibility of E-W _extrnt Strlke-sl_p in the mid-
Tertlaly. died NN _ttnCbeO mOt10_ fro_ the LSte MlOCenn.
Par_$ of Sfrlea's mutton path can be _lrectly correlated
w _th geologic d_ta fr_n the Meulberraneen area, whereas
other _arts are ab odUs wlth t_e geologic evidence.
bart?:ularty kinefaa_ tc indicators from the Alps. Tn|s
suggests _I_ tmporbaPce Of other factors (mtcroplatea,
g_av4ty spreading) tn the evolution of bnla rnglon.
_IA-{}7 10ISH 11#1l@
Reactivation of Convergence Structures and Scisrnogencsis in the
Trans-tonsional Rngame of the Apennines of Central Italy
Leonardo Seeber (Lamont-Doherty Geol. Obs. Palisades. NY 10964),
and Peter A. Gciser (Dept. of Geol.and Geophy.. Univ of
Connecticut. Smrrs, CT 06268)
The Apennines of ccnual Italy an: dominated by thrusts and folds that
accommodated a large amount of shortening in the Neogenc. Although
aspects of the depth extrapolation of some of tbe_ structures is still
controversial,substaface data from oil exploration and structural
mappmg strongly suggest that shallow-angle bedding-parallel thrusts
with largedisplacements am the controllingstructuresin the upper
crest. The current tectonm reguoe in abe canwal Aperaunes b charac-
terizedby extension, as expressed by several large and often destruc-
tive earthquakes with large normal faulting component and by rang_-
"lhis i)agt ' may bc h ccly COl)ind. ORIGINAL PA_
OF POOR QUALITY
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1. "CASA UNO GPS orbit and baseline experiments," Geophysical Research Letters,
17(5), 643--646, April 1990
2. "GPS orbit determination: Experiments and results," Proc. Fifth International
Geodetic Symposium on Satellite Positioning, Las Cruces, New Mexico, March 1989
3. Ho, C. S., "Precision Orbit Determination of Global Positioning System Satellites,"
Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Texas at Austin, August 1990 (Abstract)
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CASA UNO GPS ORBIT AND BASELINE EXPERIMENTS
B. E. Schutz, C. S. Ho, P.A.M. Abusali, and B. D. Tapley
Center for Space Research, The University of Texas at Austin
Abstract. CASA UNO data from sites distributed in
longitude from Australia to Europe have been used to
determine orbits of the GPS satellites. The characteristics of
the orbits determined from double difference phase have
been evaluated through comparisons of two-week solutions
with one-week solutions and by comparisons of predicted
and estimated orbits. Evidence of unmodeled effects is
demonstrated, particularly associated with the orbit planes
that experience solar eclipse. The orbit accuracy has been
assessed through the repeatability of unconstrained
estimated baseline vectors ranging from 245 km to 5400 kin.
Both the baseline repeatability and the comparison with
independent space geodetic methods give results at the level
of 1-2 parts in 10g. In addition, the Mojave/Owens Valley
(245 kin) and Kokee Park/Ft. Davis (5409 kin) estimates
agree with VLBI and SLR to better than 1 part in 108.
Introduction
The purposes of the CASA UNO experiment have been
described in detail by Kellogg ct aL [1989]. Although the
primary goal was to make epoch measurements in areas
subjected to significant crustal motions from which strain
information could be ultimately inferred, the experiment
also offered an exceptional opportunity to study other
phenomena. The establishment of a global network of
stations to track the Global Positioning System (GPS)
satellites in support of the experiment provided a data set
from civilian sites that could be used for assessment of GPS
orbit accuracy and force model fidelity. Such studies are
important for the application of GPS to the accurate
measurement of intersite vectors of hundreds or thousands of
kilometers in length.
Even though the GPS satellites orbit at high altitude and,
as a consequence, are less influenced by errors in the
modeling of both gravitational and nongravitational forces
than lower altitude satellites, the orbits are still influenced by
forces that are not completely understood. The well-known
"y-bias" force [Fliegel et al., 1985], which is defined along
the solar panel axis to account for observed orbit
characteristics is possibly caused by thermal radiation or
misaligned solar panels. Such effects are small,
approximately 10-9 m/s 2 in magnitude, but the complete
time history and preci_ directions of the force (or forces)
have not been established. These characteristics, among
others, can limit the accuracy of the determined satellite
ephemerides which, in turn, can limit their application to
determination of intersite vectors used for geophysical
studies.
The purposes of this paper were to examine the fidelity of
the models used for the analysis .0.fCASA UNO data and to
assess the resulting orbit accuracy. The evaluation process
Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical L_ion.
Paper number 90GL00177
0094-8376/90/90GL-00177503.00
was based on various criteria, including the comparison of
estimated vector baselines with those determined by other
space geodetic techniques and the repeatability of GPS-
determined baselines. Furthermore, ephemerides resulting
from different are lengths have been compared and
information about the model fidelity has been inferred.
Data and Site Descriptions
The CASA UNO experiment was conducted in the period
from January 18 through February 5, 1988, corresponding to
GPS Weeks 419 through 421. A significant portion of the
global tracking data was provided by the Cooperative
International GPS Network (CIGNET). Although CIGNET
has been augmented since the CASA UNO experiment, the
network consisted of the sites shown in Table 1 during the
experiment. Several additional sites in Table 2 were used to
extend the global coverage offered by CIGNET as well as to
provide coverage to support evaluation and assessment of
results.
TABLE 1. CIGNET Sites: January 1988
Site Instrument/Software Oscillator
Austin,TX TI-41001CORE Cesium
Mojave,CA TI-4100/CORE Hydrogen Maser
Onsala,Sweden TI-4100/CORE Hydrogen Maser
Richmond,FL TI-4100/CORE Hydrogen Maser
Tromso,Norway TI-4100/CORE Cesium
Wcsfford,MA TI-4100/CORE Hydrogen Maser
Wcttzcll,FRG TI-4100/CORE HydrogenMaser
Ycllowknifc,NWT TI-4100/CORE Cesium
TABLE 2. Extended Network
Site Instrument/Software Oscillator
American Samoa
Black Birch, NZ
Ft. Davis, "IX
Kokee Park, HI
Owens Valley, CA
Tidbinbilla, Australia
TI-4100/GESAR Rubidium
TI-4100/GESAR Cesium
TI-4100/GESAR Hydrogen Maser
TI-4100/GESAR Hydrogen Maser
TI-4100/GESAR Crystal
TI-4100/GESAR Hydrogen Maser
The fiducial concept has been adopted for the study in
which coordinates from the space geodetic techniques of
satellite laser ranging (SLR) and very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI) were used to establish the coordinates
of the GPS sites. Both SLR and VLBI have been
demonswated to have internal consistencies of a few
centimeters and the comparison of mutual sites have
suggested comparable accuracy. Most CIGNET sites have
. been established in the vicinity of VLBI sites and local
-.6¢F"
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surveys have been performed to enable determination of the
GPS receiver coordinates in a VLBI system. The relative
vectors used for this study between the respective VLBI
reference points and the GPS ionospherically corrected
(L1FL2) phase centers are given in Table 3. The specific
markers used for GPS were RM4 at Ft. Davis, BP ARIES 3
at Owens Valley and NM/C/194 at Tidbinbilla. Because of
problems encountered with processing of data collected at
Richmond and Austin, these sites were not used in the
analysis reported in this paper.
TABLE 3. Relative Position Vectors
VLBI/SLR Marker
Vector from VLBI/SLR to L1/L2
Phase Center (m)
x y z
Ft. Davis 7216 18.751 -38.199 -74.106
Kokee Park 1311 6.868 -24.034 -3.930
Mojave 7222 --43.667 21.844 -10.209
Onsala 7213 53.521 -40.269 ---42.432
Owens Valley 7207 -43.025 79.840 36.259
Tidbinbilla 1642 -80.923 -45.438 81.976
Wesfford 7209 26.296 38.824 30.409
Wettzell 7224 6.213 90.527 -29.829
Yellowknife 7285 59.992 -302.568 -122.822
Although Kokee Park became a regular CIGNET site in
April 1988, the site used for CASA UNO was a different
location (JPL Marker 3028-S). To establish the Kokee Park
position with respect to the VLBI shown in Table 3, an
additional experiment was conducted during GPS Week 441.
The regular CIGNET site coordinates were determined
during GPS Week 431 by the National Geodetic Survey
(NGS). The Week 441 experiment was conducted by JPL
and the USGS to determine the CASA UNO coordinates
with respect to the CIGNET coordinates, from which the
relative coordinates of the CASA UNO site were inferred as
given in Table 3.
The site at American Samoa was located near a previously
occupied SLR geodetic marker (7096). However, the
marker 7096 could not be occupied by the GPS instrument
and the local survey from the GPS location to the marker has
not been performed. The site at Tromso was occupied in
July 1989, with a mobile VLBI system but the results are not
yet available. The New Zealand site was previously
occupied with a doppler system, but uncertainty exists in
relating the reference frames. These considerations resulted
in the treatment of these three sites as nonfiducial sites that
were estimated simultaneously with other parameters.
Recent results of Prescott et al. [1989] that demonstrate
the dependency of the L2 phase center on the model of the
TI-4100 antenna were used to establish the relative vectors
in Table 3. In particular, the height of the L1/L2 phase
center above the L1 phase center was 3.9 cm for TI-4100
Series 100 antennas and 2.3 cm for Series 4000.
Further information concerning the local site surveys is
given in the CSTG GPS Bulletin. Details concerning local
vectors between the VLBI or SLR geodetic markers and
other local markers can be found in NASA Technical
Reference 1198 [1988].
The phase data collected by the receivers were used in a
double difference mode to eliminate most of the influence of
satellite and receiver clock variations. Pseudo-range data
were used to ensure an accuracy of one microsecond with
respect to GPS time in the phase time tag. Preliminary
orbits were generated from the pseudo-range data to support
editing and correction of cycle slips. All solutions for one or
two-weeks began at Sunday 00:00:00 of the respective week
and the data were collected at 30-second intervals.
Reference System and Models
A reference system with origin at the Earth center of mass
was used to describe the GPS satellite ephemerides. Since
the VLBI system is insensitive to the center of mass, a
system defined by SLR was used to establish the appropriate
origin. Using sites that are common to both VLBI and SLR
solutions, a seven parameter transformation was determined
(translation, rotation and scale) between selected VLBI and
SLR solutions. The approach was similar to a technique
used by Kolenkiewicz et al. [1985] and Murray and King
[1988]. The adopted VLBI system was produced at the
Goddard Space Flight Center, labeled GLB484 [C. Ma and
J. Ryan, private communication, 1989], and the SLR
solution was obtained at The University of Texas at Austin,
labeled CSR 8901 and based on analysis of the LAGEOS
satellite JR. Eanes and M. Watkins, private communication,
1989]. These solutions were generated for an epoch of
January 1, 1988, and the coordinates were adopted for the
CASA UNO period with no further adjustment. After
application of the transformation parameters, the common
VLBI and SLR sites agree below 3 cm RMS in all three
components [J. Ray et al., in preparation, 1990]. The
resulting GPS site coordinates for the L1/L2 phase center
were obtained by adding the relative vectors in Table 3 to
the VLBI/SLR coordinates. The result for the GPS
coordinates is in Table 4, identified as FSC-4.
TABLE 4. FSC-4 GPS Site Coordinates (m)
Site x y z
Ft. Davis -1324192.413 -5332061.177
Kokee Park -5543839.212 -2054587.748
Mojave -2356214.813 -4646733.808
Onsala 3370659.923 711877.022
Owens Valley -2409643.917 -4478269.461
Tidbinbilla --4461015.908 2682720.628
Westford 1492232.872 -4458091.687
Wettzell 4075546.502 931825.518
Yellowknife -1224064.474 -2689832.978
3232044.361
2387810.010
3668460.510
5349788.065
3838639.584
-3674299.714
4296045.902
4801599.280
5633432.538
Most models adopted for GPS analysis have been used
extensively with SLR analysis of the LAGEOS satellite
[Tapley et al., 1985]. The gravitational force model
included the MERIT Standards [Melbourne et al., 1983],
with GM = 398600.440 krn3/s 2 and the GEM-L2 gravity
field truncated at degree and order 8. The nongravitational
force model used the ROCK4 solar radiation pressure model
and included a y-bias force [Fliegel et al., 1985]. Polar
motion and UT1 were based on LAGEOS analysis [Schutz
et al., 1988]. The Chao [1974] troposphere model was used
and the ionosphere corrections were applied using the dual
frequency measurements. The satellite phase center with
respect to the center of mass was x = 0.21 m, y = 0.0 m and
z = 0.854 m. The results have been obtained with a multi-
satellite derivative of the University of Texas Orbit
Processor (UTOPIA) [Schutz and Tapley, 1980]. Various
parts of the data analysis have been accomplished using
VAXstation 2000, VAX 8200, CDC Cyber 170/750 and
Clay X-MP/24 computers.
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Results
As previously noted, several sites did not have antenna
coordinates available in the adopted VLBI/SLR coordinate
system, thereby precluding their use as fiducial sites in the
strict sense. These sites included Black Birch, American
Samoa and Tromso. Although the Owens Valley and the Ft.
Davis coordinates were known in the adopted system, they
were treated as unknown to enable their use for evaluation
purposes. With these considerations, all sites were fixed to
the coordinates in Table 4, except Black Birch, American
Samoa, Tromso, Owens Valley and Ft. Davis which wcre
adjusted in the estimation process without constraints.
Regardless of the arc length used, the epoch position and
velocity vectors were estimated at Sunday 00:00:00 GPS
time of the appropriate week. In addition, a scale parameter
for the ROCK4 solar radiation pressure model [Flicgel et al.,
1985] and one or more y-bias parameters were estimated for
each satellite. A zenith troposphere delay parameter was
estimated for each three hour interval at each station during
the observing periods. In all cases, the orbit was determined
from double difference phase measurements, with pseudo-
range measurements used to correct phase time tags to GPS
time. A bias parameter was estimated also for each
respective combination of two satellites and two ground
stations in the double difference mode. No a priori
constraints were applied to any estimated parameter, i.e., all
parameters were completely free to simultaneously adjust
One-week solutions, or one-week arcs, were computed for
each respective week of the experiment. In addition, two-
week arcs were computed using Weeks 419 and 420 as well
as 420 and 421. The double difference (DD) residual root-
mean-square (RMS) and the number of measurements in
each week are given in Table 5. The statistics include cases
resulting from the modeling of multiple y-bias parameters
for the two-week arcs. The one week arcs used a single y-
bias for each satellite. The higher RMS in the two-week
arcs compared to the one-week arcs is indicative of
remaining unmodeled effects. The experiments with
increased number of y-bias parameters demonstrate that the
unmodeled force cannot be satisfactorily explained by a
force along the solar panel axis, the spacecraft-fixed y-
direction, since only modest reduction in the RMS was
achieved. Although the DD RMS level for the two-week
TABLE 5. Solution Statistics
Number of Double Differenced DD Residual
Week No. Phase Measurements RMS (me
419 82,039 0.0297
420 91,115 0.0327
421 78,632 0.0277
Two-week cases, one y-bias for the arc*:
419/420 141,812 0.09702
420/421 134,785 0.05645
Two-week cases, two y-bias for the arc*:
419/420 141,812 0.05567
420/421 134,785 0.05252
Two-week cases, four y-bias for the arc*:
419/420 141,812 0.05208
420/421 134,785 0.05047
*The number of y-bias parameters applies to each
satellite. The two-week arcs did not include Owens
Valley and Tromso.
arcs is at the 5 cm level, experience has shown that the error
distribution represented by this magnitude can adversely
affect baseline vector estimates.
The characteristics of the solutions described in Table 5
were further investigated by comparing the two-week
solutions withtheindividualone-weekorbit solutions. The
two-week solutionsin which two y-biasparametersper
satellitew reestimatedwere chosenforthecomparison.As
expected,thedifferencesexhibitabehaviorcharacterizedby
a twelve-hourperiod(onceperrevolution).The two-week
orbitdeterminedforWeeks 419 and 420 was compared to
theone-weeksolutionforWcck 419.The differencesforall
satelliteswere confinedto therangeof_+10 m, however,
satelliteswith the PRN identityof 3, 8, Il and 13 also
exhibitedeithera longperiod(>14days)orquadratictrend
in the along-trackdirectionin additionto the once per
revolutionperiodicity.Itis presumed thatthe one-week
orbitisa more accuraterepresentationf the actualorbit,
hence,the differencesare one illustrationof problemsin
forcemodelfidelityon thetwo-weekarc.
Anotherapproachtotheassessmentoftheorbitaccuracy
and model fidelityistouse theestimatedparametersfrom
one-weekforthepredictionof theorbitintothenextweek.
The predictedorbitcan be compared withtheorbitestimate
for the second week. Errors in either the state estimates or
the force model will introduce errors in the predicted states.
The orbits determined for Week 419 were predicted into
Week 420 and compared with the determined orbit for Week
420. While PRN 6, 9 and 12 exhibit differences bounded by
+ 5 meters with a periodicity of once per revolution, the
other satellites exhibit a quadratic-like growth in the along-
track component reaching 50-100 m after one week. The
satellites share the common characteristic that PRN 3, 8, 11
and 13 experience eclipsing of the Sun by the Earth and the
other satellites do not. As a consequence, it is tentatively
concluded that an effect associated with the eclipse season
remains unmodeled.
The one-week orbits described in the preceding
paragraphs were evaluated further with applications to the
estimation of baseline vectors, the essential test of geodetic
accuracy. In some cases, the assessment was based on the
repeatability of the baseline estimate from different
experiments. While this is a necessary test for accuracy, it is
not sufficient. Still other cases allow a comparison with
values determined by independent techniques such as SLR
or VLBI which are subjected to different error sources.
The site solutions obtained for each individual week are
given in Table 6 as the vector relative to the fixed site used
for forming the double differences. The solution is given as
the average of the three weeks and the repeatability from
week to week is indicated by the RMS. The results indicate
length repeatability at the level of one or two parts in 108,
except for Tidbinbilla to American Samoa which is about
four parts in 108 . It should be noted that if the Week 419
estimate for American Samoa is eliminated, the remaining
two solutions agree at the level of one or two parts in 10 s.
As noted previously, only the Kokee Park/Ft. Davis and
Mojave/Owens Valley have been independently determined
by another technique, namely, VLBI and SLR. Table 7
shows the comparison of the estimated baseline (Table 6)
with VLBI/SLR vectors determined from Table 4, resolved
into longitude, latitude and height differences. Both cases
show agreement with the independent determination of one
part in 10s or better in the baseline magnitude. These results
have been determined without a priori constraints in
solutions that were allowed to freely adjust to a converged
solution. The quality of the 245 km baseline results is
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TABLE 6.EstimatesAveragedfromOne Week Solutions(m)
Baseline Ax Ay Az Length
TI to AS -1638933.040 -3680013.690 2105673.934 4545598.419
RMS 0.044 0.144 0.101 0.177
TIto BB -278055.991 -2168360.092 -551140.618 2254519.151
RMS 0.005 0.072 0.020 0.066
ON to TR -1267718.477 9692.532 608405.800 1406186.936
RMS 0.023 0.029 0.026 0.011
KO to FD 4219646.772 -3277473.446 844234.346 5409249.735
RMS 0.024 0.047 0.022 0.048
MO to OV -53429.130 168464.348 170179.065 245348.370
RMS 0.012 0.033 0.026 0.007
AS-American Samoa BB-Black Birch FD-Ft. Davis
KO-Kokce Park MO-Mojave ON-Onsala
OV-Owens Valley TI-Tidbinbilla TR-Tmmso
TABLE 7. Difference (m) of Table 6 with Table 4
Baseline Longitude Latitude Height Length
MO to OV ---0.014 --0.007 0.004 0.000
KO to FD -0.013 -0.008 0.017 0.012
consistent with results of other investigators [Blewitt, 1989;
Dong and Bock, 1989].
Conclusions
Evidence has been presented for the existence of
unmodeled GPS force characteristics that may, in part, be
associated with eclipse season. While understanding these
forces is important, results have been obtained for vector
baselines that demonstrate 1-2 parts in l0 s repeatability and
comparison with SLR and VLBI determinations.
Compensation of the error sources by stochastic techniques
or improved understanding of the nature of the forces could
contribute to further improvements in the baseline results.
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ABSTRACT
Experiments have been conducted with GPS data collected during the CASA UNO campaign
(January, 1988). This campaign collected data from an enhanced CIGNET by including data from
Australia, New Zealand and American Samoa. The experiments have focused on the model fidelity
associated with one and two week arcs computed during the campaign period. The orbit accuracy
was evaluated, in part, through comparison of the satellite positions at the time point common to
adjacent one week arcs and by examining the week to week consistency of station
coordinate/baseline estimates. Based on the consistency tests and the comparison of baseline
estimates with those determined by other techniques, the accuracy has been estimated at a few parts
in l0 s.
INTRODUCTION
Since the last Geodetic Symposium held in Austin, TX, in 1986, significant progress has been made
in the organization of a civilian network of GPS receivers, primarily dedicated to regular tracking of
the GPS Block I constellation. In September, 1986, with the sponsorship of the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS), The University of Texas at Austin Center for Space Research (CSR) organized a
cooperative network of three TI-4100 receivers. This network consisted of the following locations
and cooperating agencies:
• Mojav¢, CA: receiver owned by CSR, operated by National Geodetic Survey (NGS) using a
hydrogen maser frequency reference;
• Austin, TX: receiver owned and operated by the Texas State Department of Highways and
Public Transportation using a cesium reference;
• Westford, MA: receiver owned and operated by the NGS using a hydrogen maser reference.
This network was used to support regional geodetic applications and orbit determination.
Through the efforts of the NGS, an expanded and more global network h / been organized. This
network of cooperating stations, the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) now
consists of the sites given in Table 1 (CSTG Bulletin, 1989).
Early orbit determination studies were limited by the regional nature of the Continental U.S.
network. In the presence of no model errors and precise, measurements, accurate orbits can be
determined using such a regional network. However, in the presence of complex GPS clock
variation and uncertainties in force models, a regional network is inadequate for orbit determination.
Some difficulties can be diminished by use of a global tracking network which allows observation of
the satellite over a greater portion of the orbit, thereby providing enhanced information about the
model error characteristics and enabling improved averaging of model errors. Nevertheless, model
errors continue to exist and arc also dependent on the temporal data span, or arc length. It is
generally acknowledged that as the arc length is lengthened, the effects of model errors will become
more pronounced. On the other hand, the pronounced effect can be used to study the phenomena
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and,hence,improve the modeling and understanding of it.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the fidelity of the models through the use of GPS tracking
data in different arc lengths. The evaluation process uses various criteria, including the are to are
consistency for selected baseline estimations and the differences in orbits for two adjacent arcs. This
paper is not intended to be an exhaustive treatment, but instead to document interim results obtained
from a selected set of eases in an ongoing study.
DATA
For the study described in this paper, the CASA UNO Campaign (Kellogg, et al., 1989) was chosen
to augment the regular TI--4100 data set of the CIGNET. This campaign was conducted for a period
of almost three weeks and used sites which enhanced the global distribution. The additional sites,
which used TI-4100 receivers, are given in Table 2. While the purpose of this campaign was to
obtain a set of epoch measurements in Central and South America, additional global traeldng
contributions were organized to provide improved orbit determination support. It should be noted
that the CIGNET site at Kauai (Kokee Park) was not in operation during CASA UNO, however, a
TI-4100 receiver was operated in the vicinity of the permanent CIGNET site which was installed
about three months after the campaign.
The results described in this paper used the first two weeks of the CASA UNO, namely, GPS Week
419 (January 17-23, 1988) and Week 420 (January 24-30, 1988). All stations used GESAR or a
closely related product (CORE) developed by the Applied Research Laboratory of the University of
Texas at Austin. The CIGNET sites used either hydrogen maser or cesium frequency standards and
collected data at 30 see intervals.
The pseudo-range data were used from all sites to determine preliminary orbits for phase editing and
determination of receiver time tag corrections. Phase processing required several steps, including
the tasks of locating and fixing cycle slips. The phase data were used in a double difference mode
for orbit and parameter estimation.
The arcs considered in this paper were one or two weeks in duration. All arcs began at Sunday
00:00:00 GPS Time of the respective week.
REFERENCE SYSTEM
Most of the sites listed in Table 1 are near Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) or Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR) sites whose coordinates have been determined to an accuracy of a few
centimeters. Local surveys, performed with classical and GPS techniques, provide the tie between
the GPS antenna and the VLBI or SLR reference point. Since VLBI is insensitive to the Earth center
of mass required for the description of satellite orbits, a combination of the VLBI/SLR reference
frames was used for the GPS reference frame ......
An analysis similar to a technique described by Kolenkiewiez et al., (1985) and Murray and King
(1988) was applied to obtain the GPS reference frame. In the approach used in this paper, the SLR
coordinates SSC (CSR) 88L01 (Schutz et al., 1988) were mapped to an adopted epoch of
January 1, 1988, using the tectonic motion model of Minster and Jordan (1978). Similarly, the
Earth-fixed VLBI coordinates of Goddard Space Flight Center, GLB206 (Ryan et al., 1988) were
mapped to the same epoch. Although the GLB206 was replaced by the solution GLB223, the
differences between the two solutions at the sites of interest is small.
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Several mutual or nearby collocations of SLR and VLBI exist. The sites used for this study and the
corresponding geodetic markers are given in Table 3. The relative locations of appropriate geodetic
markers were obtained from NASA Tech. Ref. 1198 (1988). By adding the marker relative position
vector to the VLBI coordinates, a set of coordinates for the SLR sites expressed in the VLBI
reference frame was formed.
The SLR coordinates expressed in the VLBI system were compared with those derived from SLR
analyses and a seven parameter transformation set was obtained. This transformation was applied to
other VLBI coordinates in order to map them into the SLR reference frame. The resulting
differences between tho coordinates of the VLBI sites transformed into the SLR system compared to
the SLR coordinates are given in Table 4.
Analysis documented by Chin (private communication, 1989) for the local ties was used to obtain
the GPS antenna coordinates after the use of the transformation parameters. The resulting GPS
coordinates for the fixed (unadjusted) CASA UNO Ll-phase centers, identified as CSR Fiducial
Station Coordinates, FSC-2, are given in Table 5. The coordinates for the special CASA UNO fixed
sites used operator measurements of the antenna l_eight above the respective geodetic marker.
Additional information on local surveys at the Tidbinbilla site was provided by the Australian Lands
and Information Group (Steed, personal communication, 1988). The Tidbinbilla site was the marker
identified as NM_/C/194. The Ft. Davis and Owens Valley sites refer to markers RM-4 and BP
Aries-3, respectively, and the coordinates of these markers with respect to VLBI sites can be found
in NASA Tech. Ref. 1198 (1988).
MODELS ,
The models used for the GPS analysis were based primarily on experience derived from Lageos laser
ranging investigations (Tapley et al., 1985) and the adoption of the SLR geocentric coordinate
system described in the preceding section. The adopted force model for GPS analysis is given in
Table 6. To a large extent, the models have been used and validated on several satellites, including
SLR targets and radiometric satellites.
The orbit analysis software, MSODP, has been developed at the University of Texas at Austin, partly
derived from UTOPIA (Schutz and Tapley, 1980). Various parts of the computations have been
done on a VAX 8200, CDC Cyber 170/750 and a Cray X-MP/24.
RESULTS
For the two weeks examined, most data collected with the enhanced CIGNET was of good quality,
although some sites experienced excessive cycle slips at some times. Only one site (Richmond)
experienced significant problems that resulted in little usable data.
During the CASA UNO, several sites did not have antennn coordinates available in the adopted
VLBI/SLR coordinate system. These sites were Black Birch, American Samoa, Kauai and Tromso.
Although Owens Valley coordinates were known in the adopted system, the site coordinates were
treated as unknown to enable use of the site for evaluation purposes. During Week 446, a local GPS
survey was conducted that enabled determination of the CASA UNO Kauai site in the adopted
system. A VLBI occupation of the Tromso site is planned for summer, 1989, thus enabling
assessment of the coordinates given later in this paper.
Regardless of the arc length, the epoch position and velocity vectors of each satellite were estimated.
In addition, a scale parameter on the ROCK4 model and one or more y-bias parameters were
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estimatedalso. A zenith delay parameter was estimated for each three hour interval during
observing periods. In all cases, double differenced phase measurements were used to estimate the
parameters of interest. These measurements require estimation of a bias parameter for each
respective combination of two satellites and two ground stations.
The solution statistics obtained for Weeks 419 and 420 are given in Table 7. As readily seen from
this table, over 65,000 double differenced measurements were used in the one week arcs. The
respective otto week residual RMS is a little more than 3 era. In the case where the are length is
extended to two weeks, the residual RMS increases by almost a factor of two, although the signal
level expected to cause such an increase is a little more than the RMS, namely 4 cm. The cause of
the increase is under investigation, but the nongravitational forces are suspected of being major
factors.
The orbit position differences at the common time point between the arcs of Weeks 419 and 420 are
given in Table 8. While the differences at common time are not a definitive assessment of the orbit
accuracy, they are an indicator of the level at which unmodeled effects still exist. Even though the
two week are will remove this common time difference, the comparison at the initial and final
epochs demonstrates several meter differences.
Another means of assessing the orbit quality is by examining the week to week consistency of the
baseline estimates and the comparison of baselines with VLBI/SLR determined coordinates, where
available. Table 9 illustrates _e week to week comparisons for the coordinates of the sites estimated
in the one week are experiments. In this table, the second site was estimated and the first held fixed
to the coordinates given in Table 5. With the exception of American Samoa, the week to week
consistency is at the level of a few centimeters on baselines as long as 5409 kin, or a few parts in
l0 s. The behavior of the American Samoa estimate requires further investigation.
In some cases the ability to estimate accurate three-dimensional coordinates using a long baseline is
of interest. With the local survey performed at Kauai during Week 441 by JPL and USGS, the
coordinates in the FSC-2 system have been determined and can be compared with the estimates
obtained with the analysis of Weeks 419 and 420. The results are given in Table 10. While
differences between the estimates and the survey are about 10 em, the differences are consistent with
a few parts in l0 s. Nevertheless, the discrepancy is under further investigation.
With the VLBI determination of Tromso coordinates planned for summer, 1989, the GPS determined
coordinates of Tromso can be assessed. The results from Weeks 419 and 420 are given in Table 11
relative to Onsala. These coordinates refer to the GPS receiver antenna phase center which will have
to be corrected to an appropriate reference mark for comparison with VLBI.
CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of the Week 419 and 420 orbit solutions at a common time point shows differences at a
few meter level, even for PRN 8 which is difficult to handle because of the clock modeling required
with pseudo-range. It has also been shown that the baseline week to week consistency is a few parts
in l0 s for baselines up to 5400 kin. The two-week solution, as well as the common point
differences, suggest the existence of remaining unmodeled effects, possibly caused by
nongravitational forces. Comparison of the three-dimensional coordinates of Kauai with a later GPS
local survey shows agreement at a few parts in l0 s from a 5000 km baseline. Tromso coordinate
estimates are given for future comparison with a VLBI determination.
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Future analyses will focus on the third week of CASA UNO as well as the fidelity of the force model
required on two and three week arcs. It is believed that the results of the long arc analyses will
contribute to the short arc results through improved understanding of the forces and development of
improved models.
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TABLE 1. CIGNETTI-4100 SITES (JANUAI(Y, 1989)
Kokee Park, Kauai, HI 'Tromso, Norway
Mojave, CA Wesfford, MA
Onsala, Sweden Wettzell, FRG
Richmond, FL Yellowknife, NWT
TABLE 2. ADDITIONAL CASA UNO SITES ('I'I-4100)
Black Birch, New Zealand
Canberra (Tidbinbilla), Australia
Ft. Davis, TX
Owens Valley, CA
Pago Pago, American Samoa
TABLE 3. VLBI/SLR Tff_ANSFORMATION SITES
S -R
Location Mark Mark
Ft. Davis, TX 7216 7086
Mojave, CA 7222 7265
Westford, MA 7209 7091
Wettzell, FRG 7224 7834
TABLE 4. TRANSFORMATION SITE DIFFERENCES AFTER APPLICATION
OF 7-PARAMETER TRANSFORMATION
Location
Ft. Davis, TX
Mojave, CA
Westford, MA
Wettzell, FRG
SLR
Mark
7086
7265
7091
7834
RMS
Ax
0.020
0.025
--0.087
0.043
0.051
Differences (m)
" Ay"
-0.07!
-0.001
0.071
0.002
0.050
Az
0.050
-0.018
0.054
0.022
0.039
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" TABLE 5. FSC-2 COORDINATES (m)
x y
"-2356214.8400 ' '24646733.8110
Site
I_ojave,CA
Westford, MA
Yellowknife, NWT
Wettzell, FRG
Onsala, Sweden
Ft. Davis, TX
Owens Valley, CA
Canberra, Australia
1492232.8440
-1224064.5070
4075546.3550
3370659.8770
-1324192.4360
-2409643.9260
--4461015.B080
-4458091.7180
-2689832.9950
931825.4590
711876.9860
-5332061.1350
--4478269.4230
2682720.5220
Z
3668460.5440
4296045.9140
-5633432.5500
4801599.1700
_349788.1050
3232044.3480
3838639.5860
-3674299.5410
Epoch: January 1, 1988 " Coordinates refer to phase center
TABLE 6. GPS FORCE KINEMATIC AND MEASUREMENT MODELS
Gravitational Force:
Earth
GM = 398600.440km3/s 2
R., 6378137.0 m
GEM-L2, MERIT Standards (Melbourne, et al., 1983) truncated at degree and order 8, with
the value of J2 corrected for the permanent tide
Other Bodies
Sun and Moon from DE-200
Nongravitational Force:
Radiation Pressure
Direct solar, ROCK 4 model, scale factor estimated
Other
y-bias,estimatedparameterinspacecrafty-axis
KinematicModels:
Precession,Nutation
IAU (seeMERIT Standards)
Earth Rotation
UT1 tidevariations (seeMERIT Standards)
Polar motion and UT1, determined by LAGEOS SLR (repotted weekly on GE Mark 3)
Measurement Models: ' ....
Relativity
Chao troposphere model, zenith delay estimated for each day
Ionosphere correction applied from dual frequency
Phase center in spacecraft axes with respect to center of mass:
x = 0.21 m; y ,= 0.0 m; z = 0.854 m
-8-
TABLE7. SOLUTIONSTATISTICS
Numberof D'ouble "Residual
Week Diffe_nced Measurements RMS(m)
419 66,735 0.03127
420 75,077 0.03447
4191420 141,812 0.05223
TABLE 8. POSITION DIFFERENCES AT COMMON TIME
Satellite PRN
Component "5 6 8 9 11 12 13
x ' '2.58 6.04 0.43 2.48 0.25 2.01 1.96
y 0.36 -1.79 -1.87 -1.22 -1.89 0.72 -4.18
z 0.08 -3.16 1.01 -2.36 0.56 0.87 0.87
TABLE-9. WEEKS 419 AND 420 COMPARISONS
' 'Week 420--419(m) '
Baseline
Canberra/A. Samoa
Ax Ay Az
--0.1,/7 '.-0.212 +0.087
b - 4545598m
Canberra/Black Birch -0.012 -0.070 +0.045
b = 2254519m
Ft. Davis/Kauai -0.006 +0.085 -0.038
b = 5409249m
Mojave/OVRO -0.040 -0.030 0.034
b = 245348m
Onsala/Tromso --0.021 -0.027 -0.023
b = 1406186m
1 Ab
0.265
0.048
0.062
, 0.011
-0.009
TABLE 10. WEEKS 419 AND 420 KAUAI ESTIMATION
,.. • i ,,.
X
Week 419 -5543839.250
Week 420 -5543839.256
Week 441 Survey -5543839.248
Ft." DavisdKauai Baseline:
Y
-2054587.659
-2054587.554
-2054587.750
Z
2387809.937
2387809.899
2387810.051
Week419 ..... 5409249.809m
Week420 5409249.871m
Week 441Su_ey 5409249.722m
I I •
-9-
TABLE 11. WEEKS 419 AND 420 TROMSO ESTIMATION
Coordinates in FSC-2(m)
x y z
21029"41.481 721569.546 5958193.990
721569.519 5958193.967
Coordinates Relative to Onsala (m)
Week
b, ,. ..
419
420 2102941.460
AzWeek Ax ' ' Ay
41_ -1267118.396 L 9692.560'
42{ -1267718.417 9692.533
Allcoordinates _rto anmnnaphasecenter.
608405.885
608405.862
b
1406186.900
1406186.909
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Precise geodetic measurement can provide an excellent study of plate tectonic motion.
The potential of Global Positioning System (GPS) has been shown in determining the
precise baseline. The precise GPS satellite orbit is one key to high-accuracy long baseline
(>200 km) solutions. This study examines GPS orbit determination using two L-band
signals transmitted by GPS satellites.
The research concentrates on the analysis of the pseudo-range and phase data
collected during the CASA U'NO campaign. The fidelity of the applied force and derived
observation models has been tested by processing the tracking data from the campaign with
the unconstrained (i.e., no a priori state covariance) batch estimation approach. The orbit
accuracy has been assessed through the baseline solution and the orbit comparison.
Based on the results from the tracking data experiments, the precise GPS orbit
resulted in baseline accuracy of a few parts in 108 can be obtained by using a weekly data
set from a globally distributed tracking network. In addition, the potential that the precise
baseline can be independently determined has been demonstrated if a global orbit is
available. Evidence has been shown for the existence of unmodeled GPS force
characteristics that is, in part, associated with Earth shadowing. The approach with several
subarcs to model the acceleration in satellite body-fixed Y-direction improves the multi-
week orbit quality, especially of eclipsing orbits.
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ABSTRACT
l
In July 1988, four TI-4100 receivers occupied sites in the Southwest Pacific to collect epoch
measurements fortectonicstudies.ThreeUNAVCO receiversoperatedforabouttendaysatUpolu
(WesternSamoa), Rarotonga(Cook Islands)and Vava'u (Tonga). A TI ROM receiveron loanto
UNAVCO was operatedatTongatapu(Tonga).Othersiteswere occupiedfora periodof two days.
Fiducialstationsupportwas providedwiththeoperationof a receiveratOrroral,Australia,and a
Mini-Mac receiveroperatedatTsukuba,Japan.The CIGNET sitesprovideddatafrom locationsin
the United States,Canada,FederalRepublicof Germany, Sweden and Norway. The Southwest
Pacificbaselinesvary inlength;thelongestbaselineisabout 1600 kin.Thispaperdescribesthe
overallqualityof thefirstsixdays ofthe 1988 Campaign dataand presentstheresultsofgeodetic
analysesof thesedata.Variouscaseshave been consideredand the internalconsistencyof the
baselineswas found tobe apartin 108 on 1600krnbaselines.
INTRODUCTION
In July 1988, a GPS campaign was conducted in the Southwest Pacificto collectepoch
measurements to be used forcrustalmotionstudiesin theplateboundary complex of theTonga
region.In thisregionwhere the Indo-Australianand Pacificplatescreatea complex crustal
deformation,therelativeplatevelocitiesareexpectedtobe inthevicinityof 18era/yr.
The epoch measurementsofJuly1988were collectedatsiteswhich area subsetofsitesplannedfor
occupationintheMain Campaigns of 1989,1990and 1992. The Main Campaigns willextendfrom
Rarotongaon thePacificPlatetoNew Caledoniaon theIndo-AustralianPlate.The purposesofthe
1988 Campaign were: ....
• Collectepoch measurementsatafew selectedsites
• Gain experienceinSouthwestPacificlogistics,GPS datacollectionand dataanalysis
• Use experience to plan the Main Campaign.
The 1988 Campaign was conducted during July 11-21 (Days 193-203) and the participating
institutions are given in Table 1. The sites visited in 1988 are illustrated in Fig. 1. Further
information on details of the July 1988 Campaign are given by Bevis (1989) who serves as the
Project Coordinator.
Thepurposeof thispaperis to summarizeanalysisandresultsof datacollectedduringthefirstsix
daysof the1988CampaigncorrespondingtoGPSWeek444.Theanalysisincludesanexamination
of thesensitivityoftheresultstovariousparameters.
DATA
Data collected by the CIGNET (CSTG Bulletin, 1989) played an important role in the 1988
Campaign for the determination of GPS orbits. These data were augmented by equally important
contributions from Or, oral, Australia, and Tsukuba, Japan. Further information concerning the
fiducial sites and the field sites are given in Table 2 and the global distribution of sites is illustrated
in Fig. 2. In the studies performed, Tromso was not treated as a known, fixed site but was allowed to
adjust in the same manner as the field sites.
In general, most receivers performed excellently during the the campaign. One receiver (Richmond,
F'L) experienced problems and contributed little data. Occasional problems were experienced at
some ClGNET sites. Because of a software problem, the TI ROM receiver located at Tongatapu
recorded data for some periods that was out of time synchronization with the other receivers by nine
seconds.
The pseudo-range data from all sites were used to provide corrections to the phase time tag. Phase
data were used in a double difference mode from the current operating Block-I satellites, namely,
PRN 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13.
MODELS AND REFERENCE FRAME
\
The force and kinematic models used in the analysis of the July 1988 Campaign are described by
Schutz, et al. (1989). The technique used to obtain the reference frame and the resulting fiducial
coordinates can be found in the same source. The adopted coordinates for the Southwest Pacific
campaign, identified as FSC-2, are given in Table 3. Information provided by AUSLIG (Steed,
private communication, 1988) and GSI (M. Tsuji, private communication, 1988) enabled
establishment of the Orroral and Tsukuba coordinates in the FSC-2 system.
The set of estimated parameters associated with the dynamical description of the satellite motion are
given in Table 4. In addition, coordinates of all experiment sites in the Southwest Pacific were
estimated in addition to the coordinates of Tromso, Norway. A priori constraints were not used with
any estimated parameters, i.e., the a priori covariance on estimated parameters was infinite.
RESULTS
A single orbital are spanning the entire Week 444 was used to determine the GPS orbits for analysis
of the field sites. Experiments were performed to investigate the sensitivity of the results to force
model characteristics and data contributions. Consideration of data contributions included the
influence of the Tongatapu receiver synchronization which was investigated by treating the data with
less than one second synchronization as a separate and independent "site" from the data collected
with a nine second synchronization offset. The cases considered are summarized in Table 5.
The three-dimensional coordinates for the field sites were estimated, but the results are given in
terms of the intersite distance (baseline) from the "base" station, Rarotonga, in Table 6. Rarotonga
was chosen as the base station because of its distant location on the Pacific plate. Although the orbit
changes from case to case by a few centimeters to several mete_, the 1500 km baselines show
changes at the one to two centimeter level or better than a part in 10 .
To demonstratethe influenceof the fiducialcoordinates,the fixed coordinatesof Kauaiwere
changedby about10cm andCaseA wasrepeated.Thischangein thecoordinatesproduceda
change in the absolute length of the baseline of two centimeters. The other cases produced
comparable shifts in the absolute value and the same level of internal consistency from case to case
as shown in Table 6,
The estimated three-dimensional coordinates of Tromso are shown in Table 7. For comparison, the
estimate is compared with a result obtained for GPS Week 419, as given by Schutz, et al. (1989).
The comparison between Weeks 419 and 444 show agreement at the few centimeter level in all three
components for a 1400 km baseline. As a fu_er comparison, the Case A orbit, which excluded
Tromso in the orbit determination, was held fixed and the Tromso coordinates were estimated. The
result is in less agreement with the cases in which Tromso simultaneously contributed to the orbit
determination and the estimation of the site coordinates, although the baseline length is consistent.
/
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of available CIGNET and field data collected during GPS Week 444, the
results presented in this paper show internal cpnsisteney on the 1500 km intersite baselines at the
level of 1-2 era, corresponding to a part in 10 °. No external standard is currently available in this
region to serve as a comparison. Although in a different region of the world, a determination of
Trornso, Norway, was performed that produced a result in good agreement with determinations from
CASA UNO data. A VLBI visit scheduled for summer, 1989, will enable an evaluation of the
Tromso results. _
Lack of receiver synchronization at the 10 second level produced a small difference in baseline
length (3 em) when compared to results obtained with less than one second time synchronization.
Other factors may have contributed to the 3 cm difference, such as the influence of data loss from
tiducial stations, especially Kauai, experienced during some intervals.
Future analysis will focus on the remaining data in Week 445, which comprises about 40% of the
total data set. Some differences exist in the global tracking in the remaining data sets, such as no
available data from Onsala. Further refinements will be completed in the processing of Week 444,
such as the use of fiducial coordinates mapped to July, 1988, rather than the coordinates for
January 1, 1988, used in the analysis described in this paper. It is expected that the absolute values
of the baselines will slightly change with the modified fiducial coordinates, but the internal
consistency is expected to be unchanged.
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TABLE 1
INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES PARTICIPATING
IN THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC GPS PROJECT
North Carolina State University (USA)
University of Colorado (USA)
University of Texas at Austin (USA)
ORSTOM (France, New Caledonia
National Geodetic Survey (USA)
Comell University (USA)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (USA)
Institut G_ographique National (Prance)
University of New South Wales (Australia)
Australian Surveying and Land Information Group (Australia)
Department of Survey and Land Information (New Zealand)
Department of Lands and Survey (Western Samoa)
Ministry of Lands, Survey and Natural Resources (Tonga)
Lands and Survey Branch (Niue)
Mineral Resources Department (Fiji)
Topographic Service (Vanuatu)
Service Topographique (New Caledonia)
! Geographical Survey Institute (Japan) . .
(i
TABLE 2. DATA"
,. ,,,
TI4100/GESAR Cesium
Fiducial Sites
Orroral, Australia
Tsukuba,Japan
Kauai,HI
Mojave,CA
Yellowknif¢,NWT
Mini-Mac
TI4100/CORE
TI4100/CORE
TI4100/CORE
Wesfford, MA
Richmond, FL
Wettzell, FRO
Onsala, Sweden
Tromso, Norway
TI4100/CORE
TI4100/CORE
TI4100/CORE
TI4100/CORE
TI4100/CORE
, L,
Cesium
H-Maser
H-Maser
Cesium
H-Maser
H-Maser
H-Maser
H-Maser
Cesium
Field Sites
Rarotonga (Cooklslands) TI4100/GESAR Crystal
Upolu (Western Samoa) TI4100IGESAR Crystal
Vava'u (Tonga) TI4100/GESAR Crystal
Tongatapu (Tonga) [, TI4100/ROM C_s!al
Rubidium used on occasion at field sites.
- TABLE3. FSC-2COORDINATI_S(m) J
x y z
-2356214.8400 3665460.:5440
Site
Mojave,' CA
Wesfford, MA
Yellowknife, NWT
1492232.8440
-1224064.5070
-4646733.8110
-4458091.7180
-2689832.9950
4296045.9140
-5633432.5500
Wettzell, FRG
Onsala, Sweden
Kauai, HI
Orroral, Australia
Tsukuba, Japan
4075546.3550
3370659.8770
-5543818.2778
--4446476.5730
-3957193.3880
931825.4590
711876.9860
-2054582.7942
2678105.1735
3310191.6530
4801599.1700
5349788.1050
2387858.4651
-3696262.2145
3737733.3390
i ,, ,,
TABLE 4. ESTIMATED PARAMETERS
Arcl.angth:7 days
Epoch position,velocityofeachsatellim
ScaleparameterforROCK4 radiationpressureforeachsatellite
y -bias, one for each satellit_
Troposphere zenith delay (3 hour) for each station
Station coordinates (selected)
Double difference biases
Case
TABLE5. STUDY CASES
" Description
A Excludeddata: Ts'ukuba,Tongatapu,Tromso
B
C
D
E
Same as Case A, except three y -bias parameters estimated instead of one
Excluded data: Tsukuba, Tromso
Excluded data: Tromso, Tongatapu
Excluded data: Tsukuba, Tongatapu
Estimated parametersam defined in Table 4, except as noted.
" TABLE6. 13-ASELINERESULTS*
..... Distance (m): Ramtonga to"
DD _' No. of Vava'u "W. SamOa" Tongatapu-I Tongatapu'-2
Case RMS(m) DD 1509181+ 1527539+ 1605588+ 1605588+
' 63,370A 0.03696 0.635 0.105
0.03594 63,370 0.649 0.1160.03729 70,997 0.630 0.105
D 0.03737 63,834 0.635 0.105
E 0.03572 75,797 0.637 0.092
* Phase'c_nter to phase center, not reduced to geodetic mark
Q
0.575
m
0.541
Note: Case to case orbits change'by Ul_to :_meters
Tongatapu 1synchronized< 1 sec
Tongatapu 2 synchronized < 10 see
DD = Double Differenc¢
RMS = Root Mean Square
TABLE 7. OTHER COMPARISONS
Omala/Tromso Baseline:
Case E: 1406186.915m
Case A orbit, fixed: 1406186.918m
CASA UNO 419:1406186.900
Three-dimensional Onsalagrromso:
i= |
Case E Case A orbit fixed Week 419
_x -1267718.414 -1267718.350 -1267718.396
Ay 9692.512 9692.563 9692.560
_z 608405.882 608406.024 508405.885
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PRECISION ORBIT DETERMINATION FOR GPS
B. Schutz, C. Ho, P. Abusali, B. Tapley
Center for Space Research
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1085
Tel (512) 471-5573, Fax (512) 471-3570
Nearly global distribution of GPS data have been collected to support several campaigns in recent years,
e.g., the CASA UNO and GOTEX experiments. Such campaigns are becoming increasingly characterized
by the use of a variety of receiver types as the abundance of new receivers increases. It is not uncommon
for the global data set collected at the CIGNET sites to be augmented with data from global data outside the
geographical area of the campaign. As the networks have become more global and as the number of avail-
able GPS satellites has grown, both opportunities and difficulties have been presented to the analyst com-
munity. The opportunities presented by the global data sets include an improved understanding of the nature
of nongravitational forces acting on the satellites. Such improved understanding could contribute to con-
comitant improvements in baseline determinations through improved ephemerides. Results obtained from
specific campaigns axe described based on double difference measurements. The results show evidence of
unmodeled effects on the orbits and possible sources are discussed. Evaluation of the orbits is conducted
through orbit comparisons and assessment of baselines derived from the use of those orbits, where possible.
For example, a recent comparison of the Onsala/Tromso baseline with recently released VLBI results shows
agreement at a level of better than 2 parts in 108 on the 1406 km baseline.
°_
INTRODUCTION
The importance of accurate orbits to support applications of GPS is widely recognized. Yet the orbit accu-
racy i_ one of the more difficult characteristics to ascertain in an absolute sense. For the most part, orbit ac-
curacy is assessed in geodetic applications (e.g., positioning) by the ability of the orbit to support the desired
accuracy h'_the application. In fact, for those applications, the orbit could exhibit large errors in an absolute
sense and still be tolerated if the orbit is able to produce the desired geodetic accuracy. Even though the orbit
accuracy does not always map in a one-to-one manner into geodetic accuracy, it is a readily demonstrated
fact that high orbit accuracy is a necessary condition for high geodetic accuracy from satcUite techniques.
The orbital position accuracy depends on a variety of factors, including the fidelity of models describing
both the forces acting on the satellite as well as the kinematic models. In a complex way, the model fidelity
interacts with other characteristics such as the data span, or arc length, and the measurement precision (and
accuracy) to influence the orbit accuracy as noted, for example, by Lichten [1990] and Schutz, et al. [ 1990].
In addition, software accuracy is a factor that cannot be ignored.
From the standpoint of assessing the orbit accuracy, several criteria can be used, such as:
* direct comparison of independently determined orbits using either the same or different data sets
• direct comparison of independent software models
• direct comparison of geodetic results obtained by independent sources
This paper attempts to assess the GPS orbit accuracy for a specific period of time using these criteria. A com-
plete analysis with all criteria has not been conducted, and unequal emphasis is placed on each of the pre-
ceding criteria in the following sections.
DATA
In the summer of 1989, a crustal motion campaign with GPS was conducted in the Southwest Pacific. The
datacollectedfrom theCIGNET stationswas augmentedwithdatafrom severaladditionalsitesaswellas
theDefenseMapping Agency sites.The fiducialsitesaregivenby Abusali,etal.[1990].The campaign took
placeinGPS Weeks 496-500,however,theresultsgiveninthispaperconcentrateprimarilyon Weeks 499
and 500.The coordinatesofthefiduciaisiteswere adoptedina referenceframedefinedby SatelliteLaser
Ranging (SLR) and VeryLong BaselineIntcrfcrometry(VLBI) asdescribedby Schutz,elat.[1990].
A mixtureofreceiverswas usedatthefiducialsites.Forexample,theCIGNET sitesusedMiniMac 2816AT
receivers,exceptfortheuseofTI-4I00 atKauai,Yellowkinife,Onsalaand Tromso. The extendednetwork
usedTI-.4100atOrroral,Huahine and Ft.Davis,aMiniMac atKwajaleinand a Rogue atWellington.The
DMA sitesallusedTI-4100receivers.The fieldsitesintheSouthwestPacifcusedTI-4100and Trimble
receivers,butthesedatawerenotusedintheanalysisdescribedinthispaper.
The phaseand pseudo-rangedatawerecollectedat30secondintervalsand were usedinadoubledifference
mode toeliminatemost oftheinfluenceofsatelliteand receiverclockvariations.Pseudo-rangedatawcrc
usedtoensuretimetagaccuracyofone microsecondwithrespectoGPS time.
MODELS
The force and kinematic models used were generally consistent with the IERS Standards [McCarthy, 1989],
with a few exceptions. These standards have been primarily adopted for the Lageos SLR satellite, but can
be readily adjusted to accommodate GPS. The primary gravity differences between the Standards and the
GPS model is the truncation of the gravity field at degree and order 8 for GPS. The nongravitational force
model used ROCK4 with an estimated scale parameter and a y-bias parameter. A zenith delay was estimated
every 3 hours at each tracking site. Ionospherically corrected phase measurements were used in the analysis.
The results have been obtained using the Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination Program (MSODP), a multi-
satellite derivative of the single satellite University of Texas Orbit Processor (UTOPIA). The data were pre-
processed using IBM PC, VAXstations and a VAX 8200. Final results have been, for the most part, gener-
ated on a Clay X-MP/24 computer.
RESULTS
The results obtained used all available Block.I satellites (PRN 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13) and one Block-II
satellite (PRN 14). The statistics for one week arcs coincident with Weeks 499 and 500 are given in Table
1. As shown in this table, almost I00,000 double difference phase measurements were used in the solution.
The solution for Week 500 shows fewer measurements because not all available data have been merged into
the solution process at the present time.
The resulting Block-I F.m'_-fixed ephemerides for Week 499 were compared with ephemerides produced
by the Defense Mapping Agency and the Naval Surface Warfare Center. PRN 8 was not available in the
DMA ephemeris set. The results of a direct comparison, without any adjustments in the respective epbemer-
ides, are summarized in Table 2. The differences for PRN 3 are shown in Fig I for radial, along-track and
cross-track components. As shown in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 1, the radial component exhibits a con-
s_stent mean value of 1.3 m which is caused by the different values of GM used in WGS-84 (398600.5 kin3/
s ) and the IERS Standards (398600.44 km3/s2). The cross-track differences suggest a reference frame
source and the along-track components are expected to be dominated by the force model.
Table 1. Solution Summary
Week 499 Week 500
Number of satellites 8 8
Number of stations 18 16
Number of DD* 97828 82702
RMS of DD (cm) 3.0 3.0
Number of sites estim. 9 7
*DD: Double difference
Table 2.Week 499 Ephemeris Comparison with DMA, Mean (RMS)
Satellite PRN Radial (m) Along-Track(m) Cross-Track(m)
3 -1.3 (1.6) -1.9 (3.1) 0.5 (4.6)
6 -1.3(1.6) -0.3(2.2) 0.5 (4.2)
9 -1.3 (1.7) -0.8 (2.4) 0.5 (3.6)
II -I.3(1.4) 1.0 (1.8) 0.0 (2.5)
12 -1.3 (1.3) -2.1 (2.8) -0.1 (3.8)
13 -1.3 (1.4) 0.5 (1.5) -0.2 (2.4)
Note: the value in parenthesis is the RMS
The ephemeris differences illustrated in Table 1 and 2 as well as Fig. 1 were further investigated by attempt-
ing to ascertain the level of software compatibility. In this investigation, the DMA/NSWC ephemerides
were used as "observations" to MSODP and the satellite position, velocity, ROCK4 scale and a y-bias were
adjusted for each satellite. While the adjustment reduces the level of differences, residuals at the meter level
remain as illustrated in Fig. 2, the along-track component for PRN 3. The source of the remaining differenc-
es are expected to be solely caused by software and model differences, including the reference frames and
the treatment of nongravitational forces.
A test of model fidelity was conducted in which the solution for Week 499 summarized in Table 1 was pre-
dicted forward in time and compared with the ephemeris estimated for Week 500. The results obtained were
generally consistent with those reported for the CASA UNO experiment [Sehutz, et al., 1990] in which the
satellites experiencing eclipsing showed significant degradation in the along-track prediction performance,
a strong indicator of model fidelity. The effects of eclipsing have been recently examined by Feulner [ 1990]
and Vigue [ 1990]. Feulner investigated the influence of numerical integrator performance across the discon-
tinuous shadow boundary and modified the MSODP fixed step integrator to handle the effect. While his re-
suits showed that the effect was significant, it did not remove the observed characteristics with real GPS
data. In the second study, Vigue solved the partial differential equations for heat conduction and radiation
for simplified spacecraft models simultaneously with the orbit equations. She showed that distinctly differ-
ent temperatures can exist on the solar panel surfaces which can produce a several meter orbit effect over
one week. Additional investigation is in progress.
An important question from the geodetic standpoint is the influence of the previously described orbit differ-
ences on the recovery of geodetic parameters. Detailed comparisons of such recovery using the ephemerides
described in this paper (CSR and DMA/NSWC) are in progress using the field data in the Southwest Pacific.
The Onsala/Trornso baseline has been repeatedly used as a verification test, especially since it was measured
in 1989 by a VLBI visit to Tromso. Using the double difference phase ephemerides described in this paper,
the estimated baseline (without the application of any a priori constraints) agrees with the VLBI result at
the 1-2 parts in 108 level on the 1400 km baseline. This result suggests that the ephemeris differences de-
scribed above are not a limiting factor at this level. The possibility that the differences are a limiting factor
in achieving a part in 109 geodesy remains to be determined.
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In order to establish a relationship between the SLR/VLBI and WGS-84 reference frames, GPS tracking
data collected from stations defined in these two frames during a common period have been processed. Pre-
vious investigations have used common pseudo-range data from the OCS Monitor Stations and augmented
CIGNET sites to determine a longitude rotation of about 1 m. For the investigation reported in this paper,
the CIGNET sites have been augmented with "I"1-4100 data from five DMA sites and were processed in a
double differenced phase mode. Thgcoordinates resulting from adjustments of the DMA sites into the SLR/
VLBI system used for the CIGNET sites with a priori WGS-84 coordinates, were used to determine the sev-
en parameter transformation set. The characteristics of the transformations have been investigated for se-
lected time periods in 1989 when DMA data were available to support particular experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Several reference frames are in use for geodetic applications, including the WGS-84 [Decker, 1986;White,
et al., 1989] and those frames based on Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and/or Very Long Baseline Interfer-
ometry (VLBI). The reference frame defined by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) is based
primarily upon SLR and VLBI [Boucher, 1990], known as the IERS Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF),
and is one of the important products of the IERS.
Since Lhe GPS ephemerides broadcast from the satellites are in the WGS-84 frame, many applications have
adopted that frame as the most convenient or appropriate. On the other hand, most applications that require
comparison with external techniques, such as VLBI and SLR, or that will continue time series of geodetic
measurements that have been obtained by those techniques, will adopt the ITRF or another system based on
SLR and VLBI.
Recent results have shown agreement between the SLR and VLBI reference frames at the less than 3 cm
level [Ray, et al., 1990]. These results were obtained using sites which have been occupied by both SLR and
VLBI at different times as well as those sites where both techniques operate within a few kilometers on a
regular basis. This centimeter level demonstration of accuracy supports the notion that a reference frame
based on the combined SLR and VLBI systems is capable of supporting high accuracy geodetic applica-
tions.
The relationship between the WGS-84 and SLRIVLBI reference frames is required for a variety of applica-
tions, especially those applications i9 which results obtained in one reference frame are to be compared or
applied in the other reference frame. Previous studies in which this relationship was investigated include
Abusali, et al. [1989] in which the smoothed pseudo-range data from the Operational Control Segment
(OCS) were used in combination with data from the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) to
determine the relation between the reference frames. In this study, the data from the OCS were combined
with pseudo-range data from the CIGNET. By fixing the OCS coordinates to the WGS-84 values, the orbits
and the coordinates of the CIGNET sites were estimated using WGS-84 force model parameters as well.
Conversely, the CIGNET sites were fixed to their coordinates in an SLR/VLBI reference frame and the OCS
sites were estimated simultaneously with the orbit parameters. With the estimated coordinates in the respec-
tive systems, the seven parameter transformation (translation, rotation and scale) was determined. The ma-
jor conclusion of this study was that there appeared to be an approximately 60 milliare second longitude
rotation between the WGS-84 and the SLR/VLBI reference frames, while little consistency was observed
in the other six parameters depending on the estimated parameters. In any case, the observed longitude shift
was within the uncertainty assigned to the longitude origin by the Defense Mapping Agency of 200 milliarc
seconds (DMA, 1987).
The purpose of this paper is to further examine the relationship between the WGS-84 and a SLR/VLBI ref-
erence frame using double differenced phase data and a different data set than used previously. In this case,
data from the five DMA sites were used to determine position vectors relative to the CIGNET sites whose
coordinates are described in an SLR/VLBI reference frame. By comparing the resulting coordinates with
those obtained in the WGS-84 system, the seven parameter transformation parameters can be obtained. The
resulting parameters are described and investigated in the following sections.
DATA
While the establishment of the relation between the reference frames is important for the previously de-
scribed reasons, the primary motivation for this study was the need for the DMA data to provide tracking
coverage during the Southwest Pacific '89 campaign in which, for various reasons, incomplete geographical
coverage was available. The primary purpose of this campaign is the study of crustal motions in an area of
the Southwest Pacific ranging from the Tonga region to New Caledonia. A nearly global set of CIGNET
sites was further augmented with additional sites in the Pacific as summarized in Table 1, as well as the five
DMA sites. The campaign took place during GPS Weeks 496-500, however, the results for this paper con-
centrate on GPS Week 499.
The coordinates of the CIGNET and augmented network in Table 1 were defined in an SLR/VLBI reference
frame using results that differed only slightly from those given by Ray, et al. [1990]. The estimation of the
DMA sites was based on the double differenced phase data formed between the sites given in Table 2. As
shown in this table, the baselines varied in length from 900 km to 4000 kin.
TABLE 1. Contributing Sites
CIGNET
Mojave, CA
Kokee Park, HI
Westford, MA
Richmond, FL
Yellowknife, NWT
Wettzell, FRG
Onsala, Sweden
Tromso, Norway
Tsukuba, Japan
Augmented
Huahine, Fr. Polynesia
Orroral, Australia
Tanna
Western Samoa
Kwajalein
DMA
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Quito, Ecuador
Smithfield, Australia
Hermitage, England
Bahrain
TABLE 2. Baselines
Reference Site
Orroral
Onsala
Richmond
Wettzell
Quito
DMA
Smithfield
Hermitage
Quito
Bahrain
Buenos Aires
Baseline(km)
941
1078
2841
4050
4252
RESULTS
With the network adopted for this experiment, information about the orbit is given by Schutz, et al. [1990].
To summarize, a one week solution was computed in which the DMA sites were treated as unknowns and
a simultaneous solution for orbits, spacecraft y-bias, ROCK4 radiation pressure scale parameter, double dif-
ference biases and troposphere parameters were obtained. For this solution, approximately 100,000 double
differenced measurements were used and these were fit in the estimation process to about 3 cm.
Tb.e resulting estimates for the DMA site coordinates, defined in the SLR/VLB! reference frame, were then
compared with coordinates determined in the WGS-84 reference frame. As shown in Table 3, the direct
comparison of the coordinates is at the one meter level in all three components. Using these differences to
solve for translation, rotation and scale parameters results in differences (after applying the estimated pa-
rameters) of less than 0.5 m. As shown in Table 3, a longitudinal rotation (32 mas) is the dominant angular
contribution. Furthermore, the scale difference is approximately consistent with the different values of GM
(WGS-84:398600.5 km3/s2; SLR: 398600.4404 km3/s2).
The longitude rotation deserves additional comment. The observed rotation requires an eastward rotation of
32 mas of the WGS-84 to coincide with the SLR reference meridian. However, an eastward 16 mas rotation
was required to make the VLBI meridian coincide with the SLR meridian.
In summary, the VLBI, SLR and WGS-84 reference frames are compatible at the meter level. Based on the
results given in Table 3, an eastward longitudinal rotation of 16 mas is required to make the WGS-84 coin-
cident with VLBI and 32 mas is required to be coincident with SLR. Since the choice of longitude origin is
arbitrary, these rotations may not be valid for all SLR and VLBI solutions.
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TABLE 3. WGS-84 to VLBI/SLR
Direct Comparison:
Component RMS (m)
x 1.211
y " 1.033
z 0.894
Seven Parameter Transformation:
Component
Origin x (m) - 0.094
Origin y (m) 0.281
Origin z (m) - 0.436
Scale (ppm) - 0.222
Rotation x (mas) - 6.018
Rotation y (mas) 2.279
Rotation z (mas) 31.700
Comparison after Transformation:
Component RMS (m)
x 0.446
y 0.212
z 0.107
Std. Error
0.12
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0.02
4.40
5.22
4.67
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In order to establish a relationship between the SLR/VLBI and WGS-84 reference frames, GPS tracking
data collected from stations defined in these two frames during a common period have been processed. Pre-
vious investigations have used common pseudo-range data from the OCS Monitor Stations and augmented
CIGNET sites to determine a longitude rotation of about 1 m. For the investigation reported in this paper,
the CIGNET sites have been augmented with '1"I-4100 data from five DMA sites and were processed in a
double differenced phase mode. The coordinates resulting from adjustments of the DMA sites into the SLR/
VLBI system used for the CIGNET sites with a priori WGS-84 coordinates, were used to determine the sev-
en parameter transformation set. The characteristics of the transformations have been investigated for se-
lected time periods in 1989 when DMA data were available to support particular experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Several reference frames are in use for geodetic applications, including the WGS-84 [Decker, 1986;White,
et al., 1989] and those frames based on Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and/or Very Long Baseline Interfer-
ometry (VLBI). The reference frame defined by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) is based
primarily upon SLR and VLBI [Boucher, 1990], known as the IERS Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF),
and is one of the important products of the IERS.
SL,,.ce the GPS ephemerides broadcast from the satellites are in the WGS-84 frame, many" applications have
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measurements that have been obtained by those techniques, will adopt the ITRF or another system based on
SLR and VLBI.
Recent results have shown agreement between the SLR and VLBI reference frames at the less than 3 cm
level [Ray, et al., 1990]. These results were obtained using sites which have been occupied by both SLR and
VLBI at different times as well as those sites where both techniques operate within a few kilometers on a
regular basis. This centimeter level demonstration of accuracy supports the notion that a reference frame
based on the combined SLR and VLBI systems is capable of supporting high accuracy geodetic applica-
tions.
The relationship between the WGS-84 and SLR/VLBI reference frames is required for a variety of applica-
tions, especially those applications in which results obtained in one reference frame are to be compared or
applied in the other reference frafne. Previous studies in which this relationship was investigated include
Abusali, et al. [1989] in which the smoothed pseudo-range data from the Operational Control Segment
(OCS) were used in combination with data from the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) to
determine the relation between the reference frames. In this study, the data from the OCS were combined
with pseudo-range data from the CIGNET. By fixing the OCS coordinates to the WGS-84 values, the orbits
and the coordinates of the CIGNET sites were estimated using WGS-84 force model parameters as well.
Conversely, the CIGNET sites were fixed to their coordinates in an SLR/VLBI reference frame and the OCS
sites were estimated simultaneously with the orbit parameters. With the estimated coordinates in the respec-
tive systems, the seven parameter transformation (translation, rotation and scale) was determined. The ma-
jor conclusion of this study was that there appeared to be an approximately 60 miUiarc second longitude
rotation between the WGS-84 and the SLR/VLBI reference frames, while little consistency was observed
in the other six parameters depending on the estimated parameters. In any case, the observed longitude shift
was within the uncertainty assigned to the longitude origin by the Defense Mapping Agency of 200 milliarc
seconds (DMA, 1987).
The purpose of this paper is to further examine the relationship between the WGS-84 and a SLR/VLBI ref-
erence frame using double differenced phase data and a different data set than used previously. In this case,
data from the five DMA sites were used to determine position vectors relative to the CIGNET sites whose
coordinates are described in an SLR/VLBI reference frame. By comparing the resulting coordinates with
those obtained in the WGS-84 system, the seven parameter transformation parameters can be obtained. The
resulting parameters are described and investigated in the following sections.
DATA
While the establishment of the relation between the reference frames is important for the previously de-
scribed reasons, the primary motivation for this study was the need for the DMA data to provide tracking
coverage during the Southwest Pacific '89 campaign in which, for various reasons, incomplete geographical
coverage was available. The primary purpose of this campaign is the study of crustal motions in an area of
the Southwest Pacific ranging from the Tonga region to New Caledonia. A nearly global set of CIGNET
sites was further augmented with additional sites in the Pacific as summarized in Table 1, as well as the five
DMA sites. The campaign took place during GPS Weeks 496-500, however, the results for this paper con-
centrate on GPS Week 499.
The coordinates of the CIGNET and augmented network in Table 1 were defined in an SLR/VLBI reference
frame using results that differed only slightly from those given by Ray, et al. [1990]. The estimation of the
DMA sites was based on the double differenced phase data formed between the sites given in Table 2. As
shown in this table, the baselines varied in length from 900 km to 4000 kin.
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RESULTS
With the network adopted for this experiment, information about the orbit is given by Schutz, et al. [1990].
To summarize, a one week solution was computed in which the DMA sites were treated as unknowns and
a simultaneous solution for orbits, spacecraft y-bias, ROCK4 radiation pressure scale parameter, double dif-
ference biases and troposphere parameters were obtained. For this solution, approximately 100,000 double
differenced measurements were used and these were fit in the estimation process to about 3 cm.
The resulting estimates for the DMA site coordinates, defined in the SLILrkn,..BIreference frame, were then
compared with coordinates determined in the WGS-84 reference frame. As shown in Table 3, the direct
comparison of the coordinates is at the one meter level in all three components. Using these differences to
solve for translation, rotation and scale parameters results in differences (after applying the estimated pa-
rameters) of less than 0.5 m. As shown in Table 3, a longitudinal rotation (32 mas) is the dominant angular
contribution. Furthermore, the scale difference is approximately consistent with the different values of GM
(WGS-84:398600.5 km3/s2; SLR: 398600.4404 km3/s2).
The longitude rotation deserves additional comment. The observed rotation requires an eastward rotation of
32 mas of the WGS-84 to coincide with the SLR reference meridian. However, an eastward 16 mas rotation
was required to make the VLBI meridian coincide with the SLR meridian.
In summary, the VLBI, SLR and WGS-84 reference frames are compatible at the meter level. Based on the
results given in Table 3, an eastward longitudinal rotation of 16 mas is required to make the WGS-84 coin-
cident with VLBI and 32 mas is required to be coincident with SLR. Since the choice of longitude origin is
arbitrary, these rotations may not be valid for all SLR and VLBI solutions.
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ABSTRACT [
i
The tracking sites of the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) !are located near VLBI
antennas, hence the coordinates of the GPS receiver antennas can be established in a VLBI reference
frame. Since the GPS dynamics are described in a center of mass system, ties between the VLBI and
SLR frames are used to define the reference frame. Precise ephemerides of GPS satellites, computed
using CIGNET data, are then described in the VLBI/SLR frame which results in estimated user
positions referred to this frame. Some GPS users, as in surveying applications, would prefer to
compute geodetic quantities in the WGS 84 reference frame. Hence, transformations between these
two reference frames are needed.
The Operational Control Segment (OCS) of GPS operates five globally distributed permanent
tracking sites whose coordinates have been determined in the WGS 84 frame. Processing of tracking
data from these sites in conjunction with data from the CIGNET stations facilitates the establishment
of the transformation between the WGS 84 and VLBI/SLR reference frames. Pseudo-range data
from OCS stations and CIGNET stations were processed separately and the orbits of all satellites
differ by less than eleven meters in an RMS sense, which is partly due to the inconsistency between
the reference frames. The data sets from the two networks were combined and one set of stations
were estimated with respect to the other set. Using the estimated and a priori coordinates of one set
of stations, a seven parameter transformation between the two systems was computed. The results
indicate that there is a small longitude shift in the orientation of the two frames.
INTRODUCTION
In late 1986, the University of Texas Center for Space Research (CSR) under contract from the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) Menlo Park, California, established a regional GPS tracking network in
collaboration with the National Geodetic Survey (NGS)_/nd the Texas State Department of
Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT). The tracking sites were at Mojave, California,
Westford, Massachusetts, and Austin, Texas and used TI---4100 dual-frequency receivers. The
receiver at Mojave is owned by CSR and has been operated by NGS, the receiver at Westford is
owned and operated by NGS and the receiver at Austin is owned and operated by SDHPT. The data
have been routinely processed at CSR, and precise ephemerides of the GPS satellites have been
computed weekly. These ephemerides have been distributed to the participating agencies and other
interested institutions.
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Since early 1987, several other stations have been added to the network by cooperative agreements
with NGS in an effort to develop a global network. NGS installed its own receivers at additional
U.S. sites and made collaborative arrangements with foreign agencies to collect GPS data from their
stations. The network is known as the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) and the
currently contributing stations and the operating agencies are listed in Table 1. Data from these
stations have been processed by CSR to produce precise ephemerides. All the tracking data and
computed ephemerides have been archived at NGS.
The CIGNET antennas were imtalled in the vicinity of already existing or newly established very
long baseline interferometry (VLBI) sites. Consequently, the coordinates of the CIGNET antennas
were determined with respect to the VLBI site coordinates using conventional survey methods and
GPS techniques [Mader, 1987a,b]. Since the VLBI determined station coordinates are insensitive to
the Earth's center-of-mass location, whereas satellite laser ranging (SLR) determined station
coordinates are influenced by the center-of-mass location, the reference frame adopted for the GPS
antenna coordinates is a VLBFSLR-defined frame, determined by the procedure outlined by
Murray et al., [1988]. As a result, the precise ephemerides computed using these station coordinates
are described in the same VLBI/SLR reference frame. Further, the gravity field and the Earth's polar
motion and UT1 used in orbit computations at CSR are those determined using analysis of laser
range data from Lagoos satellite and reported to the International Earth Rotation Service.
The GP$ satellites broadcast ephemeris messages referred to the WGS 84 system [Decker, 1986],
and hence, the users of these ¢phemerides determine their coordinates in the WGS 84 system. If the
precise ephemeris computed by CSR is used in determining station locations, then the solutions are
referred to the VLBI/SLR frame. In some geodetic applications, as in surveying for example, users
would prefer to determine coordinates of sites in WGS 84. As a consequence, there is a need to find
the relation between the WGS 84 and the VLBIJSLR reference systems. An attempt has been made
to establish a transformation between these two frames.
REFERENCE FRAME COMPARISON METHOD
One method of comparing two different coordinate systems is to compare satellite orbits determined
using data collected from sets of stations referred to the individual reference frames. These results
will be dependent on the associated force and kinematic models. The nature and level of orbit
differences would reflect differences that may exist in the reference frames. However, it is difficult
to quantify the specific differences using this approach. Another method to compare and quantify
the differences between two reference frames is to find a set of seven parameters - three describing
the origin, three describing the directional orientation and one denoting the scale difference of one
frame with respect to other. Such a set of seven parameters can be determined, given two sets of
cartesian coordinates for a globally distributed set of stations specified in the individual frames. This
procedur_ was used to investigate the differences between the WGS 84 and the VLBI/SLR systems.
DATA USED IN OBTAINING RESULTS
The set of CIGNET stations listed in Table 1 does not have a completely global distribution, since
the sites are concentrated in Europe and North America. A globally distributed set of stations is
preferred for reference frame characterization. For this reason, a data set from one of the special
global tracking campaigns of GPS satellites was chosen. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory helped
organize a North Andes-Western Caribbean GPS Experiment in which data were collected from a
set of globally distributed stations for a duration of about three weeks (1/17/88 to 215188). This
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campaign was named the CASA UNO [Kellogg et al., 1989] and stations in Australia, New Zealand
and America Samoa augments the CIGNET stations.
In order to be consistent with the number of stations considered in the WGS-M frame, only five
stations were chosen from among the total of thirteen fiducial stations which participated in the
CASA UNO experiment. Coordinates of these five stations were detemained in the VLBI/SLR
)
system as listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 1. The VLBI/SLR system coord|nates are described
by Schutz et al., [1989]. Although Ft. Davis and Canberra are not among the regularly contributing
C!GNET stations, they are referred to as CIGNET stations in this paper solely for the purpose of
identifying the reference frame in which they are considered.
The Operational Control Segment (OCS) of the GPS operates five globally distributed stations which
collect GPS satellite tracking data continuously. The control segment uses these data to compute
satellite orbits and upload the information to the satellites. The GPS satellites then broadcast the
orbit information as part of the navigation message. The coordinates of the five OCS stations are
known in the WGS 84 system, and hence, the ephemerides of the GPS satellites computed by OCS
and broadcast by the satellites are in the WGS 84 system. The OCS stations and their coordinates
[Smith, 1986] are listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 1. GPS satellite tracking data from these
stations for the duration of three weeks coinciding with the CASA UNO Experiment were provided
to UT/CSR by the Aerospace Corporation for the purpose of a reference frame comparison study.
However, contiguous OCS data were available for only four days in GPS week 419 (1117188 to
1/21/88) and five days in week 421 (2/2/88 to 2/7/88). This set of data will be referred to here as the
OCS data in this paper.
The OCS stations operate STI communications receivers which collect dual-frequency, pseudo-range
and carrier phase measurements. The pseudo-range measurements are smoothed using the carrier
phase, and ionospheric-corrected range measurements are provided at fi_en-minute intervals. The
CIGNET stations operate TI-4100 dual-frequency receivers which record pseudo-range and carrier
phase at some specified intervals. Data are usually collected at thirty-second intervals. Since data
are processed at CSR in batches of one week are lengths, the number of measurements from five
stations for all the GPS satellites is very large. Hence, the 30-second interval pseudo-range data set
from the CIGNET was compressed by computing "normal points" in fifteen-minute bins at a
preprocessing stage where erroneous observations are flagged and the ionospheric correction is
applied. Thus, the OCS and CIGNET data sets are approximately comparable in that they both are
ionospheric-corrected pseudo-range measurements at fifteen-minute intervals collected from
individual sets of globally distributed stations.
ORBIT COMPARISON
GPS satellite orbits were computed in batches of one-week arcs. As mentioned earlier, since the
concentration of OCS data was in Weeks 419 and 421, only. these two weeks were analyzed. Orbit
determinations of six of the seven GPS Block I satellites currently operational were performed
simultaneously in a multi-satellite data processing mode. The satellites considered were PRN-3, --6,
-9, -11, -12 and -13. PRN-8 was not used because of the variations observed in its on-board clock.
A multi-satellite orbit determination version of UTOPIA [Schutz, 1980] software system was used in
the University's dual Cyber 170/750 computer system. The following set of force models were used
in all the orbit determination runs:
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• Earth gravity model
truncated (8 x 8) GEM-L2 [Lerch et al., 1985] when VLBItSLR frame is referenced
truncated (8 × 8) WGS 84 used when WGS 84 frame is referenced
• Third body perturbation due to sun and moon using DE200 JPL ephemeddes [Standish, 1982]
• ROCK4 model for solar radiation perturbation [Porter, 1976]
• y-bias acceleration [Fliegel et.al., 1985]
• solid earth tide perturbation
• relativistic perturbation
For the kinematic model, polar motion and UT1 determined by Lageos long are solution was used
including the short period variations in UT1. Geometric variations on the station location due to
solid Earth tides were taken into account.
The parameter estimation state vector consisted of the position and velocity components of each
satellite, one scale parameter for each satellite for the ROCK4 model, one parameter for the y-bias
force on each satellite and two parameters of a clock model for each of the passes defined
individually for all satellites and stations. The number of these passes depended on the data
distribution and the clock stability. One of the satellite clocks or a ground station clock was held
fixed as reference and was not estimated. In addition to these parameters, coordinates of appropriate
ground stations were estimated in some cases.
Orbit determination experiments were performed using the above mentioned force and kinematic
models and the tracking data from the two sets of stations. The data were processed in batches of one
week ares for the GP$ weeks 419 and 421. In each case a solution was obtained using the least
squares approach which estimated the states of all the satellites and other dynamic parameters for the
epoch. First, individual orbit solutions were obtained by processing the data from the OCS stations
and CIGNET stations separately. To be consistent with the station coordinates, the respective gravity
fields, namely, WGS 84 for OCS data and GEML2 for CIGNET data were used. The amount of data
from both the sets of stations were about comparable for Week 421, whereas for Week 419 OCS had
almost twice the amount of data compared to CIGNET. For this reason the orbits of the GPS
satellites determined for the Week 421 were compared in Figure 2 and the comparison is
summarized in Table 4. It can be observed from these figures and the table that the orbits of all the
• satellites computed using the two sets of data are within about 22 meters of each other in all
components and within 11 meters in an RMS sense. Further, there is a mean difference of about 1.3
meters in the radial components of all satellites. This is believed to be due to the difference in the
value of GM used in the two different fields, namely, 398600.5 km31sec 2 for WGS 84 and
398600.4404/cm3/ sec 2 for GEML2. The negative mean in the along-track components of all
satellites is also due, in part, to the different GM values. Several other factors, such as the difference
in station coordinates, atmospheric correction applied to the data, remaining dock error, difference
in the amount of data and the geometry of coverage may .¢0ntribute to the overall differences
between the two sets of orbits compared here. Further, any difference between the reference frames
would also contribute to the orbit differences since the comparison is done in the J2000 nortrotating
frame.
Data from both sets of stations were then combined and orbits of all the satellites were determined
simultaneously by processing data from 10 stations. The orbit experiments and the results relevant
to the discussion here are listed in Table 5. Only in Case--4 and Case-5 were the indicated station
coordinates estimated and in all other cases only the satellite states and other parameters were
estimated. Comparing the results of Case-3 with those of Case-6 and Case-7 shows that the
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observation residual RMS is greater for Case-3 than that for either Case--6 or Case-7. This result
indicates that there is an inconsistency between the two frames in which thd two sets of stations are
referenced. Note that in Case-3 the station coordinates are not in one consistent frame, whereas in
all other cases they are. Although the improvement in residual RMS from Case-3 to Case-.6 or
Case-7 is small, the fact that there is an improvement is an indication of coordinate reference frame
difference.
REFERENCE FRAME COMPARISON
In an attempt to quantify the difference between the reference frames and to find a transformation
between these orbit determination experiments were performed in which coordinates of stations
referenced in one frame were estimated while fixing the coordinates of stations in the other. These
experiments are Cases-4 and -5 in Table 5. The estimated adjustments to the station coordinates for
each of these cases are shown in Table 6 and in Table 7. The formal standard error corresponding to
all these station coordinate estimates were less than 25 centimeters except for the Canberra estimate
in Week 419 which had about 41 centimeters. The pseudo-range data from Canberra during Week
419 exhibited systematic behavior compared to other data sets believed to be caused by clock
variation. The data were subdivided into a large number passes for clock model parameter
estimation which caused the higher formal standard error.
Although the results shown in Table 6 and Table 7 do not reveal a definite pattern in all the
coordinates, the longitude adjustments show some regularity which can be interpreted as a longitude
orientation difference between the two reference frames. While interpreting these results it should be
noted that the pseudo-range data used in obtaining the_ results have a noise RMS of about 1.5
meters. Further, the station coordinates themselves in either frame may have some uncertainty.
While the uncertainty of the CIGNET station coordinates are believed to be a few centimeters based
on estimates of the VLBI and SLR coordinates, the accuracy of OCS coordinates is unknown.
Nevertheless, the orbit comparison results and the station estimation results indicate that there is a
small difference between the two reference frames.
A transformation between the two frames which will minimize the difference can be obtained in
terms of a seven parameter set consisting of three parameters for translation to make the origins
coincide, three for rotation to make the direction parallel and one to make the scales equal in both
the frames. Such a set is obtained as a least squares solution using as observations the differences
between the estimated and a priori coordinates of the stations referred to one frame. Thus when the
CIGNET station coordinates are estimated fixing the OCS stations, the estimated CIGNET
coordinates are with respect to the WGS 84 frame. Since the a priori coordinates of these stations am
in the VLBFSLR frame using these two sets of coordinates for the same set of stations the seven
parameter transformation can be obtained. Table 8 and Table 9 show the transformation parameters
obtained using the results of Case--4 and Case-5 respectively. In Tables 8 and 9, AX, AY, AZ
correspond to the origin translation, AL corresponds to scale and Ao, A_, At_ correspond to rotation
of one frame to the other. The quantities RMSX, RMSY and RMSZ are the RMS values of the
differences between the a priori and the estimated coordinates of one set of stations, in the X,Y,Z
directions respectively. The subscripts B and A refer to the RMS values before and after the
transformation is applied to the station coordinates. The transformation is applied as follows:
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= A /p,I
I.A 1 JLZJ
where X,Y,Z are the coordinates of a station in one reference frame and x,y,z are the transformed
coordinates of the same station referred to the new frame. It can be seen from the Tables that the
differences between the station coordinates are reduced by applying the transformation thereby
indicating that the computed transformation parameters are meaningful and have significance.
However the values do have some uncertainties and it is difficult to arrive at one set of parameters
with increased level of confidence using the current results.
CONCLUSION
Pseudo-range observations of GPS satellites obtained from two sets of global stations referred to
VLBI/SLR and WGS 84 systems, were processed in order to check for compatibility between the
two systems. Comparison of the satellite orbits computed in the individual systems indicates that
there are small differences in gravity fields and in the orientation of the reference frames. Major
effect of gravity field differences appears to be due to the differing values of GM.
The relation between the two reference frames was considered in terms of the seven parameter
transformation. Estimated values of the seven parameters, except for longitude rotation, appear to be
somewhat random in nature but the variations are within the noise level of the measurements
processed. However, the longitude rotation from one frame to the other (Ac_) exhibits consistency
although the magnitude has some uncertainty. From the results presented here one can determine
that there is a longitude shift of about 60 milliarc seconds with an uncertainty of about 15 milliarc
seconds, between the two frames, the sense of rotation being eastwards from WGS 84 to VLBI/SLR
frame. It should be noted that this value of longitude shift is within the uncertainty (200 milliarc
seconds) assigned to the WGS 84 X-axis orientation [DMA, 1987].
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TABLE 1. CIGNET GPS TRACKING SITES
Location Receiver Clock Agency
Austin, Texas TI-4100 Cesium TSDHPT
Westford, Massachusetts TI-4100 H-Maser NGS
Mojave, California TI-4100 H-Maser CSR
Yellowknife, Canada TI-4 I00 Cesium CGS
Richmond, Florida TI-4100 H-Maser NGS
Wettzell, West Germany TI-4100 H-Maser IFAG
Omala, Sweden 1"I-4100 H-Maser NMA
Trornso, Norway TI-4100 C.csium NMA
Hawaii TI-4100, H-Maser NGS
Note: IFAG -- InstitutfuerAngewandt¢ Geodaesie
NMA _ Norwegian Mapping Agency
CGS -- Canadian Geodetic Survey
TABLE 2. CIGNET STATION COORDINATES (VLBI/SLR FRAME)
Station X (M) Y (M) Z (M)
Yellowknife -1224064.5070 -2689832.9950 5633432.550
Kaual/Casa -5543839.2480 -2054587.7500 2387810.0510
Fort Davis -1324192.4360 -5332061.1350 3232044.3480
Wettzell 4075546.3550 931825.4590 4801599.1700
Canberra --4461015.8080 2682720.5220 -3674299.5410
TABLE 3. COORDINATES OF OCS STATIONS (WGS 84 FRAME)
Station X (M) Y (M) Z (M)
Kwajelein --6160885.9700 1339851.3000 960843.2700
Diego Garcia 1917032.7500 6029784.3700 -801376.5400
Hawaii/OCS -5511982.9600 -2200250.1500 2329482.1700
Ascension 6118525.3700 -1572350.9600 -876464.4400
Falcon AFB - 1248597.0200 -4819434.1000 3976501.1400
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TABLE4. SUMMARYOFORBITDIFFERENCESEPH(OCS)- EPH(CIGNET)
' PRN-3 PRbI'--6 PRN-9 PRN-11 PRN-12 PRN-13
' MEAN(m)
Radial 1.31 i 1.446"' 1.378 1.282 1.307 '" 1.352
A-Track -7.475 -1.496 -2.926 -3.316 --4.730 -9.998
C-Track 0.084 --0.071 0.114 0.016 --0.168 0.012
"' RMs (m) ......
Radi=' i'.'67"J'' '1.622
A-Track 7.866
C-Track 8.313
1.519
8.341
5A21
1.417
3.677
3.807
1.693 1.521
4.498 5.356 10.412
2.130 6.940 0.224
TABLE 5. ORBI'I; DETEI_MINATION EXPERIMENTS
" Cast" 'l 'Comments " [ RMS(M) No. OBS
WEEK 419
Case-lA
Case-2A
Case-3A
Case--4A
Case-5A
Case--tA
Case-7A
OCS _lata only (WGS 84)
ClGNET data only (GEML2)
(OCS + CIGNET) data (GEML2)
Fix OCS and Estimate ClGNET (WGS 84)
FixClGNET and EstimateOCS (GEML2)
OCS + Estimated CIGNET Coordinates(WGS 84)
CIGNET + Estimated OCS Coordinates (GEML2)
I.III
1.972
1.602
1.557
1.540
1.557
1.540
3034
1771
4805
4805
4805
4805
4805
Case-lB
Case-2B
Case-3B
Case-4B
Case-SB
Case--6B
Case-TB
WEEK 421
OCS data only (WGS 84) 3675
CIGNET data only (GEML2)
(OCS + ClGNET) data (GEML2)
Fix OCS and Estimate Cignet (WGS 84)
Fix ClGNET and Estimate OCS (GEML2)
OCS + Estimated CIGNET Coordinates (WGS 84)
CIGNET + Estimated OCS Coordinates (GEML2)
1.677
1.212
1.615
1.590
1.556
1.590
1.556
" TABLE 6. ESTIMATED ADJUSTMENTS (METERS) OF
CIGNET COORDINATES FIXING OCS STATIONS
Week 419 (Case-4A) Week 421 (Case-4B)
2702
6377
6377
6377
6377
6377
Station
Yellowknife
Kauai/CASA
Ft. Davis
Wettzell
Canberra
' Ht
--0.822
-1.386
-2.690
-2.071
-0.195
--0.097
--0.501
0.074
0.851
Lon
0.459
1.787
1.228
0.821
2.175
Ht
"1.855
"L1.849
-1.127
-1.273
0.987
Lat Lon
0.189 0.003
--0.454 1.212
--0.509 1.447
-0.301 0.878
0.939 1.221
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TABLE7. ESTIM,_1"ED ADJUSTMENTS (METERS) OF
OCS COORDINATES FIXING CIGNET STATIONS
.... week 419 (Case-5A)-' Week 421 (Casc-5B)
Station
Kwaialein
Ht Lat
--0.086 0.529
1.014 1.003
-1.402 0.548
--0.354 0.499
-I.869 0.769
/.on
!
'-.-0.646
-2.084
-1.745
--0.411
-1.728
Lat Lon
-1.42i 0.374 -0.823
-0.232 0.851 -3.102
-1.256 0.828 -1.143
-1.226 0.770 0.396
-1.282 0.714 -1.769
Diego Garcia
Hawaii/OCS
Ascension
Falcon-AFB
TABLE 8. SEVEN PARAMETER TRANSFORMATION
FROM VLBI/SLR TO WGS-84
Parameter Week 419 Week 421
AX (m) -0.783 -0.413
AY (m) 0.178 0.646
AZ (m) -0.204 --0.611
-0. 8 -oa28
Aco (rad) -0.075 -0.063
AV (rad) -0.014 --0.015
Ac (rad)" -0.021 -0.018
RMSX a (m) 1.606 1.573
RMSYs (m) 1.398 0.799
RMSZa (m) 1.235 1.093
RMSXA (m) 0.522 0.753
RMSY a (m) 0.530 0.519
RMSZ A (m) 0.421 0.288
TABLE 9. SEVEN PARAMETER TRANSFORMATION
FROM WGS 84TO VLBI/SLR
Parameter Week 419 Week 421
AX (m) 0.374 0.585
AY (m) 0.877 0.495
AZ (m) 0.404 0.664
AL (ppm) -0.081 -0.171
Aco (are see) 0.041 0.040
A_t (are see) 0.008 0.014
Ae (arc see) --0.009 --0.003
RMSXB (m) 1.236 1.718
RMSY s (m) 1.466 1.247
RMSZ 8 (m) 0.569 0.599
RMSX,4 (m) 0.628 0.784
RMSYA (m) 0.767 0.675
RMSZ/t (m) 0.248 0.255
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Tge th¢o_Ucid &.rmj_ of she _.el_i_ .e kteece Je/me_mwhk h is _.aJ I,_
I_, l_gs mmqb a co.vemio,_ _.em_l Jef_ frame km'n_ by SLR.
LLIL VLB Imd GPS uapo_t is Ix_eam_k ht ll-titl_W im _qlil Ica/_. otwa-
u_ _et_ eltegu.
vm%o_ .m_za_ons of the I_RS Ter_.mnal k fmeace Syslm_ (TTRS)
Mso _gm_d. i. I_Ceb_r the reLerenc¢ b_me_ _mxi by individual
fecbn_u_ or d*e combii_d ady.mme_ p_dormed by Ibe I_RS/CB m 199o
(n'_: gg),
G32A-2 135_h
T_e GonelltlnCy of Clobll Ceoelnerl¢ S¢ltiOn CuoEdfnltll
Secermlned by Silt lad V_I Teehniquil
J.R. RaV (Interferometrics Inc./CSFC, Code 926.9,
Greenbelt, MD 20771; 301-286-95gs; SPAN CDDIS::
GSFCVL_I)
C, Ms, J.U. ayan, & T.A. Clark (HAS^/CS_C, Code 926.9,
Creenbelt, HD 20771; SPAN CDDIS::GSFC_L_I)
R.J. Eases, M.H. Sacking, S.E. Schutz, & E,D. Tspley
(OnlY. of TX, CSR/WRW_02. Austin, TX 78712; SPAN
NASA's Crusesl Dynamics Projece has devoted a
stgnificaue porClo_ of te$ mobile SIR 8_d VLSI
observtng programs to collocation activities, These
permtt 4 dtrece comparison of the geoceneric
coordtnates determined by the two lndependene
technique|. A SLR solution (rms residual _,4 cm) was
produced at CaR using 16 months of _ageo| full-r_te
data spanning 1988. A VLBI solution (rms residual l&
cm) was generated aC CSFC using all darn from 1979
through 19_9; si_e coordinates &rid welocieies were
adjusted as global parameters, The coordinates for 18
patr_ Of colloca_ed sta_lons were compared using local
survey _ies to ttanslaee the VL_1 raference polnCs Co
the matrhlng SiR points. The lengths of ¢he local ties
range from about la m tO 387 _U=. Formal stand_r_
errors were used for weighting all quantities,
including the ties.
after allowing a seven-parameter frame transformation.
she wetsheed _ms differences are: 17.5 =m, 26.4 mm. and
23.3 _ for X, Y, and Z competence, respeeeively. The
most significant outlier Is Medicina, Italy (residual
of 189 mm). for which there are only II mobile SIR
passes. The overall reduced ¢hi _ is 11.7 which implies
_hac the formal errors for each eechnique should be
increased by a factor of 2.&. assuming an equal
distribution of the errors and no added contrlbutlon by
the local s_rvey ties. However. it is likely thae £he
survey ties are a significant source of discrepancy f_r
- at least a few of the comparison slees.
• The scale of th_ VL_I frame is £ractto_alty emaller
than ehae of the SIR frame by about I0 ppb. Formally,
the scales of each system are thought to be accurate to
about 2 ppb. The observed scale difference cannot be
aecouneed for by any known or suspected defers in
either technique.
G32A-3 l_h
The VL8: Terrestgial Reference Frame of tae Crustal
Dynamics Project
(Geodynar_ics Branch, NASA/Godda rd space Flight
_enter, Greenbelt, HD 203_,I; 3_1-286-3992%
'The ter:estrial :eference fr_,_ realized by the C_u$=_i
Cyn&mizs Project using VLS: dat_ th¢ougn the end _i
1989 includes 80 points in NotCh A_rira, £urope,
Africa, Asia, the Pacific end AustEalla. The origin _f
the frame is wi'_hin 1 ra_ of the origin of IT_F89, ".he
orientation agrees with ITPJF@9 within 2 mas, bu_ :he
scale ls determined by the VLB: models. 3-dimensional
posit_ons and velocities have been de_ermined. The
_is_=iDution of root-sum-squared l-siVa formal errors
in Cartesian posltxon at I_0.0 is: < i cm - 14 sites,
t-3 cm - 45 sxtes, 3-10 cm - 17 sites. > I0 cm - 3
sites. Comparison with SLR positions suggests that "_Le
fo_1_tl e:_ors are perhaps too small by a facto_ of 2-3
The distr_butlon of l-si91_a formal errors in horizontal
velocity is: < i _/yr = 20 sites, I-3 mm/yr - 22
sites, 3-10 mm/yr - 9 sites. The remaining sites have
insufficlent data to compute meaningful velocities •
The re_e:ence frame positlons and associated _artn
orientation time series are avallanle elec_ronlcelly
throug_ the Crustal DynaSts Produce D&ta Information
System &nd _ill b_ up_ated periodically.
G32A-4 142_h INVITED
SVS: A Tcrres_al Reference Frame for Monitoring Orustal
Deformation with the Global Positioning System
_LA!_K [L _U_RRA_. ROEEET W. KING (Dept. of Eamh. Atmos-
pheric, and P}anelary Sciences. MIT 54-521. Cambridge, MA
02139; 617-253-6389; mhm@henioff.mJt.edu), and
PETER J. MORGAN (School of Applied Science, University of
Canberra, Belconnen. A C.T. 26t6. Australia)
We have develolaxl t coeveational terrestrial mfelenc¢ frame---
designated SVS--for the analysis of Global Polidouis| System
((;Is) ob=¢w=ion_ The w_,¢_ce hme Mop_ the _o_._ onl_a
and |rule defined by the CSR8902 adjustment, provided by the
University of Teaal at Austin Center for Space Research, of eleven
year= of uttellite.la_r sanl_ (SIR) to IJqlem. The pre¢i_ relative
IocariOss of 80 uses that pns_nly reahn¢ the SV5 franle am d_ived
f_.v_,t_ GLB659 global Id_ume_t, prov'_ed by Goddasd Sp_e
Filgat Uenter, of eleven years of very long be_ii.e intefferorm_lri¢
(VLBI) group delays. The coordinlms of siateen sites with well-
d_rmthed local vector tics hetweee coll0¢ated VLBI and SLR
reference points are used to estimate a seven-parameter similarity
transformation that makes the VLBI coordinate system cocmr_mstwat_
with the SLR system; the sims are globally dismbmed, including nine
in North Am¢_ca, three in Europe, a.d one each in China, Australia,
Hawaii. and Kwejalein. The weighted loot mean square of the
estimated coordinate differences is lg mm. A significant, a.d
unexplained, scale difference of 6:1:2 parts in 109 must be applied to
the VLB! system to agree with SLR. SV5 improves upon our
previous SV systems by estimating the tempmal evolution and
uncertaioties of the coordinates from VLBI and geophysical obser.
various; we wilt di_uss metbodotogies for systematically combining
space-gendetio, geophysical and geological information, such as
global plate tectonic motion models and seismic moment release.
Also. a rigid-body rotation is estimated to align the orientation of the
SV5 Sxes with the IERS !e..,-es_nia! reference frame H'KF89. Data
from the 1988 GOTEX global GPS campaign have been used to
estimate the SV5 coordinates for _tes that are _ot collocated with SLR
or VLBt systems, and to improve estimates of the transformation
patam¢_rs between SV5 and WGSgd. We will compare SV5 with
WGS84 and ITRF89. and discuss the sensitivity of GPS-denved
baseline va:tors to the paramemrs that defi_ $V5.
COMPARISON OF SLR/VLBI AND WGS-84 REFERENCE
FRAMES
P.A.M. Abusali (Center for Space Research, The University of Texas
at Austin, Austin. Texas 78712)
B. E. Schutz and B. D Tapley
The CIGNET tracking data, combined with data collected during
the Southwest Pacific Campaign (summer 1989) from the field sites
and a few additional sites collocated near SLR/BLV] sites, provide a
global set of GPS data. Coordinates of these stations are _owrt
(some an: estimated) io the SLR/VLBI reference frame• GPS data
collected hy the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) at the five DMA
sites, whose coordinates are known in the WGS-g4 frame, am
combined and processed with the data from augmented CIGNET
data• The two reference frames mentioned above exhibit
inconsistencies I_tween them at a level of about I m as determined
by earlier analyses• A 7-patameter uansformation betwen the two
frames is determined using the above data set and compared with
earlier results. Several issues are addressed in _gard to unifying the
various reference frames.
G3?A-6 1455h i_NI_
Combining and Comparieg GPS Global Results with
Other Space Geodetic Techniques
and T P Yunck (both at Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109; gi8-
354-1614)
S C Pogoretc (University of Colorado. Dept. of Aerospace and
Engineering Sciences, Boulder, CO, 80307)
The Global Positioning System (GPS) will ultimately include 24
satellites in SiA orbital planes with 12-hr periods. Presently more tha.
a dor_en. GPS satellites am in orbit and available for tracking. Even
with only a partial constellation _md limited ground coverage, present-
day GPS solutions for global parmnctcrs such as earth orientation and
inlercontinetltal baselines ate showing consistency with VLBI st the
level of - 5 era. Our studies indicate that by early 1991, GPS-based
estimates for these global parameters art: expected to improve to the
few-cm level. With lhe full GPS constellation and global ground
uelwork, accuracy should eventually reach the I-cm level.
(_PS data can be used to reline estimates of the geocenter, earth
orientation, global and regional baselines, as well as: provide a high-
accuracy tow-earth orbiter tracking system for missions such as
TOPEX/PDSEIDON. GPS will offer certain unique capabilities in
detemfination of these p.'tramelers, including high temporal resolution
(- hrsL However the most powerful iool for studying global
geophysical earth processes '_dl he the combined system of SLR,
VLBI. and GPS. The Intemational Earth Rotation Service (IERS)
will soon face the task of combining these difftmn_ data and defining
a unified reference frame.
We have studied these isstles both with recent GPS field data and
wilh covariance analyses. Oar rccellt GPS results art:. in fact.
consistent with the eo%'ariance _nalyseg for presam-day expected
performance, floweret expeclrd accuracy enhancemenls in the near
future will require a betrer undentanding of tht relationship between
global estimates obtained from different space geodetic techniques.
GPS results have often incorporated a priori model constraims from
VLBI and/or SLR. We will di_uss issues to be resolved when soma
constrain!s are relaxed so that the full strength of these different
geodetic techniques can be realized through their combination.
This page may l,: lree|y copied.
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G1_-Derlv_ Earth Orientation Parm_erm _m_
On _oth Block I end Block IX Setmllitem
B Swift (Spacm and Geodesy Branch (K12),
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren, VA,
2249g-5000! ?03-663-7200)
From 1987 through 1989 Earth orientation
estimates were produced as a byproduct of the
GPS precise ephemeris computations for Block I
satellites. In order to provide more accurate
estimates for 1990, the Naval Surface Warfare
Center has started solving for Earth
orientation on a weekly basis using up to
twelve satellites - 6 Block I satellltss and
the first 6 Block II satellites. Starting
values for the two pole coordinates and UTI-
UTC are obtained using the Defense Mapping
Agency's predictions generated the previous
week. Constant and rate corrections for the
week for the two pole coordinates and for the
rate of change of UTI-U_'C are being estimated
along with all satellite orbits and clocks and
all station clocks simultaneously. This
estimation proced_rm uses s_oothed pseudorange
data collected &t a global network of ten
tracking stations. The daily GPS pole
coordlnatee and the weekly UTI-UTC rates are
compared against the final IERS values for the
data available so far this year. Earth
orientation estimates based on four-day and
two-day fit spans for a five-week period in
early 1990 are also Compared against final
IERS and NEOS values.
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Doris System : Status and Prospeota
(CLS. 18 av. E Belin, Toulouse France), A
AurioI (CNES, 18 av. E. Belin, Toulouse, France)..C
Bouoher (tGN 2 av. Pasteur, St Mand4L France), M,
Dorrer (CNES), M Lefebvre (CNES), F Noue (CNES).
Doris s a new precise orbit determination syste:
developed by CNES to meet the high accuracy -t3
centimeters or better- required for oceanographic altimetr_c
missions. The system is based upon a worldwide networ_
of ground beacons transmitting on 2 frequencies, onboard
Doppler recaiver and a ground segment to control the
system and coputer the orbit. Baseline tracking system tot
TOPEX/POSEDON (1992) DORIS is tlown on SPOT2
(launched Jan 22/90) and is operational with an actual
network ot 36 stations. The paper desoribes the
Stem/principle, the actual status and prospects.
phasis will be put on the inflight assesment and will
adress the system _aluation : instrument performances,
Doppler precision link budget, ultra stable oscdlator
stability, technological parameters, disponibility data quatity
and availability -propagation models improvmentS
(ionosphere, troposphere) with DORIS overall system
performances control canter, data baok, ne_vork
management. Explicit relationships to IERS are raquiral
and made through relocations. Litetime, accuracy and
flexibility will allow to contribute to density IERS and to
case the access from remote sites.
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The incrcascdorbitalaccuracyrequirementsof modem spacemissionshave
prompted theneed tostudymore subtleforcesthatperturbthemotion of a satellite.
One such perturbationisdue to thereradiationof energy from an asymmetrically
heated spacccraft.The purpose ofthisinvestigationistoobtainsome fundamcntal
insights into this thermal imbalancc effect. Unfortunatcly, modeling this
phenomena for a real satellitecan be quite difficultbecause the complete
temperaturedistributionwithinthespacecraftmust bc determined. Consequently,
thisdiscussionconccntrateson a number of simple spacecraftmodels thatarc
somewhat easiertomodel. These models arcsimilarto realsatcllitcs,but do not
requirean enormous amount of thermal analysis.Each case is investigatcdto
determine the maximum impact of the thermalforceon the satelliteorbit.Some
attention is also spent on understanding what material properties of a spacecraft are
significant in this phenomena, and how these parameters can be determined through
an estimation process.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
The objective of this investigation was to study the influence of the thermal
imbalance force on geometrical figures representing simple spacecraft. In a broader
sense, however, the work has entailed a study of two distinctly different subjects.
The thermal imbalance effect is unique because it combines heat transfer theory
with satellite orbit dynamics and determination through the thermal force, which is
the result of heat exchange between a satellite and the surrounding space. It has
been shown that the rate of this energy transfer is dependent upon the temperature
distribution of the body. Chapter 3 uses a flat plate model to demonstrate this
distribution in a simple geometric object. The advanced models in Chapter 4 show
some of the problems that arise in the study of three dimensional bodies. Thermal
analysis of actual spacecraft is much more complex than the examples considered in
this investigation. In fact, determining the temperature behavior of different
geometrical bodies is a significant topic in itself. There are numerous books
dedicated to this subject with no mention any of the possible space applications. It
was very tempting to spend all of this report discussing the temperature behavior of
increasingly complex satellites.
A concerted effort was made to not acquiesce to this temptation. After all,
the prime emphasis of this study was to determine the orbit behavior of a satellite
subject to this perturbation. In order to do this, the simple thermal models have
_1 t- pit
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each been implemented into an orbit computation program. These programs are
specifically set up to determine the worst ease influence of the thermal force. The
assertion made here is that the simplified thermal models and orbit assumptions do
not obscure the fundamental physics of the effect. Fortunately, this contention is
supported by the results. In addition to the specific examples treated, an entire
chapter is specifically devoted to discussing how to use this effect to improve the
force model for a real satellite. Obviously, the thermal model for such a satellite
will be extremely complex, but there are some key implementation aspects that are
common for every situation. The result of this work is a basic introduction to all
aspects of the thermal imbalance effect. The study was split almost evenly between
orbital mechanics anff thermal analysis. As a result, neither topic is covered
completely, but significant progress in the inter_lisciplinary aspects has still been
made.
Section 6.1 Conclusions
There are a few significant conclusions that can be made from this
investigation. First, it is apparent that the thermal imbalance force can have a
measurable effect on earth orbiting satellites. This effect is observed regardless of
the satellite model or thermal analysis techniques that are used. The significance of
this perturbation depends on the application. It is definitely important for projects
..,
that require precise orbit determination. Worst case results indicate that meter level
radial errors can be generated in fourteen days. The estimation of other force model
parameters can probably absorb some of this, but differences greater than 10 cm
can still occur. This is obviously a problem for the TOPEX mission, with desired
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radial accuraciesof about 10 centimeters. The transverse orbit effect due to this
perturbation can range into the tens of meters, which may be significant for some
applications.
The thermal imbalance effect can also vary significantly depending on What
type of satellite is being modelled. The results in Chapter 3 indicate that the thermal
force generated by a solar panel can be quite important. The temperature imbalance
in such an object is sizable because one side receives all of the incident radiation.
In addition, the heat capacity is small because the mass is assumed to be small. The
thermal imbalance effect is most significant when the heat capacity is small. The
discussion in Section 3.5 indicated that the temperature in a body with high heat
capacity is nearly constant. This implies that the thermal forces generated by heavy
• objects is probably negligible. If the main body of a satellite is represented as a
single thermally connected object, then it does not have to be included in the
thermal model. On the other hand, if there are thermally isolated objects like
antennas or retroreflectors, then these objects must all be modelled independently.
The particular thermal analysis technique used to determine the temperature
distribution of a satellite is also important. One of the most significant problems
encountered in this study was how to simultaneously solve the heat equation and
the satellite equations of motion. Coupled partial and ordinary differential
equations are especially difficult to treat numerically, and every solution method has
to use some type of approximation. The strength of the coupling determines the
usefulness of a particular technique. The method introduced in Chapter 3 is useful
for cases where the equations are closely related. Unfortunately, this method is
slow because the ordinary differential equations describing the temperature
'k
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variations have to be numerically integrated. In addition, the method is not easily
extendable to more complicated systems. The finite difference method is generally
more useful for weakly coupled systems because of its speed. However, it is not
as useful for strongly coupled equations because of stability limitations. This
method can be used for multi-dimensional bodies, although the computational
requirements are excessive.
The discussions in Section 3.5 and Chapter 5 underscore the role of the
material properties of the body. Both the magnitude and direction of the thermal
force are dependent upon the values of the model parameters. The emissitivity is
important because the size of the force depends directly on the emissitivity
imbalance. The thermal conductivity partly determines the size of the temperature
imbalance, so it is also significant. The values of these parameters can be obtained
by estimation, but the amount of computations is significant. It is possible to use
the scale factor method introduced in Section 5.1, but only as a check on the
accuracy of theentiremodel.
Section 6.2 Recommendations
This report has been a general introduction to the thermal imbalance effect.
As a result, it is more a work of breadth rather than of depth. There are still many
aspects that need to be studied in more detail. It is important, though, to not spend
L .,.
too much time investigating subjects that are insignificant. The following
recommendations are observations about those particular areas that deserve future
attention. The first order of business in future research should be to use the simple
models from this report to learn more about the realistic influence of this
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perturbation. All of the work in this report has been directed towards determining
the largest possible influence of the thermal force. In order to accomplish this,
several rather unrealistic assumptions were made. If the sun, earth, and satellite are
all allowed to move in a more natural way, then significant information would be
gained concerning the long-term behavior of a real satellite perturbed by thermal
forces.
Future research into the thermal behavior of more complex objects is
probably not warranted. Most real satellites can be separated into _amain body and
extended solar panels. The results in this report indicate that the thermal force
generated by the main body is negligible. The thermal imbalance force can be
completely determined by the force on the solar panels. Of course, the assumption
here is that the satellite body is one thermally'continuous body. If a particular
satellite has isolated components that have significant temperature variations, then
they probably should also be modelled. Parts like this will vary from satellite to
satellite, so developing thermal models for them should wait until a specific
spacecraft is discussed.
This is not to say however, that there should not be time spent developing
more sophisticated thermal analysis techniques. Both solution methods used in this
discussion give reasonable results, but they do have some limitations. Emphasis in
this area should be placed on developing fast and accurate approaches that can be
used on a regular basis. The finite difference method has the most potential, but the
stability of the results must be improved. There also exist more advanced ways to
solve partial differential equations that are not discussed here, and they may prove
to be more useful. Special consideration should probably be given to modem finite
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elementapproaches.If thestudy of a more complex body is warranted, then these
methods should definitely be studied. The finite difference technique is applicable
to multi-dimensional bodies, but the computational requirements are excessive.
Finally, there should also be some effort made to determine accurate values
for the parameters used in the thermal imbalance model. One way that this can be
done is by extensive research into the material properties of a specific satellite. In
addition, instrumentation on the satellite may be able to provide direct
measurements of some quantities. Unfortunately, however, some values may be
difficult to obtain and will only be valid for that one satellite. Consequently, more
time should be devoted to developing the tools required to estimate these parameters
from real observatiorial data. This again relates back to the need for faster and more
accurate solution techniques. The results in (_hapter 5 should be closely studied
before deciding which parameters to estimate.
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In recent years, the Global Positioning Satellite System orbit
estimationand predictibnrequirementshave prompted studiesinnon
gravitationalorbitperturbationswhich were previouslyconsidered
insignificant.One of theseperturbations,thethermalimbalance force,is
believedtobc causedby an unequal temperaturedistributionthroughoutthe
satellite.This discussionconcentrateson obtainingan accuratethermal
forcemodel foraGPS satelliteinorbitusingtheFiniteElement Method to
solvethetransientheattransferproblem. Two FiniteElement Method
programs arcused todeterminesatellitemperaturesand thermalforces
which areimportantintheforcemodellingused inthesatelliteprcdiction
problem. The resultsarecompared with thosefrom previousstudieswhich
used finitedifferencingtechniquestosolvethetransicntsatelliteh ating
problem.
Chapter 4
Conclusions and Recommendations
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of the thermal
imbalance force on the orbital behavior of a GPS satellite. This
investigation used the techniques known as the Finite Difference Method
and the Finite Element Method to determine the sateUite surface temperatures
which are used to compute the thermal imbalance force. It has been shown
that the thermal imbalance force is caused by the exchange of thermal energy
. .o
between the satellite and its surroundings and is dependent upon the
satellite's temperature distribution. Heat transfer theory combined with
satellite dynamics and statistical estimation theory has been used to develop
a simulation test caseof the problem of satellite heating and cooling by
radiation. Although the main focus of this thesis is the GPS satellite, a
TOPEX satellite model was used as a basis in order to compare results with
several previous studies where the Finite Difference Method was used to
determine the satellite temperature distribution on a TOPEX solar panel
[Cook, 1989, Rosborough, et. al., 1989, Dennehy, et. al., 1990].
Although several assumptions have been made and the satellite thermal
model has been simplified, the underlying physics of the problem remains
unchanged.
.-1.0.0--
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Section4.1 Conclusion
The resultofthisinvestigationcompares wallwiththatof thework
conductedby Cook [1989]whereinthef'mitcdifferencetechniquewas
used. In thisstudy,two independenttechniques,finitelement and finite
difference,have bccn usedtodeterminetheeffectsofthethermalimbalance
forceon aGPS satellite.Itisclearthatthethermalimbalanceforcecan have
ameasurableeffecton orbitsofsatelliteslikeGPS and TOPEX forwhich
orbitaccuracyrequirementsarcverystringentinorderthattheymay bc used
forgeophysicalapplications.The resultsindicatethatcentimeterlevelradial
errorsand meter Icwcltransverserrorscouldresultfrom thisperturbationin
a one week arcfora GPS satellite.The estimationof parameterssuch asthe
solarradiationrcflcctivitycan absorbsome of thiserror.
Clearlythethermalanalysistechniqueused todeterminethe
temperaturedistributionfthesatellitesolarpanelisimportant.Under
certainconditions,theresultsmay varyby asmuch asan orderof
magnitude when such variablesas timestepisvaried.Both thefinito
differenceapproximationand thefiniteclementmethod arcadequateheat
transfersolutiontechniques.Eitherof thesecouldbc used forsolving
satellitesolarpanelsurfacetemperatures.Both methods have advantages
and disadvantages.Speed and stabilityarctwo advantagesof thefinite
differenceapproximationmethod. However, a finiteclementmethod is
probablymore appropriateforthefollowingreason.Thismethod iscapable
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of implementing varying material properties as a function of nodal spacing.
This is highly favorable since satellite solar panels arc composed of different
layers of materials with different material properties such as thermal
conductivity. When comparing the models used in this investigation, the
author has a preference of the PDE/Protran finite element model over the
finite difference method. The software developed by Sewell [1985] has
undergone extensive testing and verification. It also has a system of checks
which notifies the user when such variables as time steps arc not acceptable
to the algorithm. For small enough titre steps, this method should be very
accurate. A major6fficulty in including the thermal imbalance perturbation
in orbit computation is the need to solve the coupled partial differential and
ordinary differential equations simultaneously.
Section 4.2 Recommendations for Further Studies
An effort should be made to determine the correct material properties
for a GPS satellite solar array, or the specific satellite of interest. Cook
[1989] determined that the material properties such as surface emissivity and
thermal conductivity will have a significant influence on the temperature
distribution. The thermal imbalance force is directly related to e, the surface
emissivity imbalance, and the heat equation is largely dependent on the
thermal conductivity, K. Also, as Cook [1989] mentioned, instrumentation
on board the spacecraft may provide direct measurement of some quantities
103
such aspanelsurfacetemperature.All thesefactorsshouldbeconsidered
whenimplementingthethermalimbalanceforceintothegeneralforcemodel
of a satellite. An accurate model of the thermal imbalance force for a
particular satellite will be useful in reducing the orbit estimation errors
where a precise orbit is critical for mission success.
.
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Geophysical applications of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS) require the capability to estimate and propagate
satellite orbits with high precision. An accurate model of all the
forces acting on a satellite is an essential part of achieving high
orbit accuracy. Methods of analyzing the perturbation due to
thermal radiation and determining its effects on the orbits of
GPS satellites are presented. The thermal imbalance force, a
non-gravitational orbit perturbation previously considered
negligible, is the focus of recent attention. The Earth's
shadowing of a satellite in orbit causes periodic changes in the
satellite's thermal environment. Simulations show!that mis-
modelling of the thermal imbalance force over several days
gives meter level errors for those satellites which are eclipsing
and can limit accuracy in orbit determination and in estimation
of baselines used for geophysical applications.
INTRODUCTION
To study the thermal imbalance effect, it is important to understand the
theoretical background and the laws of physics that govern the problem of radiative
and conductive heat transfer. Radiative heat transfer between a satellite and its
environment is the basis for the thermal force model. A satellite in Earth orbit is
continuously showered by radiation, most of which comes from the sun. The thermal
imbalance force is directly related to the temperature distribution of the satellite in its
changing environment (Ref. 1). An uneven temperature distribution causes surfaces to
re-radiate energy at different rates. Most of the thermal force on a satellite originates
with the solar panels due to their large exposed area and low heat capacity.
The satellite's heated body re-radiates energy at a rate that is proportional to its
temperature, losing the energy in the form of photons. By conservation of momentum,
a net momentum flux out of the body creates a reaction force against the radiating
surface,andthenet thermalforcecanbeobservedasa smallperturbationthataffects
longtermorbitalbehaviorof thespacecraft(Ref.2). Thepartialdifferentialequations
andboundaryconditionsdescribingthetemperaturedistributionandtheheattransfer
betweensurfaces,along with the application of the finite element method are
presentedin this paper.A brief descriptionof thestatisticalestimationtechniqueused
for studyingtheeffectof thethermalimbalanceforceonGPSorbitsis included.
RADIATION AND HEAT CONDUCTIONFORMULATION
Two typesof heattransferthataffecta spacecraftin orbit areradiationandheat
conduction. The exchangeof energybetweenthe spacecraftand its surroundingsis
describedby radiationheattransfer. Conductionis thetransferof heatby molecular
motionwithin a solidmedium. Figure1showsthetypeof heattransferthataffectsan
orbitingspacecraft.
Surface
Rerad_atlon
\
/f j
Internal Heat
Conduction
Incident
' S_l:_r
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Figure 1 General Heat Transfer Diagram for a Spacecraft
The rate of radiant energy transfer for a real object is given by Stefan-Boltzmann
Law (Ref. 3):
= e°T4 (1)
where Er is the energy radiated by a real body per unit area per unit time,
e is the emissivity of the body, dependent on material properties,
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature.
By conservation of momentum, the thermal force, or rate of change of momentum for
a radiating surface element is expressed as (Ref. 1):
dFtherma I = - dAnA
3 c (2)
where t is time and c is the speed of light.
The differential force must be integrated over the entire surface to determine the
complete thermal force:
F_ermal =" 2_3Cf, e'_A dA 8a
(3)
Clearly, the thermal force cannot be calculated unless surface temperatures of the
spacecraft are known.
where
In general, the temperature at any point within a body satisfies the heat equation:
OT
K V2T = p Cp -_-
K is the material thermal conductivity,
p is the material density and specific heat,
Cp is the specific heat,
T is the temperature,
t is the time,
and V is the Laplace operator.
(4)
The solution to this second order partial differential equation requires that the
coefficients K, p and Cp be time independent. Also, the boundary conditions must be
specified. The boundary conditions are described by thermal radiation and
conduction. As given by the conservation of energy principle, the total amount of
energy coming into a surface is equal to the total amount of energy leaving the surface.
The boundary condition for the surface of the satellite can be obtained by using this
condition as
i
q in = q out (5)
where qin is the amount of incoming radiative energy due to external sources and
internal conduction and qout is the amount of radiative energy leaving the specified
boundary due to re-radiation and conduction. Figure 2 shows the conservation of
energy principle for the surface of a satellite solar panel.
!
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Figure 2 Conservation of Energy Diagram for a Satellite Surface
Using this concept, the boundary conditions for each surface are constructed. The
incident radiative solar energy received per unit area per unit time by side A and side
B of the solar panel are represented by ha and hb (Ref. 2):
KA G3Tb= EbOA_- hbA32 (6a)
I
The actual amount of incident radiative energy received by the _ach side of the solar
panel is a function of panel orientation and the orbit of the satellite. The subscript a
represents the left boundary in local coordinates (cold side) and b is the right boundary
(sunlight side). The term on the left side of the equal sign in equations 6a and 6b is the
heat flux, energy per unit time per unit area, in the local x-direction, which is
perpendicular to the solar panel face. The values used for some of the parameters
described above are shown in Table 1.
TABLE I
THERMAL AND ORBIT PARAMETERS
Model Parameter
Initial orbit radius:
surface emissivity Ea:
surface emissivity _;b:
surface absorptivity _a:
solar panel surface area - A:
satellite mass - m:
initial panel temperature (t = 0) :
Stefan-Boltzmann constant - O:
speed of light - c:
solar constant- _I/:
total panel thickness (8 layers):
,,26,550,000 meters
0.78
0.83
0.77 - 14.1% (panel efficiency)
10.832 meters square
845 kg
300 degrees Kelvin
5.6699 E-08 Watts/m2°K
2.99"8 E+08 m/s
1368.2 Watts/m 2
0.01478 meters = 0.582 inches
4
The finite elementmethodis usedto solve the transientheat conductionand
radiation problem. PDE-Protran,a finite element method program incorporate._
materialpropertiesto determinesolarpanelsurfacetemperatures(Ref. 4). Accurate
and current knowledgeof physicalparameterssuchas surfaceemissivity, thermal
conductivity,heatcapacityandmaterialdensityis required. Theseparameters,which
may changedue to degradationof materialsin the environmentof space(Ref. 5),
influence the thermal force calculationsand have an effect on the prediction and
•propagationof thespacecraftrajectory.
ORBIT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
In this investigation,theequationsof motionfor anEarthsatelliteareassumedto
includethe two body gravitationaleffectand thethermalimbalanceforcesonly, and
aregivenin vectorform by:
where
r3 m
isthegeocentricsatelliteposition, I
t.t is Earth'smassmultipliedby gravitationalconstant,
m is themassof thesatellite.
(7)
andthermalimbalanceforceperturbingthe satellite, _therm, is computed as:
=aft
\
The effect of the thermal imbalance force on a satellite can be observed by
comparing the perturbed orbit with the unperturbed two body orbit in time (Ref. 6).
Since there is no closed form analytical solution for the perturbed equations of motion,
a numerical integration technique is necessary to solve the ordinary differential
equanons of motion. The perturbed and unperturbed orbits can be set with the same
initial conditions and then the displacement between them at a given time can be
observed. A least squares estimation technique (Ref. 7) is used to determine the state
of the satellite in its orbit at a specified epoch. The initial conditions of one orbit can
be adjusted at a given time to eliminate the secular divergence between the perturbed
and unperturbed orbits to observe the periodic behavior.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In order to determine the direction and magnitude of the thermal force, the surface
temperatures were calculated using a finite element method program. Several
simulations were tested. The data input that was required for the satellite solar panel is
shown in Table 2. This table lists the material properties for a Block II GPS satellite
solar panel (Refs. 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12).
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TABLE 2
GPS BLOCK II SOLAR PANEL PROPERTIES
Panel Laver Thickness _ Specific Heat Conductivity
Composition (meter,5) kk_d.[l]_ _i (Wat_s/m°K )
r
fused silica 0.00749 2186.622 753.624 1.417
coverglass
adhesive 0.00005 !079.472 !256.04 0.116
solar cell 0.00025 2684.84 711.756 147.994
interconnect cell 0.00018 1051.793 1256.04 0.116
adhesive
Kapton cocured 0.000076 1162.508 1130.436 0.1506
graphite epoxy 0.00019 2186.622 1373.27 0.8706
aluminum core 0.00635 2491.088 1046.7 250.966
graphite epoxy 0.00019 2186.622 1373.27 0.8706
The satellites of the Global Positioning System are distributed in six evenly
spaced orbit planes. The proposed final constellation will consist of 24 satellites at an
orbit altitude of 20,000 km and orbit period of 12 hours. These satellites are inclined
in their orbits such that the spacecraft will experience an eclipsing season for only a
few weeks every year. At all times, there is at least one orbit plane in eclipse mode.
Eclipsing has a strong effect on the solar radiation environment those satellites. This
is evident in the temperature of a GPS satellite solar panel over one orbit shown in
Figure 3. The steady state temperature for the sun-facing side is approximately 317
degrees Kelvin and the shaded side is 313 degrees Kelvin. These values compare well
with the approximate value of 313 degrees Kelvin which was measured on the cold
shaded side of the solar panel for a GPS satellite (Refs. 8,9). The face exposed to the
sun was not directly measured and therefore the temperature difference between
surfaces is not well known, but is believed to be approximately 5 degrees Kelvin (Ref.
9, 10, 11). The eclipse period shows a slow decline to an panel equilibrium
temperature of approximately 253 degrees Kelvin.
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Figure 3. Temperature history simulation for a GPS solar panel
Modelling the coverglass surface on the sun-facing side accurately has been
difficult during this study since that information was not readily available. The
thermal conductivity of the fused silica coverglass is much lower than any of the other
7 solar panel stack layers (Ref. 10). This layer contributes most of the temperature
imbalance because of its low thermal conductivity and high thickness as compared to
the other solar panel layers. For example, two simulations were performed using
identical solar panel parameters except for different thermal conductivities for the
coverglass. The results shown in Table 3 describe the steady-state temperatures and
thermal accelerations that were computed using the specified values for the coverglass
thermal conductivity.
K
Hot side Ta = 317.41 °K
Cold side Tb = 313.66 °K
Thermal Ace. = 1,88 E-10 m/s 2
TABLE 3. COVERGLASS THERMAL SIMULATION
Test Case 1
1.417 W/m°K
Test Cast 2
K = 0.04327 W/m°K
Hot side Ta = 340.30 °K
Cold side Tb = 285.37 °K
Thermal Acc. = -8.01 E-9m/s 2
In this paper, the reference frame that is used is the spacecraft radial and along-
track components. The along-track component is sometimes referred to as the
transverse or down-track direction and is defined in the direction of the satellite
velocity vector. Figure 4 shows the radial and along-trackpcomponents of the
acceleration due to thermal re-radiation over one orbit for an eclipsing satellite. These
also compare well with studies which have shown un-modelled non-gravitational
forces to cause errors of this magnitude (Ref. 11)
t"q
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Figure 4. Radial and transverse components for the thermal force over one orbit
Figure 5 shows the differences between two orbits, one computed using two-body
effects only and another trajectory was computed with two-body and thermal
imbalance force for a satellite in an eclipsing orbit during one week. The radial rms is
0.5 meters and the along-track rms is 5.2 meters. These results were computed using a
technique similar to the method used to predict satellite orbits based on a set of initial
conditions and a complete force model of the spacecraft, which could include the solar
radiation pressure and thermal imbalance force. In this case for an eclipsing satellite
after seven days, the along-track components differ by approximately 13 meters.
Figure 6 also shows the differences between two orbits, one with two-body effects
only and another computed using two-body and thermal imbalance force for a satellite
which is not in an eclipsing plane. The radial rms is 0.5 meters and the along-track
rms is 1.6 meters. It can be seen from these results that an eclipsing satellite
experiences a larger perturbation in the along-track direction over the span of one
week, than a satellite which is not in an eclipsing orbit plane. For the non-eclipsing
satellite case, after seven days, the along-track difference is approximately 5 meters.
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Figure 5. Radial and transverse orbit differences, eclipsing satellite
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Figure 6. Radial and transverse orbit differences, non-eclipsing satellite
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The next two figures representthe results computed using a least squares
estimationalgorithm in which thesimulatedobservationdatacontainedonly thetwo-
body gravitationalandthermalimbalancere-radiationforces. The forcemodelused
in theestimationalgorithmcontainedthe two-bodygravitationalforcemodel with a
solarradiationpressuremodelto observetheability of theforcemodel to accountfor
thermal imbalance forces which have been difficult to model but exist in the
observations.Thebestestimateof thesatelliteepochstate,in the leastsquaressense,
is calculated which includes the satellite position, velocity and a solar radiation
pressurescalefactor.
Figure 7 showsthe orbit fit residualsfor a satellite in an orbit plane that is
regularly eclipsing. The radial rms is 5 centimetersand the along-trackrms is 80
centimeters. After sevendays,thealong-trackorbit error is almost2 meters. These
resultsshowthat the solarradiationpressurescalefactor in theestimationschemeis
capableof absorbingmostof theorbit errordueto thermalre-radiation,but notall of
theorbit error,especiallyin thealong-trackdirection.
Figure 8 also showsorbit fit residualsfor a GPSsatellite,the sameestimation
technique,but the satelliteis in a non-eclipsingorbit plane. The radial rms is 9 mm
andthealong-trackrmsis 17centimeters.After sevendays,thealong-trackorbit error
is approximately40 centimeters. Clearly, the eclipsing of the satellites has an
influenceon theorbit errors,whena thermalre-radiationforce is not includedin the
estimationforce model. Largerorbit errorsarecalculatedwhenthesatellite is in an
eclipsingorbit plane.
Studieshaveshownthat,for eclipsingsatellites,thequadratic-likegrowth in the
along-trackdirectioncangiveerrorsaslargeas50metersafter aoneweekprediction
(Ref. 13). A oneweekpredictioncanbemadeusingthesatellitestatecomputedfor
the best least squaresestimatein Figure 7 andcomparedto the best least squares
estimatefor thatpredictedweek.Althoughthatspecifictestwasnotcomputedfor this
paper,errorsof thismagnitudearepossible.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Thecurrentanalysishasshownthatorbit errorslargerthan10metersoccurwhen
mismodellingnon-gravitationalforcessuchasthethermalimbalanceforcepresented
here. A finite elementmethodtechniquehasbeenusedto calculatesatellite solar
panel temperatureswhich areusedto determinethe magnitudeand directionof the
thermal imbalanceforce. Although this force may not be responsible for all of the
force mismodelling, conditions may work in combination with the thermal imbalance
force to produce such accelerations on the order of 1.e-9 m/s 2, One possible
contribution which is currently being studied is the solar panel misalignment, acting
together with the thermal imbalance force which may account for much of the
unmodelled perturbations. If sub-meter accurate orbits and centimeter-level accuracy
for geophysical applications are desired, a time-dependent model of the thermal
imbalance force should be used especially when satellites are eclipsing, where the
observed errors are larger than for satellites in non-eclipsing orbits. This force has
been observed for years, even on such satellites as LANDSAT and is still not
completely understood. Forces such as the thermal imbalance force are dependent on
the space environment and especially on such parameters as the satellite mass, cross-
sectional area and material composition. Unfortunately, these parameters can change
or degrade with long-term exposure in space. The results obtained using the finite
element model used in this study agree with the work of others who have conducted
studies for various spacecraft such as TOPEX and LANDSAT using the finite
difference technique to determine spacecraft temperatures.
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ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF GPS SATELLITE
ORBITS
B. E. Schutz, B. D. Tapley, P. A. M. Abusali and C. S. Ho
Center for Space Research, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin,
TX 78712, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Global Positioning System (GPS) orbit determination using data collected by the civilian tracking network
CIGNET have been used in a variety of experiments, along with data collected from special campaigns to augment
the global tracking data. These experiments have been used to investigate the fidelity of the satellite force and
kinematic models with the goal of improving the GPS ephemeris accuracy. Software has been developed for the
prcprocessing of GPS pseudo-range and phase measurements, including procedures for cycle slip correction. A
multi-satellite orbit determination program, MSODP, allows for satellite-dependent force models, including high-
low satellite consteUations. Assessments of orbit accuracies derived from measurements coUected in campaigns
with nearly global networks have been performed with a variety of techniques, including determination of baselines
known from SLR or VLBI, the computation of long, multi-week ares and the comparison of predicted ephemeridcs
with determined ephemerides. These results have provided indications of inadequacies in the force models,
especiallywiththe nongravitational'forces,particularlythoseaspectsassociatedwitheclipsing.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of accurate GPS orbits has been widely acknowledged by an abundance of papers/1, 21. The
required orbit accuracy is dependent on the particular application and is further complicated by the fact that orbit
accuracy does not always map into comparable accuracy in terms of geodetic parameters, such as interstation
baseline vectors. While the orbit accuracy can be described in terms of, for example, the positional accuracy in an
adopted reference frame, the more commonly used measure of accuracy is the ability of an orbit, or ephemeris, to
support geodetic parameter estimation. The latter application describes the accuracy in terms of the baseline
length, such as 1 part in 10 s or 1 cm on a 1000 km baseline.
The positional accuracy of an orbit is dependent on a variety of factors, including the quality of the force and
kinematic models as weU as the precision and geographical distribution of the measurements used to determine the
orbit. The quality of the models interacts in a complex way with the measurement quality and distribution over the
interval of time selected for the orbit determination.
This paper examines the GPS orbit accuracy using several evaluation procedures. The data used for the study is
drawn from the CASA Uno experiment /3/. Furthermore, this paper provides additional detail to the results
published in 141.
DATA
The CASA Uno experiment was conducted from January 18 through February 5, 19g%, using a tracking network
based on the CIGNET, but augmented with several additional sites in the Pacific. The complete network of stations
is given in Table 1, which consisted of TI-4100 receivers. Most of the sites were located near VLBI or SLR sites
and the position vectors of the GPS receiver reference point with respect to the VLBI/SLR reference points has
been documented (e.g., 14/), For all of the studies described in this paper, ionospherically corrected measurements
were used.
In Table 1, a few sites could not be satisfactorily specified a priori with respect to SLR and VLBI reference points
as noted with the asterisk. These sites were treated as unknown and estimated during the solution process. In
addition, a few sites were selected to be estimated for the purpose of aiding in orbit accuracy assessment even
though their coordinates are accurately known with respect to the SLRJVLBI systems.
All data were processed in the orbit determination program as double difference phase, a formulation which
removes most of the contribution of clock errors. Preliminary editing and correction of cycle slips were
accomplished prior to the orbit determination. The data were collected at 30-second time intervals on satellites
PRN 3, 6, g, 9, 11, 12 and 13, all Block-I satellites.
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TABLE 1 Sites Used in Solution
CIGNET Augmentation
Mojave, CA
Onsala, Sweden
Richmond, FL
Tromso, Norway *
Wesfford, MA
Wettzell, FRG
Yellowknife, NWT
American Samoa *
Black Birch, NZ *
Ft. Davis, "IX *
Kokee Park, HI
Owens Valley, CA *
Tidbinbilla, Australia
* denotes sites estimated in simultaneous solution with orbit
, ''_,,
?
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FORCE AND KINEMATIC MODELS
The force models used differed from the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) Standards/5/as follows. The
adopted gravity field was GEM-L2, truncated at degree and order 8, instead of the IERS field, GEM-T1.
Experiments have shown that the difference between these two fields has little effect in the orbit determinafon
process. The solar radiation pressure model was ROCK4 with an estimated scale parameter and a y-bias parameter
/6/. A zenith delay was estimated to account for tropospheric variations. The zenith delay was further divided into
3-hr parameters for each station.
The adopted coordinates of the tracking sites were based on the orientation and scale of a University of Texas SLR
solution known as CSR 8901. Since several of the tracking sites were located in close proximity to VLBI sites, the
Goddard Space Flight Center GLB4g4 was adopted. Using a set of common sites between SLR and VLBI, the
VLBI system was translated, rotated and scaled into the SLR system/71.
The orbit determination software, MSODP, is a multi-satellite derivative of the single satellite software used at
CSR forprocessingofSLR data,UTOPIA. Datascreening,editingand cycleslipcorrectionsareaccomplishedin
a separatesuiteof programsdesignedforefficientand interactiveoperationwithgraphicaldisplaystofacilitate
examinationofthedata.
ORBIT RESULTS
The fidelity of the models used were examined by determining the GPS orbits in one week arcs in two consecutive
weeks, namely, GPS Weeks 419 and 420 during the CASA Uno experiment. In these experiments, the estimated
parameters in Week 419 were used to predict the ephemeris into Week 420. This predicted ephemeris was directly
compared with the ephemeris determined from the tracking data. Two classes of results were observed as
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The characteristics illustrated by Fig. I were shared by satellites with PRN identity of
3, 8, I1 and 13 whereas the characteristics in Fig. 2 were common to PRN 6, 9 and 12. The clement of
commonality shared by these two groups of satellitesis thatPRN 3, 8, It and 13 orbitswere experiencing
eclipsing,whereas PRN 6, 9 and 12 were not. As issuggestedby Figs.1 and 2, the eclipsingsatellitesxhibita
quadratic-likeerrorgrowth in theprediction,whereas the non-eclipsingsatellitedifferencesam bounded toabout
:[:5m.
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CONCLUSIONS
For the CASA Uno data set examined in this paper, the existence of unmodeled effects, presumably in the force
model, have been shown to exist that correlate with eclipsing of the sun. These effects are pronounced in
ephemeris predictions and can be regarded as a limiting effect on the prediction accuracy. In spite of the existence
of these unmedeled effects, the ability to obtain geodetic results that show an accuracy of 1-2 parts in l0 s or better
has not been diminished. The possibility that such unmodeled effects are constraining the ability to reach a few
pans in 10 9 is under investigation.
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The effects of eclipsing have been recently examined in two areas. First, the proper accounting of eclipsing in the
numerical integration of the differential equations of motion requires care with a fixed step integrator when
crossing the shadow boundary. A detailed study of this effect by Feulner 181 showed that, while a significant effect
was observed, it did not account for the observed effects in Fig. 1.
In a second study, Vigue /9/ solved the partial differential equations for heat conduction and radiation for simplified
models of a GPS-type solar panel simultaneously with the orbit. When the modeled satellite passed into shadow
and the panel begins to cool, the solar panels were found to be at distinctly different temperatures, giving rise to a
"thermal imbalance" or a net force due to the radiation properties. The study did show that this effect could have a
significant (meter or tens or meter) effect on the orbit, however, additional work is in progress.
It should be noted that the RMS of double differenced phase data for the cases examined were typically about 3 cm
or less. While this RMS is a measure of the orbit accuracy, it cannot be implied that the orbit accuracy is
comparable to the double difference RMS. In fact, because of cancellations of parameters other than clocks in the
formation of the double difference measurement, the 3 cm RMS may differ from the actual orbit accuracy by an
order of magnitude or greater.
GEODETIC RESULTS
The determination of geodetic quantities, such as vector baselines, are an important measure of the sensitivity to
orbit accuracy. Selected relative position vectors for the sites estimated in Table 1 arc given in Table 2 in terms of
the week to week repeatability, an indication of the precision of estimates. Comparison of the average values with
SLR or VLBI shows the differences given in Table 3. It is particularly important to note that the Onsala/Tromso
result was obtained before the VI.,BI measured baseline was available, thus constituting a "blind test" of GPS. In
general,the comparison with independentlydetermined resultsfrom SLR and VLBI provide a measure of the
accuracy of theresultswith space techniques.From thesecomparisons,the GPS resultshave an accuracy of I-2
partsin 108 orbetter.
TABLE 2 Week-to-Week Estimate Repeatability, RMS about Mean (m) Over Three Weeks
Baseline dx dy dz dl
Tidbinbilla/American Samoa 0.044 0.144 0.101 0.177
Tidbinbilla/Black Birch 0.005 0.072 0.020 0.066
Onsala/Tromso 0.023 0.029 0.026 0.011
Kokee Park/Ft. Davis 0.024 0.047 0.022 0.048
Mojave/Owens Valley 0.012 0.033 0.026 0.007
TABLE 3 Comparison of Estimates with SLR or VLBI (In)
BaseLine Longitude Latitude Height Length
Mojave/Owens Valley --0.014 -0.007 0.004 0.000
Kokee Park/Ft. Davis -0.013 -0.008 0.017 0.012
Onsalafrromso -0.019 -0.025 0.030 0.026
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The modeling of forces for the numerical integration of near Em,'th satellites
is an important aspect of the orbit determination procedure. In applications using
satellites such as Lageos, Topex, or the Global Positioning System (GPS), orbits
must be known very precisely to obtain the most benefit from each satellite. To
recover the orbits, many small perturbing forces must be modeled correctly
within the numerical integration portion of the orbit determination procedure.
This study is an investigation of one of the important perturbing forces, the solar
radiation pressure (SRP) and its modeling when a fixed-mesh/fixed-order class II
general formulation multistep numerical integrator is used to propagate the orbit.
There are two important aspects of the SRP force and its modeling." (1) the
shadow model and (2) the nature of the numerical integration algorithm in which
the SRP force is to be modeled. For most applications, the shadow of the Earth
can be modeled as a cylinder extending behind the Earth, with respect to the Sun,
enclosing the region of total shadowing, the umbra. In this model, there is no
region of partial shadowing (penumbra), thus a true step function in the force
model is caused by the SRP when satellites pass into and out of the Earth's sha-
dow. For more precise applications, the shadow can be modeled as two cones,
one extending inward behind the Earth enclosi'ng the umbra and the other
extending outwards enclosing the penumbra. The partial shadow region, the
penumbra, provides a smooth transition from total sunlight to total shadow.
Multistep numericalintegrators are frequently used in the orbit determina-
tion procedure because of their efficiency relative to single step methods [Lund-
berg, 1981]. A general formulation multistep integrator is derived assuming the
forcing function f of the problem
d2Y =y(2) ,(I)=f (t,y,.r ) (1-1)
dt 2
is smooth and continuous so that the integrals of f can be approximated by
integrating an m-1 order polynomial formed using m nodes, where the time step
between each node is referred to as the step size. If the second integral of the
polynomial is formed explicitly, as opposed to reducing the second order dif-
ferential equations into "twice as many first order equations, the integrator is
referred to as a class H integrator. When the the conical model is used in the
numerical integration, the SRP force appears smooth and continuous as long as
the step size is small enough to sample the penumbra more than a few times.
However, the force model may have an apparent discontinuity which violates the
assumption of a smooth, continuous function of the numerical integrator. This
discontinuity may occur if (1) the step size is longer than the time satellites
spend in the penumbra, meaning the numerical integrator can step at most once
in the penumbra, or (2) a cylindrical model is used. Thus, the polynomial does
not accurately represent the forcing function and the integrator does not step
+ +°.
correctly across the shadow boundary. GPS satellites which .pass through the
shadow take on the order of 60-100 seconds to cross the penumbra. However, to
i
reduce the computational load, it is desired to use a 500 second numerical
integration step size in the orbit determination process. Consequently, GPS
3satellite orbits are good candidates for studying the effect that this problem has
on the numerical solution for the orbits and techniques that can be used to allevi-
ate this problem.
One possible solution to this problem is to reduce the step size used by the
numerical integrator, but as was mentioned previously, it is desired to have a
larger step size to reduce the computational load. Another possible solution is to
integrate up to the boundary of the cylindrical model and restart the integrator at
the boundary using the new level of the SRP force. This solution increases the
computational load to a lesser degree than decreasing the step size, but it also
introduces errors in the restarting process and is not an appropriate alternative
when a conical shadow model is used.
\,
The modified back differences (MBD) method, proposed by Hubbard, and
described by Anderle (1973), corrects for most of the error by introducing
modifications to the state at the leading node and modifying the back differences
of the forcing function so the polynomial approximation is again valid. Lund-
berg (1985) also presents some results of this method. Modifications to the
MBD method will also be examined including a new approach to the leading
node state modifications.
Two types of tests were performed to analyze the MBD methods: (1)
Numerical integration tests were performed using different step sizes, shadow
models and numerical precision to analyze the direct effect of the MBD method
on the propagation of the state given true initial conditions; (2) Batch filter esti-
mations were performed to analyze the effects of the MBD method on the pred-
iction of GPS orbits.
4Chapter 2 discusses the numerical integrator, the orbit determination pro-
cedure, and the two applications to be used in the evaluation of the MBD
method. Chapter 3 describes the Global Positioning System, including the orbits
of the satellites and some of the data types available for orbit determination.
Chapter 4 discusses the MBD method proposed by Hubbard as well as proposed
modifications to this approach. Chapter 5 presents results from integration tests
and batch filter estimations using both simulated and real data. Finally, Chapter
6 contains a discussion of the major conclusions and some suggestions for future
work.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The purpose of this work was to investigate solutions to the problem of
integrating across the step function-like solar radiation pressure boundaries when
large integration step sizes are used. Two shadow models were examined: the
cylindrical model, which has true step function boundaries between full sunlight
and full shadow, and the conical model, which has a smooth transition from full
sunlight to full shadow only when the penumbra is sampled at least a few times
per crossing. In the orbit determination of GPS satellites, it is desired to use an
integration step size of at least 5 times as long as it takes the satellite to cross the
penumbra, so the conical shadow model will appear in some cases to be a step
function. Only when an integration node happens to lie near the middle of the
penumbra will the step function nature be lessened, although the state at the next
node will still not be correct.
Hubbard's original MBD method was the basis for most of the algorithms
used to alleviate this problem at large step sizes. The following were proposed
modifications to the original MBD method: the extension of the method to the
conical shadow model, including two different approximations to the fractional
acceleration in the penumbra; the interpolation method for leading node state
corrections; and corrections due to the point mass ten:n. The other method exam-
ined to alleviate this problem was restarting the integrator at each cylindrical
shadow boundary crossing.
In Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, it was found that Hubbard's MBD method with
.---uyz-'-
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integral leading node state corrections is effective in reducing the error. Further-
more, the proposed point mass term corrections at the leading node are necessary
to obtain an accurate solution. Also from Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, it was found
that the MBD method with the proposed interpolated leading node state correc-
tions is the most effective algorithm in reducing the error. Again, the point mass
term corrections were found necessary for an accurate solution but the choice of
penumbra approximations does not affect the results. Section 5.1.3 showed that
restarting the integrator at each cylindrical shadow model boundary was very
effective in reducing the error, but from Table 5-1, significant additional com-
puter time was required to restart the integrator. Also from Section 5.1.3, it was
found that the cylindrical shadow model, when the MBD method with interpo-
lated leading node state corrections was applied, _was an accurate approximation
to the conical model.
Section 5.2 showed how the magnitude of the errors incurred by estimating
trajectories with no special action taken at the shadow boundaries could be
reduced by using the MBD method with interpolated leading node state correc-
tions applied to either shadow model or to a lesser degree, the MBD method with
integral leading node state corrections applied to the cylindrical model. Table
5-5 showed that the character of crossing the shadow boundaries with no special
action has RMS values of less than 1 m in the radial and normal directions and
up to 20 m in the transverse direction.
Section 5.3 applied the MBD method to actual observations to reduce the
prediction errors. Table 5-7 showed that the RMS values in the radial and nor-
mal directions were as large as 4 m indicating that there is still mismodeled or
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unmodeledforce(s)in the GPS force model causing errors at least as large as that
of crossing the shadow boundaries with no special action. Possible error sources
include: (1) modeling the Y-bias acceleration as a constant for satellites which
passed through the shadow, including the satellites which were shut down during
periods of eclipse, (2) Earth radiation or albedo pressure, (3) the use of a constant
area model instead of a variable area model or (4) inclusion of the Moon's sha-
dowing effect.
Additional unanswered questions or possible improvements have arisen in
the course of this study. The first one would be modeling the Earth as a nons-
pherical body. The effective radius of the Earth used in this study, 6371.0/on, is
within about 7 km of the true radius of the Earth everywhere, but this can result
in crossing times which are off by as much as 2-3 seconds. The implications of
this was not examined. Second, the shadowing effect of the Moon's shadow
should be included. Although MSODP has an option to include the Moon's sha-
dow in the variable area model, the constant area model does not. At the Earth's
distance, the Moon's umbra has almost vanished, so the MBD method should not
have to be used. Finally, it might be worth while to actively check for
sunlight/penumbra/sunlight crossings which might be skipped in the numerical
integration. If the value of 0+0_ s +_e is saved at the past three integration nodes,
a second order polynomial can be formed using these values. For example, if it
is assumed the satellite is in sunlight and a boundary crossing has not been
detected, the penumbra may have been crossed if the minimum value of the
polynomial is both less than 0 and between the nodes of the polynomial. This
can also be applied to the cylindrical model by monitoring the values of r sint_
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andcosct.
A furtherapplicationof this methodcouldbe to model impulsemaneuvers.
Thetrajectorywouldbeintegratedpasttheimpulseby onestepandinterpolation
wouldbeusedto find thestateimmediatelybeforethemaneuver.The AV would
be addeddirectly to thevelocity at thetime of the impulseand the backdiffer-
encesshouldbe modifiedto reflect the maneuver.Finally, interpolationwould
beusedto find thenewstateat theleadingnode.
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Numerical integration techniques are frequently used to form the
solution of the equations that describe the orbital motion of a satellite.
The basic errors associated with numerical integration can be described
in terms of round--off and truncation errors resulting from a finite number
of significant digits used in the computations and the functional
approximation used in deriving the numerical integration algorithm.
Additional numerical integration errors can result when the time scale of
some of the perturbing forces is smaller than or on the same order as the
integration step size. This type of error can occur when solar radiation
pressure is included in the force model and the trajectory crosses through
the shadow of a planet. The method of modified back differences is a
technique that significantly reduces the numerical integration errors
associated with crossing shadow boundaries using a fixed-mesh
multistep integrator without a significant increase in computer run time.
INTRODUCTION
Many near Earth satellite missions require the most precise trajectory solutions
possible from the available tracking information and solution techniques with some orbit
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2requirements ranging from a few meters to a few decimeters or less in position. Precise
orbit solutions typically involve fgmaing estimates of the orbit state parameters as well as
geophysical and empirical parameters used to model the forces acting on the satellite.
Any numerical errors introduced into the orbit determination process can affect the
values of these estimated parameters. Since the precision orbit determination process
depends upon the numerical integration of the equations of motion, it is important to
have an accurate and efficient numerical integration algorithm that is compatible with the
equations of motion.
Since numerical integration errors are unavoidable, the issue of how to carry out
the numerical integration is reduced to selecting an algorithm in which the resulting
computer costs and numerical errors are tolerable. The equations of motion for a near
Earth satellite can be written as
d2F F "fp(t, F, F) "f(t, F, F) (1)
dt 2 tL_" + =
and several important characteristics about the numerical solution of Eq. (1) have
become widely accepted. First, a Class II integrator which solves this system directly is
more efficient than a Class ! integrator which would require writing Eq. (1) as a system
of first order differential equations. Second, multistep integrators are more efficient than
single step (Runge-Kutta) algorithms in solving this system. Finally, when the
eccentricity of the orbit is small, the equations of motion are sufficiently smooth that step
size control is not necessary to maintain the solution accuracy. Consequently, a Class II,
fixed-mesh, multistep integrator of either the summed form (Second Sum,
Gauss-Jackson) or the general form (Adams' type) are widely used in many precision
orbit determination programs.
The multistep integrator is based upon the assumption that the right hand side of
Eq. (1) is smooth and continuous and can be approximated to sufficient accuracy by a
polynomial formed using a set of discrete values of f computed at the integration nodes
along the trajectory. When solar radiation pressure (SRP) is included as a perturbing
force, this assumption is violated when a cylindrical shadow model is used and the
satellite passes from total sunlight into the umbra. This assumption is also violated when
a conical shadow model is used in combination with a fixed-mesh algorithm in which the
step size is large enough that the penumbra is sampled only once or twice at most per
revolution. These violations can lead to appreciable numerical integration errors for arc
lengths of only a few tens of revolutions.
Various modifications to the fixed-mesh, multistep integrator can be employed to
reduce or negate the errors incurred when crossing shadow boundaries. However, the
method of modified back differences can be used with either the cylindrical or conical
shadow models, does not require any alteration of the multistep integrator's mesh or step
size, and can be carried out with only a slight increase in computer run time. To begin
this discussion of the method of modified back differences, the original method, as
proposed by Hubbard and described by Anderle, 1 is discussed. Improvements to
Hubbard'sapproachfor the caseinvolvinga cylindricalshadowmodel will be offered.
Theextensionof themodifiedbackdifferenceapproachto casesusinga conicalshadow
modelwill alsobedemonstrated.
The integratorto be usedin this investigationis a generalformulation (Adams')
ClassII integratorof theform
m
Yn+s = Yn + (sh) 3'n + (sh)2_ aj.svJ-1 fn
j=l
m
3'n+s = yn +(sh) Z 13j.sV'i-'l fn
j=t
(2)
where h is the step size, V j-1 fn are the back differences of the force, f(t, y, _,), formed at
tn, and ¢xj.s and 13j.s are the coefficients used in the prediction (s=l), correction (s=0), or
interpolation (s<0) stages of the integrator. Given a value for s, the coefficients are
computed using a recursive algorithm. 2,3 The selection of the general formulation
integrator instead of the summed formulation was arbitrary; the method of modified back
differences is applicable to'either formulation.
HUBBARD'S METHOD
The method of modified back differences as proposed by Hubbard is an attempt to
reduce the numerical errors associated with the crossing of the cylindrical shadow model
boundary between sunlight and shadow which introduces a step function change in the
forcing function. In the cylindrical model, a satellite is assumed to be in shadow when
cos e < 0 and (r sin E) _<Re are satisfied where e is the angle between the Earth-satellite
and the Earth-sun lines, r is the radial distance of the satellite from the origin, and Re is
the effective radius of the Earth. The method of modified back differences consists of
three steps.
To begin the application of the method of modified back differences, it is necessary
for the numerical integrator to detect the crossing of a shadow boundary and to solve for
the time and state at the boundary crossing. Although a shadow boundary is crossed, the
integration should be propagated across the boundary as if there were no boundary. This
will assure that the integrated solution up to the time of the shadow boundary crossing is
correct. After the crossing, the trajectory will have errors that are proportional to the
difference between the actual SRP model and the value used to form the integrated
solution. If the last three integration nodes are taken to be tt, to and t-l with t¢, the time
of crossing, in the interval [to,tl ], the shadow boundary can be found by using a quadratic
approximation of the function T(t)= r(t)sinot(t) where T(tc)= Re. By evaluating the
function T(t) at the nodes,the shadowboundarycrossing is found by evaluatingthe
expression
2V2T 1 (3)
where VT: = T 1 - To, V2T1 = T1 - 2T0 + T-l, 13= 1 for VT: > 0, 13= -1 for VT I < 0,
and from this te = tl - St. The accuracy of t¢ is dependent on the spacing between the
nodes, i.e. the integration step size, because of the the second order polynomial
approximation. If a more accurate solution is desired, to is taken to be the last solution of
the boundary crossing time, the range [t-l,q] is reduced, the trajectory is interpolated at
t..:, to, and tl to evaluate T(t), and 5t is recomputed using Eq. (3). This algorithm can be
iterated until the value of te converges.
Step2
At this point, the back differences, Vifn, represent the forcing function evaluated at
the level of SRP before the boundary crossing. To avoid the step function nature of the
cylindrical shadow model boundary, it is necessary to modify the back differences to be
consistent with the new level of SRP at the leading node, tn.-To accomplish this, the
back differences of the SRP are formed at the leading node, VJfSRP, n, where the SRP has
been evaluated at each node as if the satellite were in full sunlight. The SRP back
differences are added to (subtracted from) the back differences of the total forcing
function when the satellite is passing out of (into) the shadow.
Step3
Since the state at the leading node if'n, Tn) is in error, the integrated effect of the
SRP from to to tn must be used to modify the state at the leading node. If the SRP is
assumed to be constant over one integration step, corrections of
1
= (t.-t,:) 2fsRP.,,
= :SRP.,
must be applied to the position and velocity at the leading node, respectively, where
m
fsRP, n is the SRP evaluated at the leading node and )'is +1 (-1) if the satellite is moving
out of (into) shadow.
The modified back differences algorithm is represented in Fig. 1 where the solid
line represents the actual trajectory, the dashed line represents the trajectory if there were
no boundary, and the dotted line represents the new "past" trajectory after the method of
modifiedbackdifferencesis applied. Thetechniqueof usinganapproximateintegral of
theSRPto correctthestateat theleadingnodewill bereferredto astheintegral method.
Trde Trajectory
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Fig. 1 Cylindrical SRP Force Model with Trajectory
Representation of the Method of Modified Back Differences
MODIFICATIONS TO HUBBARD'S METHOD
Two important modifications to Hubbard's method have been identified. The first
comes as a result of the leading node state correction. Once the leading node state
correction is made, the force at the leading node, fn, is no longer consistent with the state.
Since the leading node state correction is small, the only important force to re--evaluate is
the point mass term (PMT) of the geopotential. Using the corrected state, the PMT is
re--evaluated and is used to update fn. However, since _n has been altered, the state
should be corrected for this small change in the force function. If the difference in the
PMT is assumed linear with a value of zero at the shadow boundary crossing to the value
of the computed difference at the leading node, the force can be integrated to yield the
leading node state corrections
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= (t.-t,) 287p ..
I (tn_tc) _'f'PMT.n
where 5fPMT.n is the difference in the PMT evaluated at the leading node. Since another
leading node state correction has been made, the PMT should be re--evaluated once more.
This second re--evaluation can then lead to another leading node state correction, so this
process can be iterated more than once.
The second important modification to Hubbard's method is how the leading node
state corrections are made. Since the integral corrections are only valid over short
intervals, an alternative method is needed to increase the accuracy at larger integration
step sizes. After iterating to find the boundary crossing time and state and correcting the
back differences of the force function for the change in SRP, the state at the boundary
crossing can be used in this interpolation equations of numerical integrator to solve for
the state at the leading node. Selecting tn+s = to, Eq. (2) can be written as
"2-
m
j=l
111
Yn = Yc - (tn-tc))'n - (tn-t¢)2 _ O_j,svi-1 fn
j=1
(4)
where Yc and Yc are the position and velocity at to, respectively, and s = (to - tn)/h. This
technique for correcting the state at the leading node will be called the interpolation
method. To apply the point mass term corrections to the interpolation method, it is only
necessary to update the back differences with the new PMT, then solve for the new
leading node using Eq. (4).
APPLICATION TO THE CONICAL SHADOW MODEL
The conical shadow model is more representative of the Earth's shadow than the
cylindrical model. The angular parameters used to describe the conical model can be
expressed using the following equations
R s R_ _'e "Ts
_s = tan-1 --, O_e= tan -1 --, 0 -" COS-1
rs re IT_I I?'si
where Rs is the effective radius of the sun, _'s is the vector from the satellite to the sun, Re
7is the effectiveradiusof the Earth, andTc is the vector from the satellite to the Earth.
The satellite is assumed to be in the region of partial shadowing, the penumbra, when
(tze+(Xs) > 0 > (_-_) and in the full shadow, the umbra, when 0 < (o_--cts).
To implement the method of modified back differences with the conical model, the
time and state at both the sunlight/penumbra and umbra/penumbra boundaries must be
found. By defining the function T(t) as T(t)= 0-%-_/ots, where _/ is +1 for the
sunlight/penumbra crossing and -1 for the umbra/penumbra crossing, then the boundary
crossings satisfy the condition that T(te) = 0. The times of the boundary crossings can
then be found by writing Eq. (3) in the form
h
& =
2V2T1-- ( 2VTI + V2TI -_ [ (2VTI + V2T1) 2 --8V2T1 (TI)] 1/2 t
where 13= 1 for VTt > 0, [3 =-1 for VTt < 0, and te = tl - & as before. As in the case of
the cylindrical shadow model, the numerical integration is carried out assuming that the
satellite is in full sunlight (shadow) until both of the shadow boundaries are crossed and
the satellite is in full shadoW (sunlight).
At this point both shadow boundary crossing times are found and the corrections to
the state at the leading node are applied. To extend Hubbard's integral approach to the
conical model, the fractional SRP encountered in the penumbra as well as the appropriate
SRP from the second boundary crossing to the leading node must be modeled. If the
SRP in the penumbra is modeled as a linear function with a value of 0 at the
umbra/penumbra boundary to a value of _SRP, n at the penumbra/sunlight boundary, the
leading node corrections can be written as
[1 1 ]= _/ _ (tn-t¢2) 2 + "_ (te2-tel) 2 _SRP, n
where tel and tc2 are the times at which the boundaries, umbra/penumbra or
sunlight/penumbra, were crossed and _' is +1 (-1) if the satellite is passing out of (into)
shadow.
If the interpolation method is used, an integral correction is applied to the state at
the second boundary crossing, and this corrected state is used in the interpolation
equations to solve for the leading node state. The integral corrections applied to the state
at the second boundary crossing are
81
= I (t 2-t t)  SRP..
if a linear model of the penumbra is used where y is +1 (-1) if the satellite is passing out
of (into) shadow. After the integral correction is used to update the state at the leading
node, the PMT corrections to the state and force at the leading node are iteratively
applied.
To investigate the accuracy of using a linear model for the shape of the solar
radiation pressure in the penumbra, a nonlinear model was derived by assuming that in
the neighborhood of the solar disk the Earth's limb is linear and the satellite's velocity is
nearly constant. Under these conditions, the fractional SRP can be written as
fSRP --- COS-1 (1-2s) _ 2 (1-2s) (s-s2) 3:2
where s is a nondimensional parameter such that s = 0 at the umbra/penumbra boundary
and s = 1 at the sunlight/penumbra boundary. For this nonlinear model, the integral
correction for the penumbra effect becomes
_" = _ T (tc2 -- tel)2 fSRP, n
m
_" - "_" T (tc2 - tel ) fSRP.n
However, this model did not provide any significant improvement over the linear model.
Consequently, only results using the linear model are given.
TEST RESULTS
Two types of tests were performed to evaluate the modified back differences
algorithm. First, it was necessary to use numerical integration comparisons to identify
the best variation of the modified back difference algorithm. Then, the best variations
were used in batch filter estimation tests to determine the effect of the algorithms on the
orbit solutions. The orbital parameters to be used in this investigation are representative
of those in the GPS constellation.
9Algorithm Comparison
The numerical integration comparisons were done in two groups, one using a
cylindrical shadow model and one using a conical shadow model. The initial conditions
were the same for all tests:
semimajor axis = 26,000 km ascending node = 0 °
eccentricity = 0.01 argument of perigee = 0 °
inclination = 55.0 ° mean anomaly = 0 °
The time span of the tests was taken to be two weeks or 28 orbital revolutions. The
dynamical force model included only a constant area SRP model and a geopotential
model including terms through degree and order eight. For the SRP model reflectivity
coefficient (rl) was 0.22, the effective radius of the Earth (Re) was taken to be 6371.0 km
and the effective radius of the Sun (Rs) was taken to be 696000.0 km. The Sun was
assumed to be in the equatorial plane with the Earth-Sun direction initially in line with
the line of nodes of the satellite. The number of function evaluations represented in the
back difference table (m in Eq.s 2 and 4) was 14. These test were performed on a dual
Cyber 170/750 computer utilizing a 60 bit word with a 48 bit mantissa.
To evaluate the various permutations of the modified back difference algorithm,
reference trajectories were computed for each shadow model. The reference trajectory
for the cylindrical shadow model comparisons was computed using a 500 second
integration step size which was restarted at each cylindrical model shadow boundary.
This was chosen over a double precision integration using a 5 second step size because
even at small step sizes, the solution is flawed by the step function introduced in the force
model at the cylindrical shadow boundary. The reference for the conical shadow model
comparisons was computed using a 5 second step size and double precision (28
significant digits) arithmetic. This integration does not suffer from a step function in the
force model because it samples the penumbra more than 12 times per pass.
The transverse (alongtrack) errors for the selected algorithms involving both the
cylindrical and conical shadow models are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Only the transverse
error is displayed because it is known to be much larger than the errors in the normal
(crosstrack) or radial directions. For each shadow model, the interpolation method with
two iterations of the PMT correction results in the best ephemeris with a maximum error
of less than 3 cm when applied to the conical model and a maximum error of less than 1
cm when applied to the cylindrical model. It is also shown that the PMT corrections are
important in obtaining high accuracy solutions, although it was found that no more than
two PMT corrections are necessary. In comparison, the cylindrical model with no
special action taken at the boundaries had a maximum transverse error of 7 m, and the
conical model with no special action at the boundaries had a maximum transverse error
of 20 m.
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Themethodof modifiedbackdifferenceswill beaneffectivetool only if it canbe
implementedat a reasonablecostin termsof computertime. To evaluatetheadditional
cost of using the methodof modifiedbackdifferences,trajectoriesspanningone week
(14 orbital revolutions)were computedin which no specialaction was taken at the
boundariesfor both theconicalandcylindricalmodels,and theexecutiontime of these
trajectorieswere used as the baselinefor evaluating the method of modified back
differences. As in the previous tests, the force model included only SRP and a
geopotentialmodelcompleteto degreeand ordereight. An integrator step size of 500
seconds was used for all cases. It was found that the method of modified back
differences increased the execution time by about 10% for the cylindrical case and about
20% for the conical case over the baseline cases; whereas restarting the integrator at the
boundary of the cylindrical model represented an increase of over 100%. The relative
cost of the method of modified back differences will decrease as the complexity of the
force model increases since its cost is proportional to the number of boundary crossings.
The relative cost of restarting the integrator at the boundaries will remain high since it is
proportional to the cost of evaluating the forcing function as well as the number of
shadow crossings.
Batch Filter Tests
To measure the effect that this numerical integration error has on batch filter
solutions and the extrapolation of these solutions, tests were conducted in which the only
source of error is the result of using a relative large step size to cross the shadow
boundary. The scenario for the batch filter tests involved the satellites PRN 3, 6, 8, 9, 11,
12, and 13 of the GPS constellation during Weeks 419 and 420 which correpsonds to the
CASE UNO experiment. 4 PRN 3, 8, 11 and 13 are in one orbital plane which eclipses
during these weeks, and PRN 6, 9 and 12 are in another orbital plane that is in full
sunlight. The locations of the twelve ground stations involved in the experiment are
shown in Table 1. The observations used in this experiment were double differenced
carrier phase measurements computed along simulated "true" trajectories for the seven
satellites using the time tags of the actual observations made during this two week
period. Simulated "true" trajectories and noiseless observations were used 1) to remove
the effect of other error sources on the batch filter solutions and 2) to provide a true
solution to evaluate the technique. The time tags of the actual observations were used to
provide a spatial and temporal data distribution representative of actual tracking. There
were over 80,000 observations which were simulated along the true trajectory that was
generated using a 20 second integration step size with a conical shadow model. The step
size was chosen to have at least three steps in the penumbra per pass to avoid introducing
the step function change in the SRP at the shadow boundary which occurs with larger
step sizes.
The force model in all cases included a constant area SRP model and a
geopotential model complete to degree and order eight. The estimated parameters in
these tests included the initial conditions for each satellite in the constellation and the
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Table I
GPS GROUND STATIONS
Station Longitude (*E) Latitude (°N)
American Samoa
Black Birch, New Zeland
Onsala, Sweden
Tidbinbilla, Austrailia
-170.7147 -14.3322
173.8056 -41.7452
11.9255 57.3953
148.9786 -35.3976
Tromso, Norway 18.9383 69.6627
Wet_e_, FRG 12.8786 49.1446
YeUowknife, Canada -114.4689 62.4769
Ft. Davis, TX -103.9470 30.6360
KokeePark, HI -159.6649 22.1263
M_ave, CA -116.8882 35.3315
Owens Valley, CA -118.2836 37.2320
Westford, MA -71.4933 42.6133
reflectivity coefficient for a total of 49 parameters. The number of nodes represented in
the back difference table (m) was 14. The computations were carded out on a Cray
X-MP/24 using single arithmetic (64 bit word size with a 48 bit mantissa).
The MBD algorithms used in the batch filter tests are (1) the integral method as
applied to the cylindrical shadow model, (2) the interpolation method as applied to the
cylindrical shadow model, and (3) the interpolation method as applied to a conical
shadow model. Each of these algorithm variations included two iterations of the PMT
correction. For comparison, the cylindrical and conical shadow models with no special
action at the boundaries were included in the tests. The batch filter tests involved
estimating the trajectories using only the data from the first week of the study. The
estimated trajectories were extrapolated to the second week and compared with the
reference trajectory. The results from both the batch filter and the extrapolations are used
to evaluate the effectiveness of the modified back differences algorithm.
Fig. 4 gives an example of the transverse orbit errors for the estimated trajectories
of PRN 3 which is eclipsing and PRN 6 which is in full sunlight during week 419. These
results were obtained using the interpolation method with two PMT corrections and a
conical shadow model to propagate the orbit. Similarly, Fig. 5 gives an example of the
orbit errors for PRN 3 and PRN 6 under the same conditions except that no special action
is taken at the boundaries. These results demonstrate that the method of modified back
differences can be used to reduce the effect of this numerical integration error on the
batch filter solutions by two orders of magnitude from about 1 m to 1 cm.
Table 2 shows the root-mean-square (RMS) of the differences between the
estimated and true trajectories for the week 419 estimates. All of the MBD algorithms
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have RMS values of less than 1 cm while some of the trajectories with no special action
taken at the boundaries have RMS values greater than 1 m. Table 3 shows the RMS of
the double difference measurement residuals for the week 419 estimates. All of the
MBD algorithms result in RMS values of less than 3 mm while the cases in which no
special action was taken at the boundaries have values greater than 7 cm. These tables
suggest that the MBD method should provide a better prediction of the trajectory into
week 420 than the models in which no special action is taken.
Model
Table 2
RMS (m) OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
ESTIMATED AND TRUE TRAJECTORIES OF WEEK 419
Component PRN 3 PRN 6 PRN 8 PRN 9 PRN 11 PRN 12 PRN 13
Cylindrical Radial 0.176 0.081 0.305 0.065 0.174 0.067 0.236
No Special Trans 1.201 0.460 2.626 0.433 0.811 0.300 0.929
Action Normal 0.100 0.027 0.020 0.080 0.085 0.111 0.104
Cylindrical Radial 0.001 0.002 0.003 0,002 0,002 0.002 0.003
Integral Trans 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.003 0,004 0.003 0.005
MBD Normal .0.003 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003
Cylindrical Radial 0.010 0.002 0.002 0.1301 0.003 0.002 0.002
Interpolation Trans 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.003
MBD Normal 0,003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002
Conical Radial 0.154 0.090 0.183 0.099 0.151 0.008 0.171
No Special Trans 0.652 0.217 1.109 0,267 0.671 0.191 0.623
Action Normal 0.112 0.090 0.099 0.111 0.129 0.121 0.130
Conical Radial 0.010 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002
Interpolation Trans 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.1305 0.1302 0.003
MBD Normal 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002
Table 3
DOUBLE DIFFERENCE RESIDUAL RMS (m) FOR WEEK 419
Cylindrical Cylindrical Cylindrical Conical Conical
No Special Integral Interpolation No Special Interpolation
Action MBD MBD Action MBD
0.1341 0.0003 0.0002 0.0742 0.0002
The RMS of the differences between the extrapolated solutions from week 419 and
the "true" trajectory for week 420 are given in Table 4. Table 4 shows that solutions
using the MBD methods do indeed predict the trajectories much better than the solutions
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without the MBD approach. Also, the interpolation mcthod applied to either shadow
model has RMS trajectory differences of less than 1 cm while the cylindrical shadow
model with integral corrections has an RMS less than 9 cm. However, the orbit
predictions in which no special action is taken at the boundaries have RMS values as
high as 30 m for the cylindrical model and as high as 9 m for the conical model.
Table 4
RMS (m) OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
EXTRAPOLATED AND TRUE TRAJECTORIES OF WEEK 420
Model Component PRN3 PRN6 PRN8 PRN9 PRN 11 PRN 12 PRN 13
Cylindrical Radial 0.337 0.185 0.939 0.070 0.757 0.182 0.517
No Special Trans 17.316 1.073 31.361 0.904 7.759 0.838 3.244
Action Normal 0.098 0.027 0.018 0.079 0.095 0.111 0.107
Cylindrical Radial 0.006 0.003 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.004
Integral Trans 0.020 0.005 0.085 0.006 0.047 0.005 0.051
MBD Normal 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.004
Cylindrical Radial 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003
Interpolation Trans -< 0.016 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.009
MBD Normal 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004
Conical Radial 0.285 0.088 0.459 0.078 0.202 0.081 0.242
No Special Trans 1.700 0.420 9.471 0.290 3.796 0.353 2.648
Action Normal 0.113 0.090 0.099 0.111 0.130 0.120 0.131
Conical Radial 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004
Interpolation Trans 0.009 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.008 0.005 0.013
MBD Normal 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004
CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that the method of modified back differences applied to
either the cylindrical or conical shadow model significantly reduces the numerical
integration errors associated with the crossing of shadow boundaries. While Hubbard's
integral approach can produce significant improvements to the trajectory solution, the
interpolation method provides the best overall results. Also, it has been shown that
iterating on the PMT correction is also important for achieving the best overall results.
In addition, it has been demonstrated that the method of modified back differences can be
implemented with only a small increase in execution time.
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ABSTRACT
Major changes in the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET) tracking hardware took place in
1989. Prior to 1989, the CIGNET solely consisted of TI-4100 receivers except for the Mini-Mac receiver
at Tsukuba. In January, 1989, the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) installed Mini-Mac 2816AT receivers
at Mojave, Wesfford and Richmond which, with the Tsukuba receiver, brought the network to an almost
equal number of 1"Iand Mini-Mac receivers. Simultaneous operations of TI and Mini-Mac receivers were
conducted by the NGS at the three U.S. sites for a period of several weeks. Using this simultaneous data
set in addition to the other CIGNET data, an investigation has been conducted into the compatibility of the
alt-TI and the mixed receiver conflg_ation. The preliminary results have verified the existence of a I ms
time tag discrepancy in the Mini-Mac data reported by others, however, a 2.5 cm unresolved discrepancy
was found on the short TI to Mini-Mac baseline at Mojave. When the discrepancy in GPS time was
corrected, several meter RMS orbit differences were found;-however, the 1400 km test baseline between
Onsala and Tromso demonstrated less than two parts in 10s agreement between the two cases. The results
also demonstrated the existence of a change in Tromso antenna position from the location previously
reported.
INTRODUCTION
Beginning in 1987, the National Geodetic Survey has been active in the development of the CIGNET. The
site locations as of November 1988 are iUustrated in Fig. 1 [CSTG Bulletin. Vol. 1, No. 3, 1988]. All site
locations, except Tsukuba, consisted of 3"I-4100 receivers using the CORE software developed by the
Applied Research Laboratory of the University of Texas (UT).
In January, 1989, Mini-Mac 2816AT receivers were installed at Mojave, Westford and Richmond. For
several weeks after this installation, the TI receivers were operated simultaneously with the Mini-Mac. In
addition, NGS performed local surveys to determine the position vector of the Mini-Mac antenna with
respect to other geodetic markers in the vicinity of very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) systems.
Results obtained from mixed receiver types have been reported by (Gunner et al., 1989), (Rocken et
al., 1989) and (Chin, private communication, 1989). In the former ease, a 1 ms time tag discrepancy with
GPS time was observed when TI and Mini-Mac data were mixed. The source of the discrepancy was
traced to the Mini-Mac software; however, the discrepancy is not apparent when only Mini-Mac data were
used.
Because of the observed problems with mixing receiver types, the purpose of this study was to
investigate the compatibility between TI and Mini-Mac in the use of CIGNET data for GPS orbit and
baseline determinations, especially for longer baselines than those used in the previous studies. It was
believed that this study was essential for the understanding of results obtained using CIGNET data after the
TI receivers were removed and to aid in establishing historical links to prior campaigns using only TI
receivers. The results presented in this paper are preliminary, and further detailed studies are planned.
DATA
The simultaneous operation of Mini-Mac and TI receivers at Mojave, Wesfford and Richmond began on
January 30, 1989, in GPS Week 473 using Mini-Mac receiver software Version 1.49. The TI operations
continued for approximately two weeks at Westford and Richmond after the Mini-Mac installation. At
Mojave, the UT receiver operated until June. At all three sites, the displacement between the T/and Mini-
Mac antennas was about 5 m or less. i
For the preliminary analysis reported in this paper, only data from the first three days of simultaneous TI
and Mini-Mac operation were used 0anuary 30 to February !, 1989). Since prior work had suggested that
the TI data from Richmond would not be usable, these data were initially excluded from the analysis.
However, further investigation showed the existence of a significant amount of usable TI data from
Richmond. These data were used in some experiments, along with T/data from Kanai, YeUowknife,
Wettzell, Onsala and Tromso.
PROCEDURE
The TI and Mini-Mac data at the three U.S. sites were used in two separate, but complementary analyses.
First, the TI and Mini-Mac data were used for short baseline tests (<5 m) in which the T/to Mini-Mac
vector baseline was determined at each of the three sites. The purpose of this test was tO assess the
reported time tag discrepancy and phase center of the respective antennas. Because of the very short
baselines, L I only solutions were obtained, as well as ionosphcrically con'ected solutions. For these
analyses the orbits were fixed to a nominal ephemeris obtained from either pseudo-range or double-
difference phase data. All baselinesolutions were obtained with phase data.
Second, the GPS orbits were determined from double-difference phase data using a) only TI data and b)
Mini.Mac data from Mojave, Westford and Richmond plus-T/_ from the other sites. In these cases, the
typical estimated parameter set consisted of the epoch position and velocity for each satellite in the three-
day arc, a scale parameter for the ROCK4 radiation pressure (Fliegel et al., 1985), a parameter for y-bias
force, three-hour troposphere zenith delay, appropriate biases and selected antenna coordinates. No a
priori constraints were used on any estimated parameters. The modeling of the GPS force and kinematic
characteristics and the site coordinates are given by (Schutz et al., 1989a). In all cases, Tromso was treated
as a site with unknown coordinates.
SHORT BASELINE TESTS
Analyses were performed on the short baseline between the T/antenna and the Mini-Mac antenna at each
of the three U.S. sites. These analyses verified the existence of the 1 ms time tag correction required for
the Mini-Mac data. In addition, a more detailed analysis was performed with the short baseline estimates
at Mojave.
The orbit used for this analysis was derived from double difference phase data using only TI instruments
(Case B in the next section). This orbit was fixed and the coordinates of the Mojave Mini.Mac were
estimated with respect to the TI. The TI antenna at Mojave was the FRPA-2 and further information on the
relative positions is given in the CSTG GPS Bulletin for May-lune, 1989. The results are shown in Table 1
in which the Mini-Mac position vector is given with respect to the FRPA antenna used on the "1"I-4100.
The Mini-Mac coordinates were obtained from the average of three individ_-al solutions, each comprising a
complete day of double differences between the TI and the Mini-Mac. This result was compared with the
vector difference of positions for the respective antennas obtained on previous surveys. The resulting 2.5
cm vertical discrepancy is under investigation. No significant time tag adjustment to the Mini-Mac was
obtained after application of the 1 ms discrepancy. Furthermore, the estimate was obtained with and
without bias-fixing; however, both cases gave the same result to within a few millimeters.
ORBITAND LONG BASELINE TESTS
Several cases were used for the orbit and long baseline tests. These cases were:
A. TI only data from Mojave, Westford, Richmond, Kauai, Wettzell, Onsala and Tromso,
B. Same as Case A except Richmond T1 data were excluded,
C. Mini-Mac data from Mojave and Wesfford' no Richmond data and TI data from other sites.
The orbits that resulted from Case B and Case C ate compared in Fig. 2 for PRN-9 and a tabular summary
for all satellites is given in Table 2. For comparison, the tabular summary for the differences between Case
A and Case B are shown in Table 3, showing the influence of Richmond TI data. Comparison of Table 2
and 3 indicates agreement between the three cases at the few meter level.
Since Tromso cannot yet be linked direcdy into a VLBI coordinate system (the mobile VLBI occupied a
site at Tromso in July, 1989), Tromso has been treated as a site with unknown coordinates. The results
obtained from the three cases considered are shown in Table 4, where the coordinates are given with
respect to Onsala. The table also contains the number of double-difference measurements and the RMS of
the global set of measurement residuals. All three cases give Tromso coordinates that agree to within 1.6
cm in (x, y, z_ and 1.5 cm in the 1400 km baseline length, thus suggesting internal consistency at the level
of a part in l0 s.
Comparisons of the Onsala to Tromso baseline with previously determined results are shown in Table 5.
The previous results are given by (Schutz et al., 1989a; 1989b). While the previous results agreed with
each other within about 8.5 cm in all component_ and in the baselines, the Week 473 results disagreed with
the others by about 81 cm in height. This discrepancy prompted further investigation to identify the source.
(Engen, private communication, 1989) indicated that a new pillar for the GPS antenna had been
constructed at Tromso in November, 1988. The results from earlier weeks given in Table 5 were obtained
with data collected prior to November, 1988, whereas the Week 473 results of this paper used data
recorded after the pillar was installed. Detailed measurements of the pillar by the Norwegian Mapping
Agency showed a change in height of about 81 cm, thereby justifying the conclusion that the Tromso
discrepancy was caused by a change in the antenna height. This result is of further interest since the initial
GPS result was obtained without knowledge of the antenna height change, thereby providing a "blind.w.st."
An additional test of the GPS determination of Tromso will be possible when the VLBI result is available
at the end of 1989.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Data collected for a period of three days using the TI-4100 and the Mini-Mac 2816AT receivers collocated
at Mojave and Wesfford were processed along with data from other CIGNET sites. Three-day orbit
comparisons indicate that the impact of replacing TI-4100 with Mini-Mac on the orbits was less than four
meters RMS. However, the effect on the Onsala to Tromso baseline determination was insignificant. A
previously reported Mini-Mac one millisecond time tag discrepancy from GPS time was verified in the
process of determining short (-5 m) baselines between the TI-4100 and the Mini-Mac antennas collocated
at Mojave and Westford, however, an unresolved 2.5 cm disorepafiC_ exists in the Mojave result. The
baseline between Tromso and Onsala (-1400 kin) was determined with a repeatability between three cases
of 1 part in 10 s. An 81 cm change in antenna height at Tromso (due to new construction) was detected
without any prior knowledge of the change. While this test cart be regarded as a "blind test," an essential
component of the test will be provided by the VLBI determination. Based on the analysis of three days of
data, it can be tentatively concluded that TI-4100 and Mini-Mac 2816AT CIGNET receivers are
sufficiently compatible for orbit determination to support a part in l0 s baseline determinations. However,
orbit differences at the few meter level require further investigation.
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Table 1. Mojave short baseline test (TI to Mini-Mac).
....... _ Components and length ira)
x y z l
Ll Average of three days* '-1.197 -2.478 ' --4.180 -5.005
RMS of three days 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.006
Independent solution** -1.181 -2.466 --4.196 5.008
*The three days in Week 473"were days 30, 31 and 32
**The independent solution was obtained by TI to TI and Mini-Mac
to Mini-Mac local surveys at different times
(GPS Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 3, May-June 1989)
Difference (m) between the three-day and the independent solution
"No Zast tJp '
0.0013 --0.0054 _ t 0.0239
,e
Table 2. Summary of orbitdifferences: EPH (C)-EPH (B).
'' [ IiRN-3 [ P_q-6 I PRN-8 [' PRN-9 [ PRN-11 "'PRN-12 PRN-13
Radial --0.026
Along-Track 3.276
Cross-Track -0.015
Mean (m)
0.007 -0.010 01017 0.027 ' 0.038
2.089 1.534 1.280 1.843 1.510
--0.013 -0.026 --0.027 -0.038 -0.003
0.008
1.213
0.006
Radial 0.957
RMS (m)
0.922 0.890 0.298 0.165
2.794 2.354 1.427 2.003
0.768 2.475 1.005 1.631
Along-Track 3.935
Cross-Track 1.580
0.497 0.251
2.001 1.341
0.982 0.966
Radial
Along -Track
Cross-Track
Radial
Along-Track
Cross-Track
Table 3.
PRN-3 15RN-'6 [ PRN-8 [ PRN-9 ] PRN-11 PRN-12 PRN-13
Mean (m)
0J.028 0.013 0.024 --0.006 0.015 -0.010 0.014
2.811 5.387 1.619 1.429 -0.577 -2.873 0.441
-0.003 -0.024 -0.012 -0.023 -0.009 -0.017 0.001
" "" glVlS (m) ......
{).519 0.902 0.083 0.317_ 0.297 i 0.727 ' 0.280
•3.037 5.725 1.758 1.574 0.862 3.250 0.769
0.553 1.679 0.965 0.734 0.376 0.884 0.346
Summary oforbitdifferences: EPH (B)-EPH (A).
Table 4. GPS week 473 results.
DD No. of Onsala to Tr°ms° baseline (m)"
Case R_MS(m) DD Ax
A "0.021 25353 -1267718.165
B 0.019 19734 -1267718.149
C 0.019 19371 -1267718.154
DD = dou'ble differenced phase
Ay Az l
9692.552 608406.658 1406187.026
9692.552 608406.661 1406187.014
9692.568 608406.647 1406187.01I
[,.-
.i
Table 5. Onsala to Tromso baseline comparison with other results.
r , . , . _ _2omponenisandleng.th(m) _ '
Week 473
Case B
Week 419
I week soln
Week 420
I week soln
Week 444
I week soln
Week 444
3 day soln
w/o S. Pacific
Az
-1267718.149
.Ay. Az l
9692.552 608406.66i 1406187.0i4
-1267718.396 9692.560
-1267718.417
-1267718.414
-1267718.480
9692.533
9692.512
9692.566
608405.885
608405.862
608405.882
608405.899
1406186.900
1406186.909
1406186.915
1406186.983
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APPENDIX X
"Observations of selective availability and the effect on precision geodesy," presented at the
Fall Meeting of the American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, Calif., December 1990
(Abstract; Figures)
Axalolry wi',h _lm. ChUe. snd Jap_s iNif4_ts Mint
eclat a6ethqu_k_ oa tim P.,s_.a_ts _hductiam so_
would I_ve nctueed _dden Iowe4,11_ d Im_d |n cw_ltoi
ItambLnnkm, _ faeld_ tre_ JLnd Jreue add to
prevtouaty eep_r_l ev|denue that nmk e_-Lhqunkea did
a_:ur, even thoufb _ have Mpl_ned in the g00
:rearm elnce |urol_mns arrived /It the Pwdtk: Hoct_weeL
GI2B CA: 303 Men 1440h
The Impact of Selective Availability (SA)
on GPS Geodesy
Presiding: W Melbourne, Jet Propulsion
Lab; K Feigl, MIT
G12F1 144_ INVITED
An Overview of GPS Selective kvlilability
T P3"_ck (Jet Propulsion Lab_ttocy, Cafifomix In_tol¢ of
Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109)
Selective Avzitahili_y, or SA, is now active _._'ly fall time on
the GPS B lock l i satellites, ten of which arc du_ m be in service
by December of 1990. SA is designed toth:grldet_*,¢_ dec
positioning accuracy ar_inab|e by those mX authot_ed to t_
the GPS Precise Positioning Service. Nouthly, i= is within the
consw_nts of unauthorised use that a nunlt_ of scientific
groups ate now achieving geodcdc loom'acing of I: I 0 te¢ better
over disumccS ranging from hundreds tO many thousands of
kilornctcr_----undou btedly the most precise GPS m¢_mm_nta
being made in any ¢ondidomk
Thece ia _kut t feud dear ofmmemlmf g/_ amoq the
unauthorized, a situation that has _ en¢ottol_ by =It= rather
ci_v¢ manuer in which SA has been of re, Lily penm),e_ m the
outside world. This procreation will atom_ to _ corn-
men SA questions by reviewing GPS signal semctm¢, defining
the t_ med_nds (data m=ssai_ comqxioa and "dithering") by
- which SA errors are imposed, giving qusndtadve exampJas of
the effect of SA on Point ix_itioning and _ deleffaina.
don, def¢'_ibing su'ategies by which SA effe¢_ can 13¢ fldni-
mired, and ittumtdng thase topics w_th dart md _
from recent exl_nmenu,
G12F2 15_ INVITED
Global Positioning System (GYS) I_li©Loe
Lt Col Jules G. McNeil, USAF (Nilitary
Asslstan_ to the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Co.and, Con_rol,
Co_n_co_£o_s and _nte_L_qence,
Pentagon, P._ 3D174, Was_ington# {X: 2030_-
3040, 703-695-6L231 (Spcnsort De.
NilZ!am Helbo_ene)
This presentation _LZ1 cover the overall
process for radLonav_qatLon system plan
and policy development which culminates
in the biennial FederaZ Radionavigation
Plan, It will highlight current plane
a_d poZioies affecting the G_obal
_ositioning System {GPS). These incZude
availability of and access to GPS
services, i_piementation of selective
availability and anti-spoofing features
and :equi_ements foc access tO _recioe
GPS capabilities.
G12_-3 1515h INVt_D
Eth|cal Considerations for the Custodians of GPS
RogeT Silham, Department of Geological _den_ and CARES,
Unive_,ty of Colorado, Boulder CO 80309.
Since its Inception, the military architects ind custodians of the
CIoI_I Positioning System (GPS) have mail_tained I consistent
policy concerning the availability of the pzeci_e positioqing code
tO the civdtan community. "AcCeSs to the code can and will be
denied'. Where alternative methoda exist this policy has
moderated the wholesale adoption o_ GPS geodcqy, befaule 04 the
financial risk Of investing in the acquisition o_ ¢ommercml Cl_
receivers that may bucome unu_,able in the _war furore. Where
alternative methods are not available because el the unique
qualities Of GPS positioning, the possible denial of future
a_'altibtilty continues to alarm the scienti|K community. _E¢lll
ongoing c_stal deformation programs have aS a fundamental
goal tb4e mitipUon Ot _e,smic and romanic I_l_dt. The de_l
of the pY_¢ise positkoning code to such programs raises ethical
and moral I.tS'._ s t_t Wef_ _tr_|ORte_n at the tiffU_ that f_leftive
avaiMbdity was being dleigned into the Cl_.
A policy to permit contisned access to the GP_ precise
poslt_iolg OgKle in lis ulseRery_ orisilul form WOMbl
Iwo Itonef_ to the _smdlam of the CPS: R would be ixm'elved
as a genermm opntrlbution by the US to hau_d mitipHon Jn
many mttm_ o_ the wo_kl, and its h'_ avadabfllly weald inhibit
the proliferation of alternative navigation syiteme by _thee
mttlom who for commercial reaso_J wc_ld not wish to include
tlmited acteu, tt is clear that the GI_ i_le pmillOnin| rode has
anormous benefits to civilisation beyond any military
application, if the AS and SA limited access signals are
Implernentcd and cannot be successfully overcome in geodeSY,"
applications, it may be desirable for tha world scientific
community to t.mrch its own I_tellite system for geodetk oontml
in lea level, earthquake and volcano studies.
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Monitor_ S/A and fis Effect m GPS GendasT
• _mc ")'_ md C_. W,eme_ I_'_
n _U'NAVCO/C_LE3. CB 216 Univ. _¢Celorado, go_lde4., CO, 80309 C_Co4_eedo
Ccmec fox Asuedynamics Re=cart.k. C_ 431 U_iv. of Colorado, _o_td_. CO.
I10_O_. O_"_. OfGe_. ÷ Geot_ys, Univ. of Uttlt. Sill L.tk¢ Oily. UT, 84117..
We pre_nf a technique to monitor the level of S/A clock dith¢finS of
Block It GPS satellites. Frequency offsets due to S/A can be moni-
tored to wigan -0.1 Hz for double differences and with an uncertainty
of --0,5 Hz for single differences if a rubidium oscillator is used. Wc
observed frequency offsets due to S/A of +/- 1.6 Hz from the nominal
GPS camel frequeecy (see figure below). Monitonng S/A may srd
post-proccssi_g high nccuracy point Posi_oning applicad_ms. Our
limi. t_. data se_ .Ion Shows that S/A monitonng is generally nor m-
tluacu on any tefresmal baseline for high accuraCy relative GPS ge-
odesy. Regatta obtained from zero-baseline tests indicate that clock
dithering e.Ju_s maximum double4ifferenc¢ phase residuals (dd _.=)
as a funenon of receiver clock sy_hronizadon error of: dd,,,.1 = 0.04
en_dsc_, end as a ruction of blseline len_qh of: dd _ = 0.014 cm/
( 100 km). Si_e tbe_ Ire linear mlahons for muSeum ob_'ed vti-
U_S Of post-fit rc$1d_taJs due tO S/A, the effect on the biplane will be
smaller thin 0,014 cm for I baseline aCpar_non of t00 km. We con-
clude that S/A clock dithering effects can b¢ monitored and corrected
for. but they an: _ conveniently uegl¢cted in double-difference
ImX'essing if the GPS roueivert R.main syuehronizod to better than l0
. ,*2
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t tleh4mNI for R_lu¢lflo tha Effect of 1141oetlve Avallablmy
Pructlt GPS CMf_ir ptro_i Mtslucl4wIntS
[g_L[.J_EIf_ ROa_T W KIIG, THOMtS& HEgRI_G, _ND MARKUS
ROD4ACHER*; MIT 54kgt 0, Clff_k_ MA _213g;
(_tT) 2S3_72 (" vein0 _e_ U_son_y o_ Berne)
la W 1990, the D_af_ (4 Defense ftegln dltlllld_ _ carder
fmqu4mcy Iremm_nd by B_ck It totl0aea o( the GlObal P_l#i_ System
(GPS). We can chlrocteflze the d_herod oscdkltor fra_e_*y by
¢liffMecdiitlf_ the p_lase teceNId It stations equi_ed w_h atomic
fnK_ncy maodlrd$. _ al_ata lhel the devllflor_ from thl nomisal
fr_ ¢4 1 •5742 GHz _ ty_alb/ I-2 He o¢ INIvota$ I_lrl$ in 10s,
Moreover. these dev_lllOml vary rapidly w_h ache. often reverl_'_ s_n
wit_s_anot S t0 lOmmmas. Hlefl unmceeisd, the Oeviatio_t woduce
_alt-NftOdi_ aCheS _ Ot_-wSy _ls_ua_ w_h Im_l Of c_llr 100
cyc_II. Fnc d_a tensed al _ Same _l recetvor time, b'_ ll_Ude
OI thl If_ _ _l _lrl_C_l _ l_ll. less thi_ 0.02 _leS too
tran_ta_l I_ltlMIIS. FOr I_ff_neusly $_IT_K_ dale. hOWever.
the_e lf_ f_ _ i_O _ (_l _tarancll W_h In a_a_l _
to =_H-al ¢l¢iss. rl_ magnttoae U the I_o_em i mu0_,y propoaional te
the dMerlm_ in a_ limes _ehwNm the receNtrl. FOr example, the
ex_eme, but typical ease c/a Mk'timac 288AT (sarnpSnD m the even GPST
minute) and e 714100 (samp4k_ 092 eseO_l elu1_Ir). _Ca_ll doubly-
diIlenmced ta_ais w_h In RUg M a_put 0.6 Cycles ('txoadcesl" hi
F_um) TO estimaro the fm(_jency _wisflon from tl_ nominal va_e. we
_flemnM_e rne _ linked at 30 as_n_ Ir_e_l_ by the CIGNET
I_ _ e_pect th_ amf ato_ _au_lan_ nat_t at the k_ of tO -11 would
be atteq_e Ior thle _qpoas. F_ COnVan_ncs. we patam*ter_e the
d_het;oo o_Ow asteale _ t_ the tame three ce_ (a_O.
at1 ard IQ)l_ WIm ast_lte mac nwlgittue rnasa_. Uz_g
Oa_ Set OI Ihese values _ 30 I_Ondl. we Can raOUOl the RMS
i_mtsvm_uw_/_ _al_41toraneed res_duea bY a later el 8, to
_ 0.1 c_ise rmoe_r tn Figu_J. D/l ic, aft_ e _e m_nm t_m _
_ I i weYaRe S_ Av01blbdWy. bul ff_lt N/np_/KJ | o_d
O/S_ CK_T I1_ I_ en0ra fmquersly Alhou0h our a_n:_ech
ces nto¢lit n_oit el IM MKI _ SaisO_ kvMlO411y M _
ate*met to tmq_ I_ i_am ta ¢ot_ Io 81m_etmou_ m _easle_• For
consl_m_ mln me C$ONET mttiom It NO_ .tmm_, tam _mtm
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The |mpxct of Recent Selective Availability an Precl_
Relative Pueitiening with Static GPS
Y. Beck t, g-B, Minuu aod D.C. Agnew
([GPP, _;cr_pps Institution of (keanography. La Jells, CA
92_)3; l tEoat Jet Propulsion Laboratory, C..,tlifomia In.tote
of Techr_logy, Pttedcnt, CA 9t 109)
We have entrained the impact of the recent implementadon o(
Selective Availability (SA) on Block I] GPS _tel]ites on davy three
dimensional te_ative position estimates of the Permxnenl GP. ¢
Geodetic Array (PGGA) sites in C.tiifom ia We collude that as long
as the simultaneity of ob_.Jvadon *;me tags is maintained between
receivers, 5A alterations of the GPS signals do not degrade
positioning =curacy when uSing several houri of doubly-d_ ffcrenced
pht_ me_u,'em_ts. In fach adding observations of the SA affected
Block It satellites improves baseline reF..atability (eVen in CaJdm'niu
w_ Rlock I ge_ne_cal cove_tg¢ Lt quite favorable).
c PGGA became opcritionti at shout the Same dec that the
Department of Defense initiated SA. Dxtt _ ¢oilectc.d daily at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) end the Jet Propubion
Laborltory (JPL) from three Rogue SNR-8 receives deployed at
JPL SIO, and Pities Flat Observatory, and from three Mini-Mac
2516AT _e¢¢ivers el the CIGNET treckin S stations in California.
Masutchuto_ts. and Florida. In the tint few weeks of Ol_'ratio_, the
time tags of the Rogue (UTC baled) atu:l Mini-Mac receives (GPS
time based) were offset by 6 zeconds. The Rogue receive_ ti_ *,gs
were subsequendy modified to be GPS time based. We examined
the rep¢itab_itty of poSition determmado_a of JPL, P heft and S]O
reladv_ tO the rased CIGNET sites, using five days during the initial
period of tiroe tag disereptmcy ted fo_r dt D after t_ t_ne mp were
synchnmized. To test the effects of SA on rclasvc positioning within
the array, we _foimed daily, simulumeo_t, orbit improved network
solutions of the ROgue _ Mini-Mac dala with only Block I tltellJte
observations (unllfectnd by SA), and with both Block ! and II
ohgezvstionl. We repO_ on the expenlrents that We p¢l_ O_
these data using diff_ent orbit imlm_vement scherzi, Ind arrive at
the ¢a¢omagts| conclusive de_ribed in the first ptragrtph.
Howe','.J', we haw learned that cunrent SA has very advcne effects
Or* nSt_ with non-iL_uitan¢ous obrcrvattoms* aM mikes dill
editing m¢_ pmbkmadc, even with P-code based reccivas. We aim
assess thz effects of SA titerauons in the navigation mesSage by
comparison with m'bh improved l_utioas.
G128-7 1615h
OBSERVATIONS OF SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY AND THE
EFFECT ON PRECISION GEODESY
B. E. Schutz (Cenler fo_ Space gesetrch, The University of Texas at
Austin, Austin. Texas 78? 12)
Y. C. Chao, R. Ostie.¢z. and C. Wilson
From July IS-July 22, several experiments with GPS receivers
were conducted on zero ]ef_gth baselines at McDonald Observatory
('rx), Piatrovitle (CO). aM Qumcy (CA) as part of a GPS campaign
in West Texas* New Mexico, and Nevada. TI-4109 and Tnmble
4000ST zeccivers were used on the zero length baselines wire
recording epochs that diffe_d hy 0.92s, The McDonald
Observatory 3"I was connected to a cesium o_cillator, while all other
re=cleon used internal oscillatorS. Evidence of selective availabihty
is apparent in the double<liffercnced residuals; for example, the
diffcreuces between TRN 3 and 20 exhibit periodicities within r._
of about 10cm, a characteristic not observed when only Bled. ,
satellites are: used. Si_lat characteristics were observed at t_l
different sites. The naium of the periodicities and techniques ,_:
their removal are presented, and the influence of these chtrectenst_c_
on long baselines is examined.
G_3-S 1_
The Effect of SA on Basellntt from the California G_S
Arrsy in Southern California
Frank H. Webb. UIf 1 Lindqwlster, Geoffrey Blew,It. and James
Zumbergc (Ai]at: Jet Propulsion L.zbor'4[or_. Cahfornla lnslUut¢ O[
Technology, Pasackna, CA 9i IO9; g Ig-354-4670)
GP_ observables are romincly collected from an array of
cominuously o_'rtong Rogue n_ceivere in southern California.
rec¢ivent are Iocaled et Pinyon Flat in the Santa Rosa Moumains,
Scripps In_itution of Ocennogrel_y in La Jolla, and at JPL in
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Double Difference Residuals Showing SA-Induced Effects
Caused by Nonsynchronized Receivers
